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Abstrat
As the next generation of mobile networks emerges, the design for more advaned
networking tehniques beomes more diult and non-trivial, due to the inreas-
ing quality-of-servie (QoS) demands of multimedia appliations, while onsidering
system issues and onstraints.
In this thesis, we onsider a stohasti optimal ontrol approah for resoure al-
loation and provisioning in wireless ad ho networks. Speially, we study the
problem of multi-lass network sheduling under a time-varying hannel and network
topology. We formulate the problem using the deision theoreti framework known
as Markov Deision Proess (MDP) . We present four variants of MDP formulations
to highlight important results and ontributions.
The rst model uses the theory of ψ-irreduibility for ontrolled Markov hains
to formulate an average-ost MDP for eah node ating as an agent, with the goal of
nding the poliy that minimizes the expeted average ongestion level. Using sta-
bility onepts of ψ-irreduible hains, we present the rst novel method of ahieving
optimization and stability onditions simultaneously for a general Markov queueing
network, and for deriving performane bounds from the ontrol algorithm, as the
algorithm onverges to the optimal solution.
The seond model onsiders a Semi-Markov Deision Proess (SMDP) where eah
node adaptively performs network-level bandwidth alloation and buer management.
The main objetive is to maximize average long term network reward and at the same
time, minimize QoS violations with respet to bandwidth, queueing delay, and buer
iii
loss. Due to the dynami nature of the network, estimating the state transition of the
Markov hain is a non-trivial task. Hene, we use the model-free framework known as
Neuro-Dynami Programming (NDP), also known as Reinforement Learning (RL),
that uses stohasti approximation and simulation-based (i.e. online) tehniques to
approximate or nd the near-optimal poliies.
In order to have a faster and more robust onvergene, we also onsider the pro-
visioning problem as a Hierarhial Semi-Markov Deision Proess (HSMDP) that
exploits a task struture in the original SMDP problem. Speially, the problem is
divided into a hierarhy of subtasks in a task graph. In solving the HSMDP, we use
the orresponding Hierarhial Reinforement Learning (HRL) tehnique that reuse
subtask solutions in the task graph struture.
Finally, we formulate the queue sheduling problem as a Deentralized Partially
Observable Markov Deision Proess (DEC-POMDP) where the joint ations or poli-
ies of agents aet the performane of the system. DEC-POMDP is a multi-agent
extension of MDP for deentralized ontrol where eah agent observes a dierent par-
tial view of the urrent network ondition. We also address the issue of loality of
interation among neighboring nodes and apply a model-free algorithm to approxi-
mate the optimal joint poliies. Using stability onepts of ψ-irreduible hains, we
also present the rst method for analyzing the stability and optimization of a deen-
tralized Markov network and derive performane bounds, as the algorithm onverges.
We also verify our analysis from simulation results to show the eetiveness and
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Mobile ad ho networks (MANETs) have been envisioned as a type of next gen-
eration wireless network that is self-organizing, rapidly deployable and requires no
infrastruture. They form a wireless network of mobile routers inter-onneted with
multi-hop ommuniation paths. MANETs oer distintive advantages in areas suh
as searh and resue operation in disaster areas, in ollaborative mobile omputing,
and reently, in a heterogeneous sensor network where a mobile node ats as a more
powerful sink and luster head or gateway for resoure-onstrained sensor devies.
In order to realize the pratial benets of MANETs, it is essential to develop
eient networking tehniques that take full advantage of available resoures with
onsideration of the system apabilities and onstraints. A number of issues must
be addressed, suh as routing, sheduling, medium aess ontrol (MAC), mobility
management, power ontrol and quality of servie (QoS).
This thesis onsiders the problem of network-level resoure alloation and provi-
sioning under a time-varying hannel in a multi-lass ad ho network. Speially,
we use a stohasti optimal ontrol approah for queue sheduling or bandwidth allo-
ation and buer management. Our model aptures the situation of having dierent
soure-destination pairs, dierent hannel data and error rates, general tra arrival
patterns and arbitrary number of nodes.
There has been a number of researh works in resoure alloation and sheduling
1
under a time-varying hannel and in a multi-hop network. Due to the inherently lossy
harateristis of the wireless medium, researhers have used adaptive tehniques for
resoure management. In [1℄ and [2℄, the authors formulated a onstrained onvex
optimization of resoure alloation for MANETs subjet to QoS and fairness on-
straints. Speially, they have onsidered power ontrol for optimizing throughput,
servie level agreement (SLA) feasibility under network onstraints (i.e. with respet
to bandwidth, delay, delivery probability and guaranteed data rate), unused apa-
ity maximization and minimizing transmission delay under SLA with the network
onstraints.
In [3℄, the authors presented a prie-based approah of bandwidth alloation and
onsidered priing as a means to stimulate ooperation where nodes harge other
nodes for relaying data pakets. Assuming that the users maximize their own benet,
they have proposed an iterative prie and rate adaptation algorithm and showed that
it onverges to a soially optimal bandwidth alloation.
The main weakness of these approahes [1, 2, 3℄ is the assumption that the network
is stati. One the network onditions vary, eah agent may need to re-ompute its
optimal resoure alloation poliy. A better and more pratial approah is thus to
inlude the network dynamis and nd the optimal ourse of ations for the agents.
There is also no lear notion of time or deision periods in the above-mentioned
shemes. It is evident that the amount of available resoures for future onnetions
and expeted amount of future net benet depend on how muh reservation is made at
present. Our solution diers from these approahes by treating the resoure alloation
problem as a stohasti ontrol problem, where eah agent atively performs queue
management and sheduling to optimize long term performane.
The theory of Markov Deision Proess (MDP) have been widely used as a math-
ematial framework for sequential deision-making in stohasti domains and for ad-
dressing performane optimization. This thesis presents four variants of MDP formu-
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lations to highlight our ontributions and results.
1.1 Optimal Stohasti Control using ψ-irreduible
Markov hains
The rst type onsiders a general queueing network under a time-varying hannel,
where eah node ats as an agent. We derive a Markov hain for eah node and
formulate a MDP, also known as a ontrolled Markov hain, with the objetive of
minimizing the average ongestion level. The optimal solution to the MDP an be
found by using standard dynami programming (DP) tehniques suh as value itera-
tion and poliy iteration [4℄. However, due to the time-varying nature of the network,
the irreduibility property of the Markov hain may not hold and thus, DP algo-
rithms annot be applied diretly to ompute the optimal poliy. We thus use a novel
framework known as ψ-irreduibility for ontrolled Markov hains. We note that ψ-
irreduibility is easier to verify and is more appliable than the standard denition
of irreduibility of having only a single ommuniating lass where any state an be
visited from any initial ondition [4℄.
Obtaining stohasti ontrol poliies for wireless queueing networks are developed
based on the theory of Lyapunov drift [5, 6, 7℄. This theory has been used in the
development of stabilizing ontrol laws for data networks, but has not been used to
address performane optimization. However, by using the framework of ψ-irreduible
Markov hains, not only that we an address performane optimization in nding the
optimal poliies, we an also show stability for the queueing model.
In partiular, for obtaining the optimal poliies for ψ-irreduible Markov hains,
we introdue stability onepts suh as c-regularity, regular hains and regular poli-
ies. Consequently, our analysis also uses the theory of Lyapunov's seond method,
together with Foster's stability riterion for unontrolled Markov hains. The merging
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of these tehniques is known as the Foster-Lyapunov drift ondition [8℄ that provides
a stability inequality ondition for our wireless queueing model.
By using the stability onditions for ψ-irreduible Markov hains and a modied
value iteration algorithm, we also derive performane bounds from the ontrolled
model itself, as the ontrol algorithm onverges to the optimal poliy. Speially,
due to the Foster-Lyapunov drift ondition and regularity of intermediate poliies
in the iteration, we an guarantee a bounded average ongestion level and queueing
delay.
The idea of using a drift ondition to derive performane bounds is similar to the
work in [9℄. However, the authors in [9℄ did not formulate the problem as a MDP
and only used a linear programming approah at every time slot to searh for the
optimal parameter settings. In general, the value iteration algorithm for MDP is less
omputationally expensive than linear programming, sine the former improves on its
omputed poliy at every sueeding iteration, while the latter searhes the solution
spae at every time step without onsideration of previously obtained values.
To the best of the author's knowledge, by using onepts of ψ-irreduible Markov
hains, we present the rst method of ahieving optimization and stability onditions
simultaneously in a general wireless Markov queueing network, and for deriving per-
formane bounds diretly from the sheduling algorithm, as the algorithm onverges
to the optimal solution.
1.2 Near-Optimal and Model-Free QoS Provisioning
The seond variant of MDP formulation onsiders a Semi-Markov Deision Proess
(SMDP) where eah node adaptively performs network-level bandwidth alloation
and buer management in a multi-lass network. The main objetive is to maximize
average network reward and at the same time, minimize per-lass QoS violations with
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respet to bandwidth, queueing delay, and buer loss. Due to the fat that in a dy-
nami network, estimating the state transition probabilities of the underlying Markov
hain is a non-trivial task, we use the novelmodel-free mathematial framework known
as Neuro-Dynami Programming (NDP) [10℄, also termed as Reinforement Learning
(RL) [11℄.
It is also well known that Dynami Programming tehniques, suh as value iter-
ation and poliy iteration, suer from urse of dimensionality [4℄, espeially when
the state spae is large as in the ase of QoS provisioning. NDP or RL solves these
issues by nding an approximate solution to the optimal poliy, while the agent in-
terats with the system. The distinguishing harateristis of this approah is that
it an be used in pratial and real-world senarios, whereby eah node determines
its near-optimal poliy through a sequene of diret interations with the network. A
model-free solution does not need prior knowledge of the state transition probabilities
of the Markov hain. Thus, RL is less omputationally expensive than DP tehniques,
as it does not require the exat model of the system.
In [12℄, the authors proposed a stohasti ontrol approah for resoure alloation
under a time-varying hannel. However, they used a model-based DP algorithm to
nd the optimal poliy. In our researh, we employ a model-free solution due to its
pratiality and appliability in atual network deployments. In addition to the time-
varying hannel, we also onsider MANET-spei harateristis, suh as dynami
topology and dierent MAC and routing mehanisms.
A provisioning method based on the SMDP framework was proposed in [13℄ for
adaptive multimedia in ellular wireless networks. They disussed a bandwidth adap-
tation algorithm in onjuntion with all admission ontrol. They onsidered a multi-
lass network and formulated an average reward SMDP. They applied a model-free
RL algorithm to maximize the network revenue while satisfying the following QoS
onstraints: probability of hand-o dropping, average alloated bandwidth and intra-
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lass fairness. Due to the large state spae of the problem, they used a neural network
struture known as Multi-Layer Pereptron (MLP) with a single hidden layer for ap-
proximating the state-ation values in the RL algorithm. The state-ation values
were then used to onstrut and nd the optimal poliy.
Our SMDP formulation is similar to [13℄, however, we present a network-level
bandwidth alloation and buer management sheme in a multi-lass MANET with
onsideration of per-lass QoS onstraints. In applying RL to nd the near-optimal
poliy, we use a linear neural network struture known as Cerebellar Model Artiula-
tion Controller (CMAC), whih is omputationally heap to use and is suitable for
fast and real-time learning. The CMAC network performs linear funtion approxi-
mation for ompatly estimating and storing state-ation values in the RL algorithm
[14℄. Linear funtion approximators, suh as CMAC neural networks, in ontrast with
non-linear MLP networks used in [13℄, are also known to be beneial for the on-
vergene of RL algorithms, suh as Temporal-Dierene (TD) learning, for problems
involving large or ontinuous state spae [15℄.
The main ontribution of this approah is by formulating the QoS provisioning
problem as a stohasti ontrol problem (i.e. SMDP) and using a model-free solution
(i.e. RL), we are able to provision bandwidth and manage buer resoures to satisfy
QoS requirements in a ost-eetive and pratial manner, while attaining the near-
optimal poliy and without knowing the exat model of the system.
1.3 Hierarhial Optimal Control for Resoure Allo-
ation
The third variant of MDP formulation extends the SMDP model for QoS provisioning
as desribed in the previous setion, espeially for ontinuous state and ation vetor
spaes. Using the idea of divide-and-onquer, we propose to divide the original SMDP
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provisioning problem into a olletion of smaller problems. We then ompose poliies
obtained from the smaller problems into the optimal poliy for the original problem.
Intuitively, this mehanism aelerates the proess of nding the optimal solution,
sine the smaller problems are relatively easier to solve. Formally, we use the frame-
work known as Hierarhial Semi-Markov Deision Proess (HSMDP) [16℄ that uses
the idea of deomposing the large state spae into regions of sub-spaes.
A omplex SMDP problem an often be solved by deomposing it into a olletion
of smaller problems. The smaller problems an then be solved and reombined into
a solution for the original problem. In dividing the state spae, HSMDP essentially
deomposes the given problem into dierent tasks. Eah task an then be further
deomposed into a olletion of subtasks and so on, up to the desired level of the task
hierarhy. HSMDP uses the idea of temporal abstration where, at a given task level
in the hierarhy, deisions are not required at eah step, but invokes a sequene of
temporally-extended ativities or tasks, also known as temporally-abstrat ations. At
the lowest level of the task hierarhy are primitive ations that immediately terminate
after exeution.
In the original SMDP problem in Setion 1.2, we observe that, even though the
model-free solution was used in nding the near-optimal poliy for bandwidth allo-
ation and buer management, eah agent still suers from slow onvergene, as it
needs onsiderable amount of experiene in estimating the optimal poliy. In resoure
onstrained devies, this may not be pratial.
As for the HSMDP formulation, nding the optimal poliy requires obtaining the
best poliy at eah level of the task hierarhy. We use the orresponding model-free
Hierarhial Reinforement Learning (HRL) tehnique [16℄. A primitive ation of
the task hierarhy orresponds to the ation used in the at or non-hierarhial RL
algorithms, suh as Q-Learning [17℄ and the SMART algorithm used in [13, 18℄. It
should be noted that at RL algorithms are only appliable for non-hierarhial MDP
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problems.
In [18℄, even though the ation vetor with the highest state-ation value an
be retrieved ompatly, we observed that the at RL algorithm is still searhing
from a large ontinuous vetor spae. This eetively does not prevent the agent
from hoosing ostly ations, espeially during the initial exploration phase, whih
also ontributes to slower onvergene. HRL aelerates onvergene by reusing the
poliies learned by the subtasks in the task hierarhy in the HSMDP formulation. It
is also possible to dene ations at eah subtask to prevent the agent from hoosing
ostly and unfavorable poliies.
The main ontribution of this approah is that by deomposing the network-level
QoS provisioning problem into a task hierarhy under the stohasti ontrol HSMDP
framework, and using the orresponding model-free HRL algorithm, we an ahieve
better average long term performane.
1.4 Deentralized Optimal Control for Resoure Al-
loation
The fourth type of MDP formulation onsiders the queue sheduling problem as a
deentralized ontrol problem. Speially, we use the framework known as Deen-
tralized Partially Observable Markov Deision Proess (DEC-POMDP) [19℄ where the
performane of the network is aeted by the joint ations or poliies of the agents.
DEC-POMDP is an extension of the theory of Markov Deision Proess for de-
entralized ontrol (DEC-MDP), but eah agent observes a dierent partial view of
the urrent network ondition. The observation of an agent may only inlude the
loal queue information and poliies of neighboring agents. In nding the optimal
joint ations, the DEC-POMDP formulation is essentially a multi-agent system that
allows the agents to ollaborate, ooperate and ontrol a single MDP without om-
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plete observability of the global network state. This approah is thus more appliable
and realisti than any other MDP-based framework, as it onsiders a deentralized
multi-agent system in atual ommuniation network senarios.
It is known that exat and model-based solutions to a DEC-POMDP are omplete
for the omplexity lass non-deterministi exponential time (NEXP-omplete) [19℄.
In other words, a general DEC-POMDP does not admit polynomial-time algorithms
sine P 6= NEXP. In this thesis, we propose to solve the queue sheduling problem as
a DEC-POMDP using model-free RL tehniques. It should be noted that standard
RL algorithms only solve a single MDP formulation for eah agent independently.
Hene, in order to nd and approximate the optimal joint poliy in a deentralized
manner, we propose to extend RL algorithms to solve a multi-agent ollaborative
DEC-POMDP. Speially, our approah is based on the RL tehnique known as
poliy gradient that parameterizes and updates the poliies of eah agent during
exeution.
We also observe the fat that in atual ommuniation networks, eah agent has
only limited interations with a small number of neighboring agents. In other words,
eah agent only aets those agents geographially lose to it. We address this issue by
exploiting this idea of loality of interation by ombining the ideas of DEC-POMDP
and a formalism known as Distributed Constraint Optimization (DCOP) [20, 21℄.
We propose a model-free deentralized algorithm alled Loally Interating Dis-
tributed Reinforement Learning Poliy Searh (LID-RLPS) to solve a DEC-POMDP.
LID-RLPS uses a multi-agent nite state ontroller for eah node to approximate the
joint poliy while onsidering the loality of interation, and without the state and
observation transition model of the DEC-POMDP. In our analysis, we also use the ψ-
irreduibility framework disussed earlier, but applied in a multi-agent environment.
Consequently, we show a stability ondition known as V-uniform ergodiity [22℄ for
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ψ-irreduible ontrolled Markov hains. This stability property provides an inequality
ondition that enables us to derive performane bounds from the ontrol algorithm.
We emphasize that V-uniform ergodiity diers from the Foster-Lyapunov drift on-
dition desribed earlier in Setion 1.1 as it is more appliable in a model-free approah
for a deentralized multi-agent framework.
To the best of the authors' knowledge and by also using stability onepts of
ψ-irreduible hains, we present the rst method of ahieving optimization oopera-
tively in a deentralized manner in a general wireless Markov queueing network, and
for deriving stability onditions and performane bounds simultaneously and diretly
from the ontrol algorithm, as the LID-RLPS algorithm onverges to the optimal
solution.
1.5 Thesis Contributions
Figure 1.1 shows the ontributions of our thesis. The breakdown of Figure 1.1 is
explained as follows:
1. Given a wireless MANET, we identify a ontrolled Markov hain or Markov
Deision Proess. Two lassiations of MDP framework are used: single-agent
and multi-agent.
2. Given a partiular MDP, we address the issue of stability. We introdue the
ψ-irreduibility framework, and its stability onepts suh as c-regular hains,
petite sets, drift onditions, and V -uniform ergodiity.
3. We also address the issue of nding the optimal poliy to optimize ertain perfor-
mane metris. This an be done either via model-based exat DP algorithms
suh as value iteration, or via model-free algorithms suh as poliy gradient
mehanism and NDP or RL.
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4. In addition, we want to derive performane bounds for the network, under
the ontrolled Markov hain. In this thesis, we use the Foster-Lyapunov and
geometri drift inequality onditions under the ψ-irreduibility framework.
5. To the best of the author's knowledge and as our main ontribution, we present
the rst tehnique based on a stohasti optimal ontrol framework that ahieves
stability and optimization simultaneously, and for deriving performane bounds
in a general Markov wireless queueing network diretly from the ontrol algo-
rithm as the algorithm onverges to the optimal solution.
In addition, we propose a number of tehniques in the RL researh eld suh as:
• A novel funtion approximation tehnique known as Wire-tted CMAC that
handles ontinuous state and ation vetor spaes for value-based algorithms
• A tehnique alled Continuous-time Hierarhially Optimal Average Reward
(CHO-AR) RL algorithm for solving the HSMDP problem with ontinuous state
and ation vetor spaes
• Deentralized Model-free algorithm known as Loally Interating Distributed
Reinforement Learning Poliy Searh (LID-RLPS) for solving the DEC-POMDP
while handling loality of interation, partial observability, and stability.
1.6 Summary of MDP models & algorithms
Figure 1.2 shows a summary of the MDP models, in terms of ontrol and optimization.
The rst three models (i.e. ψ-irreduible ontrolled Markov hains, SMDP, HSMDP)
fall under the single-agent framework. The last MDP variant (i.e. DEC-POMDP)
is an extension of deentralized MDP (DEC-MDP) and falls under the multi-agent
framework. In the rst three variants, eah node ats as an agent that sees its own
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MDP loally and independently from the other nodes. Figure 1.3 shows our general
system model for MANETs for the independent MDP agents.
Figure 1.2: MDP models
Figure 1.3: Independent MDP agents for resoure alloation in MANETs
Under the ψ-irreduibility framework, Figure 1.4 shows the dierent properties
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that express stability onditions needed for performane analysis in our wireless
sheduling model.
Figure 1.4: Stability and Performane Analysis of Controlled Markov Chains
Figure 1.5: Model-Free MDP Algorithms
For the ψ-irreduibility framework in Chapter 3, we use a modied Dynami
Programming-based value iteration algorithm that onsiders both stability and opti-
mization simultaneously (i.e. nd optimal and stable poliies). On the other hand,
Figure 1.5 shows the orresponding algorithms used to solve the dierent MDP vari-
ants used in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. For the SMDP framework, we use a model-free
RL algorithm known as Semi-Markov Average Reward Tehnique (SMART). We also
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extend SMART for ontinuous state and ation vetor spaes to approximate the
optimal poliy.
For the HSMDP framework, we use an extended RL-based algorithm for a hier-
arhial task struture, known as Continuous-Time Hierarhially Optimal Average
Reward (CHO-AR) algorithm. As mentioned in Setion 1.3, this aelerates the on-
vergene of nding the optimal poliy as ompared with the original SMDP model.
Finally, for the DEC-POMDP multi-agent model, we propose a model-free LID-
RLPS algorithm that nds a near-optimal and stable poliy struture for our resoure
alloation problem.
1.7 Organization of Thesis
Chapter 2 introdues the novel mathematial framework known as ψ-irreduibility
for Markov hains. We shall use this framework for studying the stability and per-
formane analysis for our wireless queueing model.
Chapter 3 rst presents a general queueing model with a time-varying hannel
state proess. We introdue the onepts of rate onvergene and hannel onver-
gene and prove that the queueing model is a ontrolled Markov hain or MDP. We
also onsider the onept of a topology state proess and explain how our approah
an be used to inlude varying topology and MAC mehanisms. Sine the irreduibil-
ity property of Markov hains may not apply due to the time-varying nature of the
network, we apply the onepts of ψ-irreduibility for Markov hains from Chapter 2.
Speially, we disuss the optimization and stability onditions for ψ-irreduible on-
trolled Markov hains with the objetive of minimizing the average ongestion level.
We then derive the performane bounds for average queueing delay and ongestion
levels from the stability ondition and ontrol algorithm.
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Chapter 4 introdues the SMDP framework and applies it for bandwidth alloation
and buer management. We then use the model-free RL algorithm to nd the near-
optimal poliy that maximizes the average network reward, while minimizing QoS
onstraint violations. We also propose a novel funtion approximation tehnique
known as Wire-Fitted CMAC that solves the issues of ontinuous state and ation
vetor spaes in QoS provisioning.
Chapter 5 extends the SMDP framework of Chapter 4 by reformulating the QoS
problem as HSMDP. The key priniple behind HSMDP is to ompose poliies from the
subtasks in the task struture. We then present the orresponding model-free HRL
solution to approximate the hierarhially optimal poliy. We ompare the HRL-
based provisioning sheme with the non-hierarhial solution in Chapter 4, in terms
of average long term performane, suh as network reward, lass queueing delay, and
buer loss.
Chapter 6 presents and emphasizes the importane of deentralized ontrol ap-
proah for ollaborative sheduling and resoure alloation, whih diers from pre-
vious researh. This hapter diers from the prior hapters as it addresses global
network-wide optimization, and not on a per-node basis. We then present the DEC-
POMDP framework and apply it for the multi-lass queue sheduling problem in
MANETs under the average ost riterion. The main objetive is to nd the joint op-
timal poliy of the agents that minimizes the average long term ongestion level. We
then disuss some non-trivial issues of exat model-based solutions for DEC-POMDP.
In order to nd and approximate the joint optimal poliy in a deentralized manner,
we propose a model-free ontrol algorithm known as LID-RLPS. We also exploit the
idea of nding a poliy struture to apture the loality of interation among neigh-
boring agents. Furthermore, we use the ψ-irreduibility property for Markov hains
to study the performane and stability of our deentralized system model. We also
derive performane bounds on average queueing delay and ongestion level from the
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stability ondition known as V-uniform ergodiity for ψ-irreduible Markov hains.




Optimization and Stability of Markov
Deision Proess
This hapter introdues the mathematial theory for a general Markov Deision Pro-
ess, with emphasis on the ψ-irreduibility property, stability, and optimization of
ψ-irreduible Markov hains.
As briey introdued in Setion 1.1, the framework of ψ-irreduible Markov hains
is required sine the usual onept of irreduibility for Markov hains may not hold,
due to the time-varying network ondition. The lemmas and theorems in this hapter
are from previous researh [4, 8, 23, 24, 25℄.
This important theory shall be used in Chapter 3 spei to our sheduling prob-
lem in a general wireless queueing network for MANETs.
2.1 Controlled Markov Chain or Markov Deision
Proess
We onsider a general MDP with the state proess Φ = {Φ(t) : t ≥ 0} evolving on a
ountable state spae S and ation spae A. For eah s ∈ S, there exists a non-empty
set A(s) ⊆ A that ontains the admissible ations when the state Φt takes the value s
at time t. Let β(S) denote the set of all subsets of S. The pair (S, β(S)) is generally
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known as a measurable spae with S as the abstrat set of points and β(S) as the
σ-eld. The set of admissible state-ation pairs {(s, a) : s ∈ S, a ∈ A(s)} is assumed
to be a measurable subset of the produt spae S × A.
The proess Φ itself an be thought of as lying in a sequene or path spae formed
by a ountable produt Ω = (S × A)∞ =
∞∏
i=0
(S ×A)i. The set of all subsets of Ω is
similarly dened with the orresponding σ-eld F . We also dene an initial ondition
s ∈ S for the sample path with a probability measure Ps so that P (Φ ∈ G) is well
dened for any set G ∈ F . The triple {Ω,F , Ps} thus denes a stohasti proess
[23℄.
The transitions of the state proess is governed by Pa(s, B) whih desribes the
probability that the next state is in B for any B ∈ β(S) given the urrent state is
s ∈ S and the hosen ation is a ∈ A(s). A poliy is dened by a mapping of the
state proess into the hoie of ation. In this hapter, we only onsider a stationary
Markov poliy w : S → A, suh that w(s) ∈ A(s) for all s and does not depend of
the past hoie of ations and time-period.
The proess Φw under a xed poliy w is a Markov hain on (S, β(S)). We dene
the t-step transition probabilities for this hain as:
P tw(s, B) := P (Φ
w
t ∈ B | Φ
w
0 = s)
for s ∈ S, B ∈ β(S), and t ∈ Z+. We also use the operator-theoreti notation:
P twh(s) := E {h(Φ
w
t ) | Φ
w




2−(t+1)P tw(s, B) (2.1)
The stability of a Markov hain Φw is frequently dened in terms of the following
return times:
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τB := min {n ≥ 1 : Φ
w
t ∈ B}
σB := min {n ≥ 0 : Φ
w
t ∈ B}
where τB is alled the rst return time while σB is the rst hitting time on B.
We also dene the return time probability as:
L(s, B) := Ps(τB <∞) (2.2)
where L(s, B) represents the probability that the hain enters B starting from state
s.
We assume that a ost funtion c : S × A → [1,∞) is given. This assumption is
used in [8, 23℄ for a general state spae MDP and is ruial in providing onvergene
without the usual assumption of irreduibility. In this hapter, we only onsider the
average ost riterion. The average ost of a partiular poliy w, for a given initial
ondition Φw0 = s, is dened as:








t , at)} (2.3)
where ation at = w(Φ
w
t ). A poliy w
∗
is optimal if J(w∗, s) ≤ J(w, s) for all poliies
w, and any initial state s. The onstrution of the optimal poliy is usually derived
from the following equations:
η∗ + h∗(s) = mina∈A(s) [c(x, a) + Pah∗(s)] (2.4)
w∗(s) = argmina∈A(s) [c(s, a) + Pah∗(s)] , s ∈ S (2.5)




0 = s}. The equality (2.4) is known as the average
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ost optimality equation (ACOE). If a poliy w∗, a measurable funtion h∗ and a
onstant η∗ exist that solve (2.4) and (2.5), then the stationary Markov poliy w
∗
is
optimal [4, 8℄. Formally, this result is presented as follows:
Theorem 2.1: [24, Theorem 2.1℄ If the triple (w∗, h∗, η∗) solves (2.4) and (2.5), and
for any x ∈ X and any poliy w satisfying J(w, s) <∞ and that:
1
n
P nwh∗(s) → 0, n→∞.














and J(w, s) ≥ η∗ for all poliies w, and all initial states s.
Sine the goal is to nd the poliy that minimizes the steady state ost in (2.3), it is
reasonable to rst understand when the ost an be expeted to be nite. In the next
setions, we will introdue the onepts of ψ-irreduible Markov hains, petite sets,
f -regularity, and c-regular hains [23℄. These onepts are needed for haraterizing
the limit in (2.3) and for the stability of general Markov hains. We emphasize that
the usual onept of irreduibility for Markov hains is relaxed in our model and thus
another mathematial framework is required.
2.2 Conept of ψ-irreduibility for general state spae
hains
Denition 2.1: A Markov hain Φw under poliy w is ψ-irreduible if there exists
a measure ψ on B ∈ β(S) suh that, whenever ψ(B) > 0, the resolvent kernel
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Kw(s, B) > 0, for all s ∈ S. We all ψ a maximal irreduibility measure.
Let β+(S) := {A ∈ β(S) : ψ(A) > 0}. If the hain Φw is ψ-irreduible, the proess has
a positive probability of entering any set in β+(S). In other words, there exists some
n > 0, suh that, for any initial ondition s ∈ S, P nw(s, A) > 0, where A ∈ β
+(S). The
hain Φw is also onsidered as ψ-irreduible if the return time probability satises:
L(s, A) > 0 whenever ψ(A) > 0, for all s ∈ S. Equivalently, for a ountable state
spae model, there exists a state θ ∈ S whih is aessible where:
∞∑
t=0
P tw(s, θ) > 0.
The following result is from [8℄.
Lemma 2.1: A Markov hain is ψ-irreduible for a ountable state spae model if
there exists a single ommuniating lass of states whih is reahable from any initial
ondition.
Denition 2.2: For a ψ-irreduible hain, a set C is dened as a petite set if
for eah A ∈ β+(S), and for any s ∈ C, there exists n ≥ 1 and δ > 0, suh that:
Ps(τA ≤ n) ≥ δ where Ps(τA ≤ n) denote the probability that the hain, starting from
x, reahes A in at most n steps. This is equivalently expressed as: Kw(s, A) ≥ δ
under poliy w. This also implies that in a ψ-irreduible hain, there always exists a
ountable overing of the state spae by petite sets [23, Chapter 5℄.
2.3 f-Regularity and Stability
A entral onept of our model is the notion of f -regularity, where f is a measurable
funtion of the state spae and f ≥ 1. In our ase, f = cw, where cw(s) = c(s, w(s))
is the one-step ost inurred by poliy w, for s ∈ S.














where τA is the rst return time to A.
A cw-regular set is always a petite set due to the haraterization of petite sets
in Denition 2.2 and the result in [23, Theorem 14.2.4℄. The Markov hain is itself a
cw-regular hain if the state spae S admits a ountable overing of cw-regular sets.
The Markov poliy w is a regular poliy if the ontrolled Markov hain is cw-regular.
The importane of regular poliies is highlighted as follows:
Theorem 2.2: [25, Theorem 2.1℄ For any regular poliy w, there exists a unique
invariant (i.e. steady state) probability distribution πw and the ontrolled proess Φ
w




The average ost is equal to π(cw), independent of the initial ondition s, and the
following limit holds:









The onepts of regular poliies and c-regular Markov hains are thus ruial in nding
the optimal poliy w∗ of ontrolled ψ-irreduible hains due to the Theorems 2.1 and
2.2.
The following result is a onsequene of the f -norm Ergodi Theorem in [8, 23,
Chapter 14℄ that uses a drift haraterization of c-regular hains.
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Theorem 2.3: Let Φw be a Markov hain satisfying the Foster-Lyapunov drift
inequality for s ∈ S:
PwV (s) := E
{




≤ V (s)− cw(s) + η¯ (2.10)
where V : S → R+ and η¯ > 0 is a nite onstant. This inequality is usually written
as: PwV ≤ V − cw + η¯. The ost funtion satises cw(s) ≥ 1. Suppose that the set
U = {s : cw(s) ≤ 2η¯} is petite (see Denition 2.2). Then,
(i) Φw is a cw-regular Markov hain satisfying the following bound: For eah A ∈









≤ V (s) + d(A) (2.11)
(ii) There is a unique invariant probability πw and π(cw) ≤ η¯, where π(cw) is the
steady state ost dened in (2.8).
Theorem 2.3 gives neessary onditions for a hain to be c-regular. Another relevant
result in using the Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality is known as the Comparison
Theorem from [23, Theorem 14.2.2℄. This theorem will be used in Chapter 3 for
showing c-regularity for our model.
Theorem 2.4: If the Markov hain Φt satises the drift inequality for s ∈ S:
PV ≤ V − g + u
where the funtions V , g, and u take values in R+. Then for any stopping time τ ,













An important onept for stability of ψ-irreduible hains is dened as follows:
Denition 2.3: A ψ-irreduible hain is alled Harris if L(s, A) = 1 for any A ∈
β+(S) and any s ∈ S, where L(s, A) is dened in (2.2). If the hain admits an in-
variant probability measure π, then the hain is alled positive Harris.
From this denition, a c-regular hain is automatially positive Harris. In [5℄, for
a wireless queueing system, the authors dened stability as satisfying: L(s, A) :=
Ps(τA <∞) = 1 where the state spae S represents the queue length. However, they
did not formulate the problem as a ontrolled Markov hain and did not use the idea
of c-regular hains and regular poliies and of nding the optimal poliy from the
hain itself.
For our ase, we dene stability as satisfying the c-regularity property for the
Markov hain. In our model, the Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality in Theorem 2.3
plays a signiant role for queue stability and for deriving performane bounds.
2.4 Existene of optimal poliies of ψ-irreduible
ontrolled hains
In Theorem 2.2, it is guaranteed that the limit of the average ost funtion exists
for any regular poliy. In this setion, we disuss that this result is related to the
existene riteria of the optimal poliy for ψ-irreduible ontrolled hains. Speially,
we present the haraterization of the triple (w∗, h, η∗) on the ACOE in (2.4) and (2.5).
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Let ηmin be the minimal yli ost over all Markov poliies. If the poliy w is
regular, then from the result in [8℄, the ost over one yle under the stationary poliy
w satises: ηw = π(cw) = J(w, s) for s ∈ S.












where the minimum is taken over all Markov poliies.
We term a funtion c norm-like if the sub-level set {s : c(s) ≤ b} is a nite subset
of S for any nite onstant b. The following assumptions are used for the existene
riteria of the optimal solution to the ACOE:
A(1): There exists a poliy w0, a funtion V0 : S → R+ and positive onstant η¯ <
∞ satisfying the orresponding Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality: Pw0V0 ≤ V0−cw0+η¯.
This assumption implies that there is at least one regular poliy.
A(2): The ost funtion c(s, a) is norm-like on the produt spae S × A, and
there exists a norm-like funtion c : S → R+ suh that c(s, a) ≥ c(s) for any s ∈ S,
a ∈ A(s).
A(3): For any Markov poliy w, there exists θ ∈ β(S) and δ > 0 suh that
Kw(s, θ) > δ for all s ∈ S0, where S0 = {s : c(s) ≤ 2η¯}. This implies that S0 is a
petite set for any poliy w. This ondition is a generalization of the Denition 2.2 in
Setion 2.2.
The following important theorem is from [8℄.
Theorem 2.5: Suppose the Assumptions A(1)− A(3) hold. Then:
(i) The minimal relative value funtion hmin is a solution to the ACOE.
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(ii) Suppose the poliy wmin satises:
wmin(s) = arg min
a∈A(s)
[c(s, a) + Pahmin(s)] , s ∈ S (2.15)




0 = s}. Then, wmin is optimal over all Markov
poliies.
Following the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [8℄, it an be easily shown that the poliy wmin
in (2.15) is also a regular poliy and that ηmin = π(cwmin) = J(wmin, s) for s ∈ S.
Hene, η∗ = ηmin, h∗ = hmin, and w∗ = wmin as dened in (2.6) in Theorem 2.1.
Now that we know that the solution exists, the next setion explains an algorithm to
obtain the solution.
2.5 Value Iteration Algorithm for ψ-irreduible on-
trolled hains
The value iteration algorithm (VIA) is a model-based Dynami Programming (DP)
tehnique that approximates the value funtion in the optimality equation. For the
average-ost riterion of ψ-irreduible ontrolled hains, VIA is indutively dened as
follows [25℄. If the value funtion Vn is given at the n
th
iteration, the ation wn(s) is
dened as:
wn(s) = arg min
a∈A(s)
[c(s, a) + PaVn(s)] , s ∈ S
The value funtion is then updated as follows:
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Vn+1(s) = cwn(s, a) + PwnVn(s) (2.16)
= mina∈A(s) [c(s, a) + PaVn(s)]
This then makes it possible to obtain the next ation wn+1(s). For notational
onveniene, we use the following:
cn = cwn; Pn = Pwn (2.17)
Let En be the expetation operator indued by the stationary poliy wn:
wn = {wn(Φ0), w
n(Φ1), ...}
In Assumption A(3) of Theorem 2.5, it is assumed that for any poliy w, there exists a
distinguished state θ ∈ β(S). We dene the following funtions for s ∈ S and n ∈ Z+:
hn(s) := Vn(s)− Vn(θ); gn(s) := Vn+1(s)− Vn(s)
The performane of the algorithm strongly depends on the initial value funtion
V0. The following theorem gives the neessary onditions for onvergene.
Theorem 2.6: [25, Theorem 2.2℄ Suppose that the value iteration algorithm is initial-
ized with the funtion V0 found in Assumption A(1), and the Assumptions A(1)−A(3)




P nw∗V0(s) = 0
for s ∈ S. Then:













Vn(s) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
gn(s) ≤ η∗, s ∈ S
(ii) Eah intermediate poliy wn is regular with unique invariant probability πn,
and eah Vn serves as a Lyapunov funtion for the n
th
poliy:
PnVn ≤ Vn − cn + η¯, n ≥ 0
(iii) The average ost satises: J(wn) = πn(cn) ≤ η¯n = sup
x∈X
gn(x), where πn(cn) is
the steady state ost dened in (2.8) and that lim
n→∞
J(wn) = η∗.
(iv) Any point-wise limit point of the poliies {wn} is regular and optimal. If h∞
is any point-wise limit of the sequene {hn(s)}, then the pair {h∞, η∗} is a solution
to the ACOE.
Theorem 2.6 states that if the value funtion is initialized with a Lyapunov funtion
together with a few assumptions above, then every sueeding poliy in the iteration




ψ-irreduible MDP for Wireless
Queueing Model
This hapter presents an appliation of ψ-irreduible Markov hains in Chapter 2 for a
general wireless queueing model. Using the ondition known as the Foster-Lyapunov
drift inequality from Theorem 2.3, we derive results for nding the optimal poliy and
stability onditions for average queueing delay and ongestion level.
By using the onepts of ψ-irreduible Markov hains and to the best of the au-
thor's knowledge, we present the rst method of ahieving optimization and stability
onditions simultaneously in a general wireless Markov queueing network, and for de-
riving performane bounds diretly from the ontrol DP algorithm, as the algorithm
onverges to the optimal solution.
Setion 3.1 disusses a general queueing model with a time-varying hannel state
proess. We introdue the onepts of rate onvergene and hannel onvergene and
show that the queueing model is a ontrolled Markov hain using the proof of Theorem
3.1. We also onsider the onept of a topology state proess and explain how our
approah an be used to inlude varying topology and MAC mehanisms in Setion
3.2.
Setion 3.3 applies the onepts of Chapter 2 for nding the optimal poliy and
stability onditions for our system model in Setion 3.1. Setion 3.4 then derives
the performane bounds for average queueing delay and ongestion levels from the
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stability ondition and ontrol algorithm. In Setion 3.5, we present and disuss
simulation results obtained using the NS2 network simulator. Figure 3.1 summarizes
the key ideas of this hapter.
             Contribution: 
    Simultaneous Optimization,
Stability, & Derivation of Bounds 
Wireless Queueing Model
for time-varying channel 
            & topology 
        Assumption: 
      Channel State & 
Topology State Processes
as Irreducible Aperiodic 





   Lyapunov-based 
    Value Iteration
 Derive Bounds 
using Foster-Lyapunov
Drift Condition & 
Regularity Properties
Foster-Lyapunov 
   Provisioning 
     Algorithm
Wireless Queue Scheduling
     as Independent MDP 
          for each agent
Figure 3.1: Summary of tehniques for ψ-irreduible Markov hains for wireless queue
sheduling
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3.1 SystemModel: Time-Varying Channel State Pro-
ess
Consider a wireless network with N nodes and J network lasses. Eah node is
assumed to at as an agent that atively performs sheduling on its own J loal
queues, where pakets are enqueued in their respetive lass queues. In eah node,
assuming that time is slotted, the queue dynamis at the jth queue an be generally
expressed for ∀j as:




xj(k) is the number of bits at time slot k
aj(k) is the number of bits arriving to the j
th
queue
µj(k) is the number of bits that were transmitted out of the node
(x)+ := max(x, 0)
We assume that an agent observes the wireless hannel state, denoted as Ch(k),
and is xed for the entire time slot k and only hanges at slot boundaries. The han-
nel state may inlude the harateristis of the network that aet the transmission.
It an be obtained either through diret measurement or through a ombination of
measurement and hannel predition. In partiular, we assume that the hannel pro-
ess {Ch(k)}
∞
k=1 evolves as an irreduible aperiodi nite state-spae Markov hain.
Let {Ch,l(k) : l = 1, .., L} be the set of hannel states with a total of L states. This
assumption is ommonly used in literature for modeling a time-varying hannel pro-
ess and has been shown to be valid in atual network onditions [6, 12, 26, 27, 28℄.
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For eah hannel state Ch(k) at time slot k, {µj(k)}
J
j=1 is ontained in a onstraint
set ΓCh(k) that represents the set of available transmission rates for sheduling. At
every time slot k, the agent hooses the servie rate vetor µ(k) = (µ1(k), ..., µJ(k))
′
∈
ΓCh(k). The mapping from urrent hannel state to servie rate vetor is a stationary
sheduling poliy. Let H be the set of all stationary sheduling poliies.
It is shown in the next theorem that the servie rate µj(k) under any poliy
h0 ∈ H forms a stohasti proess {µj(k)}
∞
k=0 that is rate onvergent as dened as
follows [29℄:







A(k) = λ <∞
(ii) For any δ > 0, there exists an interval K suh that, for any initial time k0











The following theorem shows that the servie proess {µj(k)}
∞
k=0 is rate onvergent






µj(k), an be expressed from the statistis
of the hannel proess itself {Ch(k)}
∞
k=1 .
Theorem 3.1: Given an irreduible aperiodi nite state-spae Markov hain {Ch(k)}
∞
k=0
for the hannel proess, the servie proess {µj(k)}
∞




πlRl, where {πl > 0; l = 1, ..., L} is the steady state probability distribution
of the Markov hain with L hannel states; and Rl := E {µj(k) | Ch,l(k)} is dened as
the expeted servie rate when the hannel state is Ch,l(k) under the stationary poliy
h0, whih is independent of past history.
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Proof: It is ommonly known that an irreduible aperiodi nite state-spae Markov
hain has a unique steady state probability distribution [4℄: πl > 0, for l = 1, ..., L. In
the interval [k0, k0 +K − 1], let Tl(k0, K) be the set of time slots where the hannel
state is in state l. Let ‖Tl(k0, K)‖ denote the number of time slots where the hannel
state is l in this interval. The hannel proess is known to be hannel onvergent [29℄




→ πl as K →∞.
(ii) For δ > 0, there exists a xed interval K suh that:
L∑
l=1
∣∣∣∣πl − E {‖Tl(k0, K)‖}K
∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ












































πlRl, thus proving the rst ondition for rate
onvergene in Denition 3.1. The seond ondition for rate onvergene an be shown




















































where Rmax is the maximum value of Rl for all hannel states. The last inequality
is due to the hannel onvergent property ondition. Hene, the servie proess is
indeed rate onvergent. 
We assume that {aj(k)}
∞
k=0 are independent and identially distributed sequene
of random variables and form a stationary and ergodi arrival proess suh that:





≤ A2j,max < ∞, for j = 1, ..., J . This arrival proess an also be easily
shown to be rate onvergent with rate λj . It is also assumed to be independent of
the servie proess above.
For any poliy in H , the queue length proess {xj(k)}
∞
k=0 is inuened by the
Markov hannel proess and the independent and rate onvergent arrival and servie
proesses for eah lass j. From these onepts, we onlude that the queue length
proess is indeed a Markov hain. The queueing model in (3.1) for eah lass j is
therefore a ontrolled Markov hain or MDP.
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We propose in Setion 3.3 that eah agent independently solves its MDP based
on its loal observed state ondition. The ase of a multi-agent system where agents
ollaborate among themselves is disussed in Chapter 6.
In [7℄, the queue length proess in (3.1) was shown to be an aperiodi irreduible
Markov hain. This was done by assuming that the arrival proess is modeled as a
Markov-modulated Poisson proess where the orresponding state spae evolves in
a ountable and irreduible Markov hain. The number of arrivals is also a Poisson
random variable. In our ase, we relax this assumption for the arrival proess. This
implies that the queue length proess {xj(k)}
∞
k=0 (i.e. queue length in bits) may
not be an irreduible Markov hain in the usual sense (i.e. having only a single
ommuniating lass). As also mentioned in [5℄, under the onstraint set ΓCh(k) for
the available transmission rates, we annot guarantee irreduibility. The queue length
proess (in bits) annot be irreduible sine not every possible length (in bits) an be
visited, obviously.
The ontrolled Markov hain in our model is also not reurrent under a stationary
poliy h0, sine by denition, reurrent hains are only onerned with irreduible
hains [4℄.
The work in [7℄ also disusses stable poliies under a time-varying hannel. Our
model is generally more appliable by relaxing the Markov-modulated Poisson arrival
assumption and not having an irreduible Markov hain for the queue length proess.
Furthermore, we analyze stability and performane optimization simultaneously under
a stohasti ontrol framework by nding stable and optimal poliies.
3.2 Conept of Topology State Proess
In the previous setion, we have disussed that eah node is inuened by the hannel
state proess that evolves as a Markov hain. We laim that this onept an be
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extended to apture other important MANET related harateristis, suh as varying
topology and medium aess ontrol (MAC) mehanisms. For instane, the suess
of transmission depends on other nodes' attempts as well as the topology state of
the network. The topology state inludes all the harateristis of the network that
aet transmission and may vary with time. It may inlude the hanging onnetivity
among nodes as they move, and transmission rates in eah link with hanging quality.
Other harateristis that may not be diretly related to transmission an be also
inluded in the topology state. This onept of topology state is applied in [27℄.
By onsidering slotted time, we an assume that the topology state, whih also
aptures the hannel state, forms a stohasti proess that evolves as an irreduible
aperiodi nite state-spae Markov hain. Hene, we an apply the same reasoning
and onlude that the queue length proess in eah node is inuened by the topology
state of the network. Theorem 3.1 is also appliable and thus, the queue length proess
is a ontrolled Markov hain.
3.3 MDP for Wireless Queueing Model
As explained in Setion 3.1, given the hannel state Ch(k) at time slot k, the agent
hooses the servie rate vetor µ(k) = (µ1(k), ..., µJ(k))
′
∈ ΓCh(k).
However, under the MDP formulation, we redene the state vetor as the queue
length proess itself: x(k) = (x1(k), ..., xJ(k))
′
∈ X, where X is the state spae of the
queue length proess.
Given the urrent state or loal lass queue lengths, eah agent hooses the ation
vetor representing the servie rate vetor µ(k). This is possible sine the queue length
proess loally for eah lass j is already a Markov hain that obeys the following
queueing law from Setion 3.1:
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xj(k + 1) = (xj(k) + aj(k)− µj(k))
+
We have also shown that the servie proess {µj(k)}
∞
k=0 and arrival proess {aj(k)}
∞
k=0
are independent rate onvergent proesses with rates µj,av and λj , respetively. Thus,
the queue length proess x(k) = (x1(k), ..., xJ(k))
′
is itself ontrolled Markov hain.
In other words, we do not anymore onsider the hannel or topology state proess,
sine the queue length proess is already a Markov hain.
The mapping from urrent state vetor x(k) (i.e. loal queue length vetor in
bits) to the servie rate vetor µ(k) is dened as stationary sheduling poliy for the
ontrolled Markov hain. The goal is for eah agent to nd the stationary poliy w
that minimizes the expeted average long term ongestion level starting with some
initial state x(0):









where call(x(k), µ(k)) :=
∑
j
xj(k) is dened as the buer or ongestion level of the
queues. The existene of the expetation operator Ew
x(0)
is due to the fat that the
atual ongestion levels vary depending on the hannel quality and atual transmission
rate. If the hannel is error-free, the maximum amount of bits an be sent per time
slot at the transmission rate. The expetation operator also aptures the unertainty
of paket loss due to the time-varying hannel and hange in topology and route
paths.
Figure 3.2 shows the multi-lass MANET where eah node ats as an agent. We
emphasize that eah agent independently solves its own MDP based on its loal ob-
served state ondition (i.e. loal queue lengths). As disussed in Setion 3.2, this gen-
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Figure 3.2: Independent MDP agents for queue sheduling in MANETs
eral system model aptures varying topology, MAC mehanisms and wireless hannel
onditions.
The ase of a multi-agent framework where agents ollaborate among themselves
is disussed in Chapter 6.
As shown in Setion 3.1, the queue length proess for eah lass j is already a
ontrolled Markov hain in itself. For ease of presentation in the following setions,
we only onsider per-lass proesses, suh as the arrival, servie and queue length
proesses for lass j in a single node.
It should also be noted that in the MDP formulation, eah node does not need
the hannel state and tra arrival statistis, sine the loal queue lengths for eah
lass j already evolve as a ontrolled Markov hain.
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3.3.1 ψ-irreduibility
After dening the MDP, the next step is to establish the onept of ψ-irreduibility
for the ontrolled Markov hain.
Let dj(k) = aj(k)−µj(k). Sine the arrival and servie proesses are independent,
the proess Dj = {dj(k)}
∞
k=0 itself is also rate onvergent with rate (λj − µj,av) and
these inrement variables dj(k) are i.i.d. random variables taking integer values in Z.
Let Γj(z) = P (dj(k) = z), z∈ Z be the probability distribution of the proess Dj .
The queue length for eah lass j evolves as a random walk on a half line:
xj(k + 1) = (xj(k) + dj(k))
+
(3.4)
For any B ∈ Z+, the probability distribution for the lass queue j proess with
initial ondition of xj(0) = x0, x0 ∈ Z+ an be speied as:
P (x0, B) = P (B = x0 + dj(1) | x0)
= P (dj(1) = B − x0) = Γj (dj(1) = B − x0)
This implies that if P (x0, B) = Γj (dj(1) = B − x0) > 0, then any sueeding
queue length B > 0 an be reahed. On the other ase, we have for x0 > 0:
P (x0, {0}) = P (x0 + dj(1) ≤ 0 | x0)
= P (dj(1) ≤ −x0) = Γj (dj(1) ≤ −x0)
It is lear that if Γj (−∞, 0) := Pj (dj(k) ≤ 0) > 0 for any k ≥ 0, then the hain
reahes the empty queue {0}.
Formally, suppose for some δ, ǫ > 0, Γj (−∞,−ǫ) > δ. Then for any n, if x0/ǫ < n
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for x0 > 0 then,
P n (x0, {0}) ≥ δ
n > 0 (3.5)
We see that the queueing model in (3.4) is indeed ψ-irreduible if Γj (−∞, 0) :=
P (dj(k) ≤ 0) > 0, so that the empty queue {0} for lass j is aessible from any
initial ondition xj(0) = x0, x0 ∈ Z+. This also satises the onditions of Lemma 2.1
under the ountable state spae model.




2−tP t(0, B) for B ∈ β(X) under the state spae X (i.e. queue length x
in bits in our sheduling problem).
From (3.5), we an also onlude that for any x ∈ C = [0, x0], the probability of











In other words, the ompat set C = [0, x0] is a petite set from Denition 2.2 with
the aessible set {0} for any x0 > 0 provided that Γj (−∞, 0) := P (dj(k) ≤ 0) > 0.
We make the observation that ψ-irreduibility is easier to verify and more applia-
ble than the standard denition of irreduibility of only having a single ommuniating
lass under a ountable state spae model.
3.3.2 Queue Stability
In Setion 2.3, we dene that a Markov hain is stable if it satises the c-regularity
property. In applying this onept for our queueing model, we separately dene queue
stability as follows:
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Ex {xk} <∞ (3.7)
We establish in the next subsetion that the c-regularity property of the Markov hain
leads to queue stability from this denition.
3.3.3 Establishing c-regularity and Queue Stability
In showing that the ψ-irreduible hain in (3.4) is c-regular, we use Foster-Lyapunov
drift inequality ondition in Theorem 2.3. We show that the rate onvergent proess
Dj = {dj(k)}
∞
k=0 aets the c-regularity property. We have the following result:
Theorem 3.2: Let βj = (λj − µj,av) denote the rate of the proess Dj = {dj(k)}
∞
k=0
with probability distribution Γj(z) = P (dj(k) = z), z∈ Z. The queue length proess
for lass j is c-regular if βj < 0.







For the ountable state spae Markov hain Φwt whih represents the queue length
proess under the Markov poliy w, the Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality an be es-
tablished as follows. For any x, y ≥ 0,
PwV (x) := E
{







P (x, y)V (y)
Let △V (x) := PwV (x)−V (x) and z = (y − x) for z∈ Z. We hoose the Lyapunov





P (x, y)V (y)− V (x)
= −V (x) +
∞∑
z=−x
















From Setion 3.3.1, we have shown that the ompat set C = [0, x0] is petite




z2Γj(z) <∞), and by the nite negative rate βj in (3.8) and the fat that
∞∑
z=−x
Γj(z) ≤ 1, then for any x ≥ 0:
△V (x) := PwV (x)− V (x) ≤ −f0cw(x) + d0δC(x) (3.9)
for some onstants f0 > 0, d0 <∞, where cw(x) = (x+ 1) and the indiator funtion
for the petite set C = [0, x0], for some x0 > 0, is dened as: δC(x) = 1 if x ∈ C or 0
otherwise.
Let θ = {0} be the aessible state with τθ as the rst return time of the hain
Φwt under poliy w. By applying Theorem 2.4, we have for any x ≥ 0:
















Following the idea of Assumption A(3) of Theorem 2.5, for the petite set C and
for any Markov poliy w, there exists a onstant m0 > 0 suh that Kw(x, θ) ≥ m0 for
all x ∈ C. This is possible from (3.6) and due to the petiteness property in Denition
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2.2.
It is shown in [25, Lemma A.3℄ that for the petite set C and an aessible set {θ}


















V (x) + d0/m0
f0
Sine V (x) = x2 is bounded for any x ∈ C, the right hand side of this inequality
is bounded and thus, by denition in (2.7), the set C is regular. Furthermore, eah
of the sub-level sets Cn = {x : V (x) ≤ n} for n ∈ Z+ is regular, sine every petite set
C = [0, x0] for any x0 > 0 satises the inequalities above. Therefore, the proess is
itself cw-regular and there exists a regular Markov poliy w. 
We now show that c-regularity leads to queue stability by the following result.
Lemma 3.1: If the queue length proess is c-regular, then the queue is stable from
Denition 3.2.
Proof: We rewrite the Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality in (3.9) as follows:
△V (x)/f0 ≤ −cw(x) + d0δC(x)/f0
Sine f0 > 0 and we only require the Lyapunov funtion V (x) ≥ 0, we an
replae this funtion with a normalized version V0(x) := V (x)/f0 and the c-regularity
property shown earlier still holds. In other words, the drift inequality for the hain
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Φwt an be expressed as:
PwV0(x)− V0(x) ≤ −cw(x) + η (3.10)
for positive onstant η < ∞ and any x ∈ X. Furthermore, this an be rewritten for
all t ≥ 0, under a regular poliy w as:
Ewx {V0(xt+1)− V0(xt) | xt} ≤ −cw(xt) + η (3.11)
where Φwt := xt. Taking expetations of this inequality over the distribution of xt,
and summing over t from t = 0 to t = M − 1 for some M ∈ Z+ yields:



























Ewx {xt} ≤ η − 1 <∞ (3.12)
The last inequality thus proves queue stability as dened in Denition 3.2. 
3.3.4 Using the Value Iteration Algorithm
After we have shown c-regularity and queue stability, the next step is then to nd
the optimal poliy using the value iteration algorithm. Speially, we show how the
dierent assumptions of the value iteration algorithm in Theorem 2.6 are satised as
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follows:
Assumption A(1) of Theorem 2.6 requires the existene of a regular poliy w0
satisfying the orresponding Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality: Pw0V0 ≤ V0− cw0 + η¯.
This ondition is satised as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and partiularly in
(3.11) of Lemma 3.1.
As dened in Setion 2.4, a funtion c is norm-like if the sub-level set {x : c(x) ≤ b}
is a nite subset of X (i.e. state spae of queue length) for any nite onstant b.
The ost funtion cw(x) = (x+ 1) is learly norm-like for any x in the petite set
C = [0, x0], for x0 > 0 as shown earlier, sine cw(x) is bounded and nite in the
set C. For Assumption A(2) to be satised, we require another norm-like funtion
c : X → R+ suh that c(x, a) ≥ c(x) for any x ∈ X, a ∈ A(x). This an be learly
met by the indiator funtion c(x) := δC(x) in (3.9) for the petite set C.
For Assumption A(3), the existene of a distinguished state θ ∈ β(X) for any
Markov poliy w is satised by the state {0}. Speially, for the petite set C and
any Markov poliy w, there exists a onstant m0 > 0 suh that Kw(x, θ) ≥ m0 for all
x ∈ C. This has been shown in the proof of Theorem 3.2. This is again possible from
(3.6) and due to the petiteness property in Denition 2.2.
Finally, for any Markov poliy w, P nwV0(x) := E {V0(Φ
w
t ) | Φ
w
0 = x}. As also shown
in the proof of Theorem 3.2, eah of the sub-level sets Cn = {x : V0(x) ≤ n} for n ∈ Z+
is regular. Sine in a c-regular Markov hain, there is a ountable overing of the state
spae X by c-regular sets from Setion 2.3, we an say that the Lyapunov funtion




P nwV0(x) = 0
for x ∈ X. From Theorem 2.5, the optimal poliy w∗ is also a regular poliy. Hene,
the nal assumption of Theorem 2.6 is satised.
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3.4 Performane Bounds
In this setion, we shall use the ideas of Chapter 2 and the results in the previous
setions to derive performane bounds, as the algorithm onverges to the optimal
solution.
3.4.1 Appliation of Value Iteration Algorithm
In Lemma 3.1, we have shown that under any Markov poliy w, the Markov hain
for the wireless queueing model is c-regular and hene, the queue length proess for
lass j is stable. In Setion 3.3.4, we have shown how the value iteration algorithm
an be used with respet to our model by disussing its onditions and assumptions.
Theorem 2.6 states that if the algorithm is initialized with a regular poliy w0
then every intermediate poliy wn in the iteration is also regular for n ∈ Z+. This
then leads us to the following result:
Theorem 3.3: The value iteration algorithm with an initial regular poliy w0 stabi-







E {xτ} ≤ η¯ − 1
Proof: Following the notations of Setion 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, we have for any
x ∈ X:
PnVn(x) ≤ Vn(x)− cn(x) + η¯, n ≥ 0
where cn(x) = cwn(x) and Pn = Pwn from (2.17). Let ΦS denote the atual sample
path, or the set of states visited by the hain as it evolves through slotted time
k ≥ 0. We assume that, without loss of generality, n = k, where n is the index of
iteration from the algorithm itself. In other words, at every time slot k, we allow
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the poliy to hange aording to the value iteration algorithm itself. From this
assumption, the sample path is haraterized by the set of states that were visited
from the intermediate poliies wn at every time slot k: ΦS = {xk : Φ
wn
k = xk} for
k ≥ 0.
As n → ∞, let wS := {w
0(x0), w
1(x1), ..., w
n(xk)} be the point-wise limit poliy
whih denotes the poliy that is obtained from the exeution of the intermediate
poliies wn at eah time slot k. From onstrution, the sample path itself ΦS is also a
c-regular Markov hain and the orresponding Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality holds
for k ≥ 0:
PkVk(xk) := E
wS
x {Vk(xk+1) | xk} ≤ Vk(xk)− ck(xk) + η¯ (3.13)
Taking the expetation of the inequality in (3.13) over the distribution of x and
using the fat that cwS(x) = ck(x),
EwSx {Vk(xk+1)− Vk(xk)} ≤ −E
wS
x {cwS(xk)}+ η¯ (3.14)
We note that at time slot k, the orresponding Lyapunov funtion Vk is dierent
from the previous time slot funtion, Vk−1. We use the relation in (2.16) for two
onseutive Lyapunov funtions in the value iteration for x ∈ X as:
Vk+1(x) := ck(x) + PkVk(x)
= ck(x) + E
wS
x {Vk(x) | x} (3.15)
For notational onveniene, let c(x) = cwS(x) and E = E
wS
x . For the state xk+1,
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and by using (3.15) and (3.14), we have the following:
E {Vk+1(xk+2)− Vk+1(xk+1)} ≤ −E {c(xk+1)}+ η¯ (3.16)
E {c(xk+2) + Vk(xk+2)} − E {c(xk+1) + Vk(xk+1)}
≤ −E {c(xk+1)}+ η¯
E {Vk(xk+2)− Vk(xk+1)} ≤ −E {c(xk+2)}+ η¯ (3.17)
The inequality in (3.17) expresses the dierene of the expeted values of the Lya-
punov funtion Vk for two onseutive sample points: xk+1 and xk+2. The motivation
for this is to rewrite the orresponding Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality in (3.16) with
Vk+1 in terms of only the Lyapunov funtion Vk. In other words, we x the Foster-
Lyapunov funtion as V0 and express the sueeding drift onditions in terms of V0
alone. We an thus rewrite (3.14) and (3.17) as:
E {V0(xk+1)− V0(xk)} ≤ −E {c(xk)}+ η¯ (3.18)
E {V0(xk+2)− V0(xk+1)} ≤ −E {c(xk+2)}+ η¯ (3.19)
Similarly, for xk+2 , xk+3 and xk+4, we an easily derive the following inequalities:
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E {V0(xk+3)} − E {V0(xk+2)}
≤ −E {2c(xk+3)}+ E {c(xk+2)}+ η¯ (3.20)
E {V0(xk+4)} − E {V0(xk+3)}
≤ −E {3c(xk+4)}+ E {2c(xk+3)}+ η¯ (3.21)
E {V0(xk+5)} − E {V0(xk+4)}
≤ −E {4c(xk+5)}+ E {3c(xk+4)}+ η¯ (3.22)
Continuing in this manner from xk to xk+M for some M ∈ Z+ and summing the
orresponding inequalities in (3.18) to (3.22), we have for k ≥ 0:
E {V0(xk+M)} − E {V0(xk)}
≤ −E {(M − 1)c(xk+M)} −E {c(xk)}+Mη¯ (3.23)
To derive the required bounds from (3.23), we let k = iM+t0 for t0 ∈ {0, ...,M−1}.
Summing over i from i = 0 to i = K−1 for some K ∈ Z+ reates a telesoping series
yielding:
E {V0(xt0+KM)} − E {V0(xt0)} ≤ KMη¯
















































E {xτ} ≤ η¯ − 1 (3.24)
Hene, the time average ongestion bound is satised as the value iteration algo-
rithm onverges in the iteration. In addition, by Little's Theorem, the average queue




where λj is the rate of the rate onvergent arrival proess for lass
j. 
3.4.2 Appliation of Queueing Law
The Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality in (3.10) has been established using the following
arguments:
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(i) ψ-irreduible ontrolled Markov hain with βj = (λj − µj,av) < 0
(ii) Existene of the petite set C = [0, x0] for any x0 > 0 under any Markov poliy
w, suh that Kw(x, θ) ≥ m0 > 0 in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
(iii) Lyapunov funtion V0(x) = x
2/f0 for some onstant f0 > 0 and a positive
onstant η <∞.
(iv) Appliation of Theorem 2.4
We emphasize that this methodology is the general manner of validating the
Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality from a ψ-irreduible ontrolled Markov hain.
In this subsetion, we also laim that the bound parameter η¯ in (3.24) an be
expressed in terms of the parameters of the independent rate onvergent arrival and
servie proesses. Speially, the Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality an also be veri-
ed using the queueing model itself.
Theorem 3.4: From the rate onvergent arrival proess {aj(k)} and servie proess
{µj(k)} with rates λj and µj,av, respetively, suh that βj = (λj − µj,av) < 0, the
following drift ondition holds for lass j and for all k ≥ 0.
E {V (xk+1)− V (xk) | xk} ≤ −c(xk) + η
where V (x) := x
2
2(µj,av−λj)






; and mj is the
seond moment of the inrement proess {aj(k)− µj(k)} for all k ≥ 0.
Proof: The queue length proess is a Markov hain that obeys the following queue-
ing law from (3.1):
xj(k + 1) = (xj(k) + aj(k)− µj(k))
+
This an be rewritten as follows:
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xj(k + 1) ≤ max (xj(k) + aj(k)− µj(k), 0)
The expression above is an inequality beause new arrivals may depart before the
urrent slot interval is nished. By letting dj(k) = (aj(k)− µj(k)) and squaring both
sides, we have:
x2j (k + 1) ≤ x
2
j (k) + d
2
j(k) + 2xj(k)dj(k)
Sine the sequene {dj(k) : k ≥ 0} is i.i.d with ommon mean βj = (λj − µj,av) < 0




> 0, and by taking expetations
with respet to dj(k), we have:
x2j (k + 1) ≤ x
2
j (k) +mj + 2βjxj(k)
By taking V (xk) =
x2j (k)
2(µj,av−λj)
as the Lyapunov funtion and letting c(xk) = (xj(k) + 1),
and taking expetations with respet to xj(k), we an write:




+1. The inequality in (3.25) thus satises the Foster-Lyapunov
drift inequality. Applying the result of Lemma 3.1 and (3.12), we an easily dedue
that: f0 = 2 (µj,av − λj). 
3.4.3 Relationship among Class Queues
In our analysis above, we derive theorems and performane bounds for a single
lass queue j, where eah queue length proess for lass j is already a ontrolled
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ψ-irreduible Markov hain.
In this subsetion, we emphasize that the atual Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality
for the MDP formulation in Setion 3.3 an be expressed by summing the onditions
of Theorem 3.4 for all j as follows:
E {V (x¯k+1)− V (x¯k) | x¯k} ≤ −c(xk) + ηall (3.26)
where:

























The atual ost or ongestion level call(x(k), µ(k)) in Setion 3.3 an be easily
dedued from the ost funtion c(xk) in (3.26).
In summary, in Setion 3.3, we showed ψ-irreduibility and c-regularity of the
wireless queueing model, whih then leads to queue stability as dened in Denition
3.2. We then disussed how the assumptions of the value iteration algorithm in
Theorem 2.6 an be satised.
In Setion 3.4, we applied the modied value iteration algorithm initialized with
a Lyapunov funtion so that queue stability is satised, as the algorithm onverges to
the optimal solution. Using this tehnique and the Foster-Lyapunov drift ondition,
we are able to derive bounds diretly from the algorithm.
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3.5 Simulation Results
A wireless multi-hop network of 20 mobile nodes in a 1,000m by 1,000m area is sim-
ulated in the NS2 simulator [30℄. We use the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination
Funtion (DCF) for the MAC. For the routing protool, the Ad ho On-Demand
Distane Vetor (AODV) protool is used [31℄. A two-ray ground reetion model is
used for the radio propagation model. The nodes are simulated with a speed of 0 to
10m/s with a random way-point mobility model and varying pause times. The maxi-
mum hannel apaity is 2 Mbps, while the size of the network interfae and routing
protool queues have a depth of 50 and 100 pakets, respetively. The simulation is
done for 3,000 seonds.
We dene three tra lasses and simulate eight long-lived Constant Bit Rate
(CBR) onnetions with the harateristis shown in Table 3.1. We hoose CBR ows
sine this type of ows aptures the worst ase and average long term performane.
However, we emphasize that our theoretial results still apply for other types of
tra suh as Pareto and Exponential ON/OFF soures. The ontrol pakets from
the routing protool are marked as Class I and the data paket size is 64 bytes.
Figure 3.3 shows the simulation senario with eight CBR ow onnetions. For
example, S1 represents the soure, D1 is the destination, and the arrows from node
S1 to D1 represent the ow path. The dotted line represents the wireless link, while
the unlabeled nodes represent intermediate nodes. The soure tra is lassied

















Figure 3.3: MANET Simulation Senario with eight ows
Table 3.1: Tra Soure Charateristis
Tra Soure Tra Type Rate (kbps)
Nodes 1 & 2 I 128
Nodes 3 & 4 III 32
Nodes 5 & 6 II 100
Nodes 7 & 8 III 128
We have disussed in Setion 3.2 that the MAC mehanisms and varying mobility
and topology issues are aptured in our model through the onept of a topology
state proess that evolves as an irreduible aperiodi Markov hain. From the same
reasoning, the queue length proess is also inuened by the topology state and thus,
our results and theorems apply in this ase. It should also be noted that there have
been a number of works that analyze the performane of DCF in MANETs using the
Markov hain theory [32, 33℄. Our approah is dierent beause we formulate the
problem using the ψ-irreduibility framework for a ontrolled Markov hain for eah
node ating as an agent.
We note that the value iteration algorithm in Setion 2.5 requires the state tran-
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sition probabilities of the Markov hain. Following the notations of Setion 2.5, we
an dene the state-ation values as:
Qn(x, a) = c(x, a) + PaVn(x)




The state-ation values an also be omputed using the equivalent formulation of
value iteration as:







Theorem 2.6 states that if the value funtion Vn is initialized with a Lyapunov
funtion, then every sueeding poliy in the iteration is regular. In the state-ation
formulation, only the minimum state-ation value is initialized with the Lyapunov
funtion as presented in Setion 3.4.3.
For simulation purposes and due to the fat that estimating the state transition
probabilities of the Markov hain is a non-trivial task, we make use of the sample-
based or model-free framework known as Neuro-Dynami Programming (NDP) [10℄,
also known as Reinforement Learning (RL) [11℄. RL is a simulation-based method
where the optimal value funtion is approximated while the agent diretly interats
with the environment without the need of the state transition probabilities. Following
[22℄, we use RL for ψ-irreduible ontrolled Markov hains. We summarize the RL-
based value iteration algorithm for the average ost riterion as follows [34℄: If ation
an is hosen at the n
th
deision period with state xn, the orresponding state-ation
value Qn(xn, an) is updated as:
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Qn+1(xn, an) = Qn(xn, an) + αn [c(xn, an)
−ηn +minb∈AQn(xn+1, b) −Qn(xn, an)] (3.28)
where αn is the learning rate parameter in the n
th
deision period. The estimate of
the average ost ηn is updated as:
ηn = (1− βn−1)ηn−1 + βn−1
T (n− 1)ηt−1 + c(xn, an)
T (n)
(3.29)
where βn denote the learning rate parameter and T (n) is the total time spent until
the nth deision period. If eah ation is exeuted in eah state an innite number
of times and all the states are visited while the learning rates βn and αn are deayed
appropriately, the algorithm onverges to the optimal solution [34℄. The optimal
poliy in this ase an be obtained from the ation with the minimum state-ation
value: wn(x) = argmin
a∈A
Q(x, a).
As mentioned earlier, the optimal solution an be obtained after an innite visits
to eah state. In dealing with real problems, RL failitates this idea by using explo-
ration in the seletion of ations. Speially, with a small probability pn, ations
other than that of the minimum state-ation value are hosen. In deaying the pa-
rameters βn, αn, and pn, the Darken-Chang-Moody searh-then-onverge algorithm
[35℄ is used.
We emphasize that RL is only used in this setion for simulation purposes only and
for updating the state-ation value in (3.27), together with the Lyapunov funtion as
desribed in Setion 3.4.3. In Chapter 4, we shall disuss RL in greater details.
In deiding the ation for the servie rate vetor, we perform bandwidth alloation
and provisioning among the lass queues. We use the work-onserving sheduler
known as worst-ase fair weighted fair queueing (WF 2Q) [36℄. Speially, the RL
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algorithm learns the WF 2Q weights for eah lass queue.
WF 2Q is appliable, sine in Theorem 3.1, we have proved that the amount of
bits being transmitted out of the queue is rate onvergent with rate µj,av for lass
j. We note that this result of rate onvergene is only valid if the topology state
proess evolves as an irreduible aperiodi Markov hain. We emphasize that, sine
the servie rate proess {µj(k)}
∞
k=0 is rate onvergent, then WF
2Q is appliable, and
not the other way around.
Essentially, eah node ats as an intelligent RL agent that nds the best WF 2Q
weights depending on the urrent state of its ψ-irreduible ontrolled Markov hain
(i.e. loal lass queue lengths). WF 2Q is used by eah node to adaptively provision
J∑
j=1
µj,av among its J loal lass queues. We shall refer the proposed adaptive solution
as the Foster-Lyapunov Provisioning (FLP) algorithm.
We ompare its performane with that of stati provisioning where the WF 2Q
weights are equal and xed among the lasses. We shall also verify the stability
onditions and performane bounds that were derived in the previous setions.
To show the Foster-Lyapunov ondition, c-regularity and queue stability, we re-
quire that βj = (λj − µj,av) < 0 for lass j. We refer to λj and µj,av as the eetive
arrival and servie rates whih are measured in a node using a time window meha-
nism under NS2.
Table 3.2 shows the eetive arrival and servie rate measurements, averaged over
the simulation period and over all nodes. This learly shows that βj < 0 for all
lasses. In addition, we ompare the average ongestion level measurements and





, where mj is the seond moment
of the inrement proess {aj(k)− µj(k)}, whih is obtained from the data samples
and disussed in Theorem 3.4. We also show the normalized ongestion bound for





, where AveBitsj is shown in the 5
th
olumn
and MaxBitsj is the maximum possible amount of bits in queue j. The simulation
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results show that the measured average ongestion level is well within the theoretial
ongestion bound under FLP for eah lass.



















I 5866.04 5879.90 2304.60 3806.72 0.1487
II 3107.09 3117.13 1088.14 2677.76 0.1046
III 8255.53 8274.54 3162.71 3486.72 0.1362































Figure 3.4: Normalized average ost for varying pause times
Figure 3.4 shows the average long-term ost under dierent senarios and pause
times. The average long-term ost eetively represents the average ongestion level
among the lasses as disussed in Setion 3.4.3. Stati provisioning inurs higher
ongestion level and thus violates the ongestion bound. Table 3.2 gives the average
normalized theoretial bound value of 0.1298 for FLP for the 5 seonds pause time
senario, whih is a tight bound as shown in Figure 3.4. The gure also shows that
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the bound is not initially met for FLP. This is due to the fat that the RL algorithm is
learning or updating the state-ation values and has not yet onverged to the optimal
solution in (3.28). It is also observed that FLP satises the theoretial bound value
of 0.1298 for the other senarios and pause times. This result supports our laim that
the MAC and topology issues are aptured in our model as disussed in Setion 3.2.
From the value iteration algorithm and Theorem 2.6, we an say the onvergene
limit of the average ost is the minimum average ost, whih also orresponds to the
minimum average ongestion level. We emphasize that the theoretial bound value





















































Figure 3.6: Congestion level using stati provisioning for 5 ses pause time
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the ongestion level measurements under FLP and stati
provisioning, respetively. The latter inurs higher ongestion level for Class I, as
it was not able to alloate and provision suient bandwidth for it. Even though
Table 3.1 shows that there are more Class III than Class I pakets generated from the
soure nodes, the Class I routing ontrol pakets are greater. The Class III pakets
an only be found in the ow path from the soure to the destination and not from
loal queues of every node as in the ase of Class I ontrol pakets.
FLP also performs signiantly better in maintaining bounded buer overow
(i.e. buer loss) by adaptively alloating bandwidth among lasses to minimize the
ongestion level as ompared to stati provisioning as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
The results in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 essentially supports our laim that the
FLP algorithm has ahieved a near-optimal poliy for minimizing the average long
term ongestion level as shown in Figure 3.4.
Table 3.3 summarizes the queueing delay and buer loss measurements, averaged
over the simulation period and among all nodes. As expeted, stati provisioning
inurs signiantly larger loss ompared to FLP for all lasses. It also suers large




















Figure 3.7: Buer Loss using FLP for 5 ses pause time
alloate bandwidth eiently and hene ongestion and buer loss inrease.
Table 3.3: Average Queueing Delay (ses) and Buer Loss (%) Measurements (Node-
level statistis) for FLP and Stati Provisioning
Sheme - Pause Time (ses) I II III
Delay Loss Delay Loss Delay Loss
FLP - 5 0.20 4.59 0.06 2.20 0.17 5.90
Stati - 5 23.81 26.41 15.28 8.30 0.31 6.44
FLP - 25 0.21 5.22 0.05 3.19 0.26 4.72
Stati - 25 30.98 23.81 10.07 4.15 0.54 5.13
FLP - 50 0.20 4.19 0.35 4.07 0.25 6.06
Stati - 50 47.24 21.38 11.71 4.90 0.56 10.41
FLP - 100 0.28 4.08 0.33 3.13 0.16 5.08
Stati - 100 45.41 27.96 10.77 3.52 0.95 9.48
Table 3.4 summarizes the average end-to-end delay and throughput or paket
delivery ratio (PDR) as measured and averaged from the eight lassied CBR ows.




















Figure 3.8: Buer Loss using stati provisioning for 5 ses pause time
I and II, it is expeted that stati provisioning inurs higher end-to-end delay. On the
other hand, FLP ahieves higher PDR in most senarios due to its adaptive bandwidth
provisioning mehanism. As FLP minimizes the average ongestion level over time,
it gives smaller buer loss and higher amount of pakets an be transmitted over an
interval. This then gives higher throughput or PDR under FLP.
Table 3.4: Average End-to-End Delay (ses) and Paket Delivery Ratio (PDR %)
Comparison for FLP and Stati Provisioning
Sheme - Pause Time (ses) I II III
Delay PDR Delay PDR Delay PDR
FLP - 5 0.93 14.75 0.68 10.49 0.77 20.83
Stati - 5 20.58 13.92 10.67 9.62 0.87 13.40
FLP - 25 0.43 23.43 0.90 12.73 0.66 14.87
Stati - 25 23.32 20.88 9.38 9.61 0.96 13.38
FLP - 50 1.14 7.79 0.92 14.18 0.80 16.76
Stati - 50 20.42 6.53 5.34 12.05 1.02 6.93
FLP - 100 0.96 9.30 0.65 18.35 0.82 16.22
Stati - 100 30.68 8.32 10.68 2.29 0.97 10.07
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3.6 Possible Weaknesses of FLP algorithm and ψ-
irreduibility theory
The Foster-Lyapunov Provisioning algorithm uses a model-free RL tehnique for eah
agent to nd the best WF 2Q weights that depends on the urrent loal state of the
ψ-irreduible Markov hain (i.e. loal queue length for all lasses in bits). In this
setion, we enumerate possible weaknesses of this tehnique.
Firstly, eah agent eetively learns the WF 2Q weights from a ontinuous ation
spae (i.e. vetor of real numbers in the spae ℜJ , where J is the number lasses).
For a given state or loal queue length ondition, (i.e. say Class 1 has empty queue
length), the agent an have many possible WF 2Q weight ombinations or solutions.
In other words, there may be many optimal sets of ations that are learned by FLP.
This may seem to be a problem, as there is no unique ation set for a given state.
However, as explained in Setion 2.4 and (2.14), the minimum relative value fun-
tion is unique that solves the Average Cost Optimal Equation (ACOE) in (2.5).
There maybe many possible ations, but there is only one value funtion that solves
the ACOE for getting the optimal poliy. This unique minimum value funtion is
used to estimate the optimal or minimum long term ost. (i.e. minimum ost as
η∗ = ηmin, minimum value funtion as h∗ = hmin, and optimal poliy w∗ = wmin in
Setion 2.4). In other words, we an obtain the optimal or minimum average ost,
even though there is no unique ation set for a given state.
Another possible weakness is the storage of WF 2Q weights in the ontinuous
vetor spae ℜJ . A possible solution is the use of funtion approximation tehniques,
suh as artiial neural networks. We shall deal this problem in Setion 4.4 in greater
details.
The FLP algorithm mainly relies on the use of WF 2Q for adaptive provisioning
for eah agent. WF 2Q is only possible, as we have said in Setion 3.2 and Setion
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3.5, when the topology state (i.e. whih also inludes the hannel state) evolves as
an irreduible aperiodi (i.e. ergodi) Markov hain. From Theorem 3.1, when the
topology state evolves as suh, the servie rate proess {µj(k)}
∞
k=0 is rate onvergent,
and thus WF 2Q is appliable for eah lass j.
The assumption of an irreduible aperiodi Markov hain for a time-varying han-
nel proess has been ommonly used in literature [6, 12, 26, 27℄. In [37℄, the authors
desribed a hannel model for multi-node ommuniation that aptures the Signal-
to-Interferene (SIR) ratio or hannel gain between eah node. Suppose that the SIR
values are partitioned into L intervals: 0 < Γ1 < ... < ΓL. The hannel gain is said to
be in state l if it is between interval Γl−1 and Γl. This mapping an then be redued
into an ergodi Markov hain, and the state transition probability ompletely speies
the dynamis of the hannel.
Under the NS2 simulation [30℄, setting the transition probabilities an be easily
done as NS2 already provides a nite-state Markov hannel in its software distribution.
Even though this assumption of an ergodi Markov hain for the hannel proess is
ommonly used in theory and is veried in simulations, suh assumption still remains
to be seen in atual network implementation.
Another possible issue is that eah agent independently solves its own loally-
observed MDP, without knowing the poliies of other agents. Although this frame-
work is easier to implement as eah node does not need information about other
nodes, aurate estimate of the global optimal ost may not always be obtained. We
address this issue in Chapter 6.
As for the ψ-irreduibility theory on general Markov hains, showing this property
of ψ-irreduibility may not be straightforward, espeially when the state spae is on-
tinuous and multi-dimensional. In our formulation in Setion 3.3.1, ψ-irreduibility
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was easily veried due to the fat that the MDP state desriptor is:
x(k) = [x1(k), ..., xJ(k)]
We an easily separate the analysis for eah lass, sine the queue length proess for
eah lass j evolves as a random walk on the half line and is already a Markov hain.
However, for a general state desriptor suh as in non-linear state spae models,
showing ψ-irreduibility may be diult [23℄. In this ase, one may need to look
at other types of stability formulations, suh as how to guarantee reurrene and
ergodiity of multi-dimensional Markov hains, and existene of Lyapunov funtions
[38℄. In other words, although using ψ-irreduibility an give stability onditions and
optimization simultaneously, it requires areful analysis and onditions spei to the
problem.
3.7 Comparison of ψ-irreduibility with Lyapunov-
based work
In this setion, we summarize the reent state-of-the-art work by Neely in [6, 9, 26, 39,
40, 41℄ where he proposed a tehnique that uses a Lyapunov-based stability ondition
for ommuniation networks.
In [39℄, Neely emphasized that there was no Lyapunov method for optimization
(suh as stabilizing a system with minimum energy). He then developed a novel Lya-
punov drift tehnique that enables system stability and performane to be ahieved
simultaneously. He laimed that his tehnique bridges the gap between onvex op-
timization and stohasti optimal ontrol problems, and establishes a new framework
for dynami network optimization."
In [6℄, he laimed that his new tehnique that uses a Lyapunov-based stability on-
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dition unites network optimization and network ontrol. His stohasti sheduling
tehniques are quite new [40, 41℄ whih build on the Lyapunov method to ahieve
optimal delay trade-os, and make a signiant ontribution to the eld of devel-
oping new sheduling algorithms that go beyond the lassial gradient methods of
optimization theory.
In this thesis, we laim that there exists a Lyapunov method for optimization,
ontrary to Neely's laim, and this is based on the theory of ψ-irreduibility. To the
best of the author's knowledge, we present the theory of ψ-irreduibility that brings
the gap between stohasti optimal ontrol and stability in dynami network opti-
mization. We emphasize that, not only will ψ-irreduibility ahieve optimal ontrol,
it is the only known framework to handle network optimization, network ontrol,
and network stability simultaneously in a MDP formulation [22, 23, 24, 25℄.
This thesis is the rst researh work that presents and applies this novel theory
for a wireless network, in order to derive bounds, ahieve stability and optimal ontrol
simultaneously.
To highlight another weakness of Neely's reent state-of-the-art work, we disuss
the ideas of [9℄ where he proposed the following tehnique:
1. Firstly, a global Lyapunov drift ondition is assumed to be satised for all time-
slots t [9, Lemma 1℄. This implies that for all time t in the future, the system
is already stable, where the drift ondition in (2.10) of Theorem 2.3 is satised
for all time slots.
2. Using the Lyapunov drift ondition, one an easily derive performane bounds.
(see [9, Setion IV℄)
3. By manipulating the equations in the Lyapunov drift inequality, Neely was able
to nd an optimization problem to be done at every time slot.
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4. Neely then uses a Linear Programming-based algorithm to solve the optimiza-
tion problem, to be done at every time slot (i.e. searh for optimal parameters
at urrent time slot, independent of previous time slots).
This tehnique is done in his reent state-of-the-art papers [6, 9, 26, 39, 40, 41℄.
In this thesis, we are essentially addressing the same problem: ahieve optimiza-
tion and stability simultaneously, for all time slots in a ommuniation network, but
in a dierent and better manner:
1. We do not assume that a global Lyapunov ondition is satised for all time slots
t. This is more realisti.
2. We only need a Lyapunov funtion at the rst time slot. This Lyapunov funtion
satises the Foster-Lyapunov drift inequality at time k = 0 only.
3. We then use the standard value iteration algorithm as our ontrol algorithm.
But, we initialize it with the Lyapunov funtion at k = 0.
4. By running the value iteration algorithm, this initializing tehnique then stabi-
lizes the next poliy at the next time slot, and every time slot after that.
In other words, we only need to stabilize at k = 0 and satisfy the Lyapunov drift
inequality at k = 0, and the value iteration algorithm with the Lyapunov funtion
stabilizes it for all time slots, automatially. Again, one we an stabilize at every
time slot, then we an easily derive bounds using the Foster-Lyapunov drift ondition
in Theorem 2.3, just like Neely's results.
Neely's assumption of satisfying a global Lyapunov ondition for all time slots
is superuous. This assumption implies that in a network, for all time slots in the
future, the system is already stable. Then, Neely nds an algorithm to make it stable,
to be done independently, at every time slot.
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This thesis emphasizes a dierent and better tehnique. We emphasize that we
do not need to assume for all time slots in the future, the system is already stable.
We only need the initial time slot k = 0 to be stable, and by following a modied
value iteration algorithm, we an stabilize all time slots in the future, automatially.
This is a new unique result, ompared to Neely's results. His work and tehniques
do not deal with Markov hains too. In fat, the Linear Programming approah at
every time slot by Neely in most of his reent state-of-the-art papers is not really so
novel.
The value iteration algorithm is better than searhing the parameter spae in Lin-
ear Programming-based algorithms. It inrementally or iteratively nds the optimal
value funtions for every possible state at every time slot as it onverges to the op-
timal solution. Linear Programming-based algorithms suer a drawbak, beause it
is just onerned with one time slot independent of other time slots, and it does not
use the previously obtained values at previous time slots.
In summary, if one an nd a general Markov hain for a network, one an nd the
optimal poliy using standard value iteration tehniques. In addition, by using the
ψ-irreduibility theory, not only we an nd the optimal poliies, we an also stabilize
the network, and other than that, we an derive bounds automatially. In addition,
we an do these things in a more eient manner, thus providing a framework for
new sheduling tehniques that ombines network optimization and network ontrol.
3.8 Chapter Summary
We have onsidered a stohasti optimal ontrol approah to solve the problem of
multi-lass sheduling or bandwidth alloation and provisioning under a time-varying
hannel and topology in MANETs. Our proposed sheme is based on average-ost
MDP, with the goal of nding the poliy that minimizes the expeted average onges-
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tion level. We use a novel framework based on the theory of ψ-irreduible ontrolled
Markov hains, c-regularity, regular hains, regular poliies and Foster-Lyapunov drift
inequality onditions that an be used to nd stable and optimal poliies.
Using this theory, we derive performane bounds on the average ongestion level
and queueing delay as the algorithm onverges to the optimal solution. Speially,
at eah iteration of the algorithm, a stability inequality ondition is satised automat-
ially when the value funtion is initialized with an appropriate Lyapunov funtion.
Our simulation results show that the proposed sheme known as FLP is able to attain
its objetive of minimizing the average ongestion level.
In summary, we have presented the rst tehnique that uses the onepts of ψ-
irreduible Markov hains for ahieving the following simultaneously for a general
Markov wireless queueing network:
1. Finding the optimal sheduling poliy for eah node that only depends on its
queue length vetor, by using a modied value iteration algorithm initialized
with a Lyapunov funtion, and without onsidering the statistis of the hannel
and topology state proesses
2. Obtain the poliy that stabilizes the queue ongestion level diretly from the
optimal sheduling poliy, while the Markov hain satises the Foster-Lyapunov
drift stability ondition
3. Derive average performane bounds diretly from the value iteration algorithm,
as the algorithm onverges to the optimal solution
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Chapter 4
Resoure Alloation: A Semi-MDP
Approah
This hapter introdues the seond variant of MDP formulations in this thesis. We
present an adaptive approah for QoS provisioning, where eah node ating as an
agent performs bandwidth alloation (BA) and buer management (BM). We onsider
an event-based sheme where eah agent only exeutes its own poliy at deision
instants that depend on system events. These system events inlude hanges in
routing paths and MAC layer allbak or notiations suh as transmission failures.
We observe that the time interval between two suessive deision instants is
learly non-deterministi, whih depends on a number of fators suh as the time-
varying hannel, random MAC shemes, and mobility. Furthermore, the loal ob-
served queue ondition may vary during deision intervals. Formally, we use the
Semi-Markov Deision Proess (SMDP) framework to eetively apture this se-
nario. This framework diers from Chapter 3, due to the inlusion of the time inter-
val between deision instants. We note that in a deision interval, the state of the
Markov hain an vary as well.
The main objetive is to maximize average network reward and at the same time,
minimize per-lass QoS violations with respet to bandwidth, queueing delay, and
buer loss. Due to the fat that in a dynami network, estimating the state transi-
tion probabilities of the underlying Markov hain is a non-trivial task, we formally
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introdue a model-free mathematial framework known as Neuro-Dynami Program-
ming (NDP) , also termed as Reinforement Learning (RL) in this hapter.
In nding the optimal poliy for SMDP, it is well known thatmodel-based Dynami
Programming tehniques, suh as value iteration and poliy iteration, suer from
urse of dimensionality [4℄, espeially when the state spae is large as in the ase of
QoS provisioning. NDP or RL solves these issues by nding an approximate solution
to the optimal poliy, while the agent interats with the system. The distinguishing
harateristis of this approah is that it an be used in pratial and real-world
senarios, whereby eah node determines its near-optimal poliy through a sequene
of diret interations with the network. A model-free solution does not need prior
knowledge of the state transition probabilities of the Markov hain. Thus, RL is less
omputationally expensive than DP tehniques, as it does not require the exat model
of the system.
We rst introdue the SMDP framework in Setion 4.1, followed by the RL al-
gorithm in Setion 4.2. Setion 4.3 presents the SMDP formulation for eah agent
performing bandwidth alloation and buer management. Setion 4.4 disusses the
omplexity and implementation issues of the proposed sheme. In Setion 4.5, we
present and disuss simulation results based on the NS2 simulator.
4.1 Semi-Markov Deision Proess
A Semi-Markov Deision Proess (SMDP) is dened by a tuple (S,A, P,R) where S
is a set of states, A is a set of ations, R is a reward funtion, and P is a probability
distribution funtion dened as follows [4℄:
P (t, s′ | s, a) = P (s′ | s, a)F (t | s, a) (4.1)
where:
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P (t, s′ | s, a) is the probability that the proess will be in state s′ for the next deision
epoh, at or before t time units after hoosing ation a in state s.
P (s′ | s, a) denote the probability that ation a taken will ause the system to tran-
sition from state s to s′.
F (t | s, a) gives the probability that the next deision epoh ours within t time
units after ation a in state s is hosen.
In state s, when ation a is hosen, a lump sum reward k(s, a) is reeived. The
expeted total reward between two deision epohs an be expressed as:







c(Wu, s, a) is the rate at whih reward is arued when the natural proess is in state
Wu.
τ is the transition time to the next deision epoh.
Eas is the expetation with respet to the transition distribution F (t | s, a).
The natural proess desribes the evolution of the system at all times, while the
SMDP model represents the snapshots of the system at deision points. The expeted
total reward up to time t, starting from initial state s is dened as [42℄:













vt is the number of deisions made up to time t.
Ews denote the expetation with respet to poliy w and initial state s.
The average reward starting from state s and using poliy w (also known as the
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τi is the transition time between (i
th) and (i+ 1)th deision epohs.
We assume a uni-hain SMDP, where the gain of the poliy is state independent:
ρw(s) = ρw. For ontinuous-time uni-hain average reward SMDP, the expeted
average adjusted sum of rewards Hπ up to time t for poliy w is dened as:
Hw(s) = V wt (s)− ρwt (4.5)
The main objetive is to nd the poliy w∗ that will maximize the average long
term reward. The Bellman optimality equation for average reward SMDP an be
stated as follows: For any uni-hain SMDP, there exists a salar ρ∗ and a value












τ(s, a) is the average sojourn time in state s when ation a is taken in it, until the
next deision period.
Pss′(a) is the probability of transition from state s to state s
′
under ation a.
ρ∗ is the optimal gain.
The state-ation representation of (4.6) an be written as follows: Let Rw(s, a)
represents the average adjusted value of hoosing ation a in state s one, and then
following poliy w subsequently [43℄. Let R∗(s, a) be the average adjusted value by
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hoosing ations optimally.






The optimal poliy is w∗(s) = argmax
a∈A
R∗(s, a).
4.2 RL Solution for Average Reward SMDP
A model-free average reward Reinforement Learning algorithm known as Semi-
Markov Average Reward Tehnique (SMART) [13, 44℄ an be used to solve the SMDP.
We summarize the SMART algorithm as follows: If ation at is hosen at the t
th
de-
ision period with state st, the orresponding state-ation value R(st, at) is updated
as:
Rnew(st, at) = Rold(st, at) + αt
[






αt is the learning rate parameter in the t
th
deision period.
r(st+1, st, at) is the atual umulative reward earned from s to s
′
under a.
τt is the sojourn time period from state s to s
′
.
The reward rate ρt is updated as follows:
ρt = (1− βt−1)ρt−1 + βt−1




βt denote the learning rate parameter.
T (t) is the total time spent until the tth deision period.
If eah ation is exeuted in eah state innite number of times and all the states
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are visited while the learning rates βt and αt are deayed appropriately, the SMART
algorithm onverges to optimality [44℄.
To failitate this in a pratial manner, exploration is performed where, with a
small probability pt, ations other than the highest state-ation value (i.e. argmax
a∈A
R(st, a)
or greedy ation) should be exeuted. In deaying the parameters βt, αt, and pt, the
Darken-Chang-Moody searh-then-onverge algorithm [35℄ is used where, in the fol-
lowing expressions, ϑ an be substituted by β, α, and p. The following deaying
equation is used: ϑt = ϑ0/(1 + ξt), where ξt = t
2/(ϑr + t), and ϑ0 and ϑr are on-
stants. This exploration sheme is a standard method of approximating the optimal
value funtions for RL [13, 35℄.
4.3 SMDP for Resoure Alloation
In this setion, we apply the onepts of the previous setions for resoure alloation
for MANETs. As mentioned in earlier, we use the SMDP framework, instead of the
usual MDP due to the fat that, in a dynami wireless network, the time interval
between two suessive deision events for an agent is non-deterministi. The length
of the time interval depends on a number of fators suh as the time-varying hannel,
random MAC shemes, and varying topology.
At eah deision instant, eah agent performs network-level resoure alloation by
doing bandwidth alloation (BA) and buer management (BM) among its loal lass
queues. We inlude predened per-lass QoS onstraints with respet to queueing
delay, bandwidth and buer loss. The agent earns reward whih depends whether it
has ahieved these onstraints. The main objetive is to nd the optimal BA and
BM poliy so that the agent maximizes its average long term reward and at the same
time, minimize average long term QoS violations for all the tra lasses.
This approah is similar to [13℄ in that we use an average reward SMDP and a
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model-free RL solution. The authors in [13℄ formulated a onstrained SMDP and use
a Lagrange multiplier method for their QoS onstraints. However, as we are dealing
with a more dynami MANET, instead of a entralized ellular network, absolute
QoS bounds might be diult to ahieve. Hene, we hoose to minimize the average
long term QoS violations.
Our multi-lass resoure alloation sheme is also similar to the non-linear Joint
Buer Management and Sheduling (JoBS) optimization algorithm in [45℄. However,
JoBS requires knowing the system state, arrival, input and output urves for the whole
history. For our ase, the formulation strongly depends on the Markov property that
the response at the next deision period depends only on the urrent state and ation
hosen, and not of the whole history [4℄.
4.3.1 System Model
We onsider the wireless nodes as agents in a multi-lass network and formulate a
SMDP for eah agent. Similar to the ψ-irreduible MDP framework in Setion 3.3,
we propose that eah agent independently solves its SMDP based on its loal observed
state ondition as shown in Figure 4.1. The ase of a multi-agent system where agents
ollaborate among themselves is disussed in Chapter 6.
There are J lasses of network servies in the system. Eah lass j denes a
minimum rate bj,min, and absolute queueing delay and loss (i.e. paket buer loss)
onstraints: dj ≤ dj,max and lj ≤ lj,max, for j = 1, 2, ..., J . For eah node, we dene
the state desriptor for BA and BM as:
S = [d1, l1, d2, l2, ..., dJ , lJ ] (4.10)
where:
dj is the normalized measured queueing delay for lass j
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Figure 4.1: Independent SMDP agents for resoure alloation in MANETs
lj is the measured buer loss for lass j
We assume that the sheduling mehanism is work-onserving. We shall justify
this assumption by the hoie of the atual sheduling mehanism in Setion 4.4.2.
We identify the following system events for the state transitions for the SMDP: a)
Changes in the routing path, where the agent may need to realloate bandwidth and
perform buer management for those servie lasses with ows using ative routes,
so as to earn more reward and eetively minimize deadline violations; b) MAC layer
all-bak or notiations suh as transmission failures; ) Paket arrival. We also
assume that only one event an our in any time instant.
When an event ours, the agent performs BA and BM through ation a dened
as:
a = [r1, r2, ..., rJ , a1, a2, ..., aJ ] (4.11)
where:
aj is the drop rate for lass j
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rj is the rate alloated for lass j
We dene the umulative reward funtion from state S to S
′










+dj,price(dj,max − dj) + lj,price(lj,max − lj)} (4.12)
where:
τ(S′,S, a) is the atual sojourn time from state S to S′
rj,price is the rate or bandwidth prie for lass j
Ch is the urrent apaity of the hannel that is assumed to be observed by the
agent (see Setion 4.4.2 for detailed explanation)
r′j is the new alloated bandwidth for lass j
dj,price is the prie for queueing delay for lass j
lj,price is the prie for loss or buer drops for lass j
The reward denition in (4.12) gives more redit to those ations that satisfy the
QoS onstraints. If the hosen ation results in QoS violations, the reward funtion
penalizes the agent by a weighted salar that is proportional to the deviations from
the onstraints.
Stritly speaking, the problem an be formulated as a onstrained SMDP. The
motivation behind the unonstrained SMDP formulation and reward denition above
is as follows: For a general onstrained SMDP with L onstraints, the optimal poliy
for at most L of the states is randomized [46℄. Sine the state spae is ontinuous in
(4.10), a non-randomized poliy obtained from RL is often a good approximation to
the optimal poliy [47℄.
Thus, we handle the onstraints through our reward denition as above. Abso-
lute QoS bounds are also diult to ahieve espeially in MANETs. Thus, we try to
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ahieve our objetive of maximizing average long term reward by eetively minimiz-
ing the average QoS violations. Our method an be used as a priing sheme, where
the servie provider earns more when the system experienes good QoS and it tries
to maximize its average long term prot.
The SMDP objetive is then to maximize the average reward, starting from state
















w(st) is the ation taken using poliy w when at state st
Ew
S
is the expetation with respet to poliy w and initial state s1 = S
Note that this multi-lass formulation an be applied for a wired or wireless net-
work. In Setion 4.4.2, we explain the reason spei for MANETs, espeially with
time-varying hannel medium and topology.
We do not pursue the disussion of the state transition probabilities that apture
the underlying unertainties of the network. The exat system model is often infeasi-
ble due to the following reasons. Firstly, the SMDP state-spae formulation requires
the transition probability that enompasses the joint distribution of unertainties,
suh as node mobility, hannel onditions and MAC shemes, that aet the state
transition and umulative reward. Estimating the probability distribution is also a
non-trivial task during runtime. In addition, xing a model before omputing the
optimal poliy also means that it would not be robust if the atual system ondi-
tions depart from the assumed model. Our main motivation for this researh is to




4.4.1 RL algorithm-related issues
We assume that the SMDP in Setion 4.3 is uni-hain, so that the optimal state-ation
values in (4.8) an be found.
In value funtion-based RL algorithms suh as Setion 4.2, when the total number
of states and ations is small, using the algorithms is straightforward by having a look-
up table to store and update the orresponding state-ation values R(s, a). However,
when the state and ation spaes are large or ontinuous and multi-dimensional, as
in our ase in (4.10) and (4.11), the state-ation values are usually approximated due
to storage limitations.
In dealing with ontinuous state spae, researhers have used funtion approxima-
tion tehniques suh as neural networks. When using funtion approximation meth-
ods, it is ruial that the hoie of suh approximators failitates the onvergene of
the RL algorithms. The RL provisioning algorithm in [13℄ uses a Multi-Layer Per-
eptron (MLP) neural network with a single hidden layer. Non-linear approximators,
suh as MLP networks, are more diult to analyze mathematially and in general,
may beome divergent [15℄.
We thus use the linear funtion approximator known as Cerebellar Model Artiu-
lation Controller (CMAC) where the output (i.e. state-ation values) is approximated
by a weighted linear sum of the features of the state input vetor. The CMAC is a
tile-oding funtion approximator that displays loal generalization. Tile oding is an
established and well-understood method for Reinforement Learning [14℄. The lin-
earity property is also instrumental in proving the algorithm's onvergene [15℄ and
in generalizing between similar states when the ations are disrete [14, 48, 49℄.
However, for both ontinuous state and ation spaes, the CMAC neural network
may not sue alone. A number of reent researh works have already takled the
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issues of ontinuous multi-dimensional state and ation spaes for RL algorithms. In
[50, 51℄, the authors proposed a ontinuous state, ontinuous ation value funtion-
based algorithm. A neural network ating as an approximator is ombined with a
omponent known as wire tter interpolator. Their method, known as Wire Fitted
Neural Network (WFNN), has the distinguishing property of nding the ation with
the highest expeted value in real-time.
In the value-based RL algorithm in (4.8), there is a need to searh for that a-
tion vetor with the highest expeted value. If the ation is ontinuous and multi-
dimensional, a straightforward and rude manner is to disretize the ation vetor
in eah dimension and sweep through all these representative vetors to obtain the
maximum value. WFNN ahieves a better and faster approah due to the property
of the wire tting interpolator that the highest interpolated value (i.e. maximum
state-ation value) oinides with the highest interpolation vetor (i.e. wire vetor
with maximum state-ation value) of the wire tter [51℄.
In [50℄, the author favored a feed-forward neural network (i.e. a MLP network),
whih is a global approximator where hanges to the neural network weights have
some eet over the entire input spae and an represent higher level relationships
between the input and target output variables. However, as mentioned earlier, a non-
linear global approximator may not be suitable in general due to its non-onvergene
for RL algorithms. Hene, we use the loal and linear tile-oding approximator. We
term our arhiteture as theWire-Fitted CMAC for ontinuous and multi-dimensional
state and ation spaes.
Figure 4.2 shows the Wire-Fitted CMAC with input state vetor
−→x , n wires with
the wire ation vetors
−→ui (i.e. representative ation vetors), and state-ation values
(Q-values) qi, for i = 1, 2, ..., n. A CMAC network is used to approximate
−→ui and qi
for eah i.
The omputation and updating of Q(−→x ,−→u ) from these omponents are explained
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Figure 4.2: Wire-Fitted CMAC
in greater details in [50℄. We summarize the wire-tted interpolation of Q(−→x ,−→u )
with input vetors
−→x (i.e. state vetor) and −→u (i.e. ation vetor) as follows:





























−→x ) is the ith wire vetor when the state is −→x
qi(
−→x ) is the q-value of the ith wire vetor
ǫ, δ are small onstant fators
The main funtion of the wire vetors
−→ui is: argmax−→u Q(
−→x ,−→u ) = −→u argmax
i
qi.
The Q-values represent the orresponding state-ation values R(st, at) in the SMART
algorithm in (4.8).
Thus, the Wire-Fitted CMAC ombines the CMAC neural network with wire-tted
interpolation to approximate the state-ation values in ontinuous vetor spaes. The
CMAC is used for its fast omputational apability, its linearity and onvergene prop-
erties in RL, while the wire-tted interpolation helps in nding the ation with the
highest state-ation value in real-time by searhing only a few number of n repre-
sentative wire ation vetors. Wire-tted interpolation also represents disontinuities
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in the poliy and value funtion where the ation represented by eah wire vetor
hanges smoothly in response to hanges in the state [51℄.
The hoie of value for n aets the performane of the funtion approximation
mehanism. Inreasing n generally dereases the error of approximation, but it also
inreases the storage requirements (i.e. total number of ation vetors). Other issues
relating to Wire-Fitted funtion approximation are disussed in [50℄.
Sine CMAC neural networks only display loal generalization or approximation,
the lak of global generalization is addressed by adding noise terms in the hosen
ation whenever the ation is non-greedy. This is also in onjuntion with the explo-
ration sheme desribed in Setion 4.2.
Another issue is the state-ation deviation problem [50℄: If the state-ation values
are stored approximately, it is likely that the approximation resoures will be used
to represent values of the states rather than ations in the states. Following [50℄,
a modied SMART updating sheme based on advantage learning update is thus
neessary:













Mt = r(st+1, st, at)− ρtτt + maxat+1∈ARold(st+1, at+1)
q is a small onstant, taken as 0.1 in simulations
Similar to Setion 3.5, for bandwidth alloation, we use the work-onserving shed-
uler known as worst-ase fair weighted fair queueing (WF 2Q) [36℄. The RL algorithm
learns theWF 2Q weights for bandwidth alloation together with the paket drop rate
for buer management (see (4.11)).
Wire-tted interpolation requires the umulative reward in the update equation
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to be normalized to the range of the ation vetors [50℄. We also require the WF 2Q
weights and paket drop rate for BA and BM respetively to be in the range [0, 1].
The umulative reward dened in (4.8) is initially passed into a hyperboli tangent
funtion before passing into the Wire-Fitted CMAC. This lamps the wire ation
vetors to be in the range [−1, 1], whih are then normalized to [0, 1].
With the Wire-Fitted CMAC, together with a modied SMART algorithm, we
term the proposed resoure alloation and provisioning sheme as Wire-Fitted Rein-
forement Learning Provisioning (WFRLP) algorithm.
We observe that the buer management omponent an be used in a wired or
wireless senario. However, for bandwidth alloation, fair queueing tehniques suh
as WF 2Q are generally known to be only appliable in a wired network [36℄. In the
next subsetion, we justify the appliability of the bandwidth alloation omponent
of WFRLP under a time-varying hannel medium and topology.
4.4.2 Bandwidth alloation for MANETs
We use a similar priniple from Setion 3.1 to haraterize the bandwidth alloation
omponent of WFRLP.
Following the notations in Setion 3.1, eah node is assumed to at as an agent
that atively performs sheduling or bandwidth alloation on its own J loal queues,
where pakets are enqueued in their respetive lass queues. In eah node, the queue
dynamis at the jth lass queue for j = 1, ..., J , an be generally expressed as:
xj(k + 1) = max (xj(k) + aj(k)− µj(k), 0) (4.16)
The index k represents the deision instant. By assuming that the hannel proess
{Ch(k)}
∞
k=1 is an embedded irreduible aperiodi nite state-spae Markov hain, we
have the same ase as in Setion 3.1. The dierene is we onsider the deision instants
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or periods as the time slot boundaries of (4.16). In other words, the servie proess
{µj(k)}
∞
k=0 is also rate onvergent from Theorem 3.1, when the hannel proess is an
embedded irreduible aperiodi Markov hain. We an then apply the same result
as in Setion 3.2 and laim that the servie proess is also rate onvergent for a
time-varying topology state proess.
From Theorem 3.1, fair queueing tehniques suh as WF 2Q an thus be applied
due to the rate onvergene property of the servie proess for eah lass j. Speif-
ially, the WF 2Q weights are used to provision and alloate the total eetive rate
J∑
j=1
µj,av among the lass queues. This total eetive rate eetively represents the
observed apaity Ch in the SMDP formulation in (4.12).
4.4.3 Ation Searh For Handling QoS Constraints
As the state-ation values are being updated in (4.15) when the RL agent interats
with the environment, it is ertain that the agent may hoose ations that are ap-
parently ostly and ineetive, even though the ation vetor with the maximum
state-ation value an be easily retrieved through the Wire-Fitted CMAC in Figure
4.2. In BA, for learning the WF 2Q lass weights wsched,j for j = 1, 2, ..., J , the RL
algorithm does not prevent the agent to alloate zero bandwidth for a ertain lass
j (i.e. wsched,j = 0) as it initially searhes the ontinuous ation spae. Similarly in
BM, the ation vetor may result in dropping large proportion of pakets in the lass
queue, even though there's no delay or rate onstraint violations. These unwanted
ations thus drastially penalize the agent and slow down the onvergene of the RL
algorithm.
In this subsetion, we inorporate prior knowledge to address these issues. We use
a similar approah in [52℄ to searh for the desired ations (i.e. how muh bandwidth
to alloate and what is the paket drop rate for eah lass). We dene the target
bandwidth rj,min for network lass i for handling the rate and delay onstraints men-
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Bj is the total buer size of lass j (in bits).
The target bandwidth rj,min eetively aptures the required bandwidth to lear
the buer, without any buer loss, within the maximum allowed delay. If dj,max ≤ dj,
the target bandwidth is set to the observed urrent link apaity Ch, so as to quikly
lear the buer [52℄.
We use the same state and ation desriptors in (4.10) and (4.11) for the SMDP
formulation. However, we redene the reward struture r(S′,S, a) in (4.12) by repla-





rj,min < Ch and dj,max > dj , ∀j: No rate and delay violations. The
spare bandwidth (i.e. Ch−
∑
j
rj,min) is alloated among the baklogged lasses. The
proportion for eah lass is obtained from the normalized rate omponents of the




rj,min = Ch: No rate violations. a) If there are no delay violations, the
WF 2Q weight is set as: wsched,j =
rj,min
Ch
. No buer drops are also made. b) If there
are delay violations and due to our ondition that rj,min = Ch if dj,max ≤ dj, for some
j, then only lass j is baklogged and having delay violations. Pakets are dropped
until the delay onstraints are satised or up to the proportion value obtained from




rj,min > Ch: Three sub-ases arise: a) If there are no rate or delay




rj,min − Ch) obtained from the ation vetor's rate omponents.
b) If there are delay violations, pakets are dropped similar in 2b. ) If there are rate
violations (i.e. rj,min > Ch) for some j, pakets are dropped similar to 3a.





rj,min ≤ Ch, ∀j. The WF









· Ch ≥ rj,min.
4.5 Simulation Results
We simulate a similar senario desribed in Setion 3.5 and Figure 3.3 with 20 mobile
nodes in a 1,000m by 1,000m area under the NS2 simulator. The hannel apaity
is 2 Mbps, while the interfae queue and routing protool's buer have a depth of
50 and 100 pakets, respetively. We dene three dierent tra lasses with the
parameters shown in Table 4.1 (see (4.12) for the prie denition).















I 50 128kbps 50 20 50 1
II 40 100kbps 40 60 40 2
III 20 50kbps 20 500 20 5
We have used eight long-lived CBR onnetions with the harateristis similar to
Table 3.1. We hoose CBR ows sine this type of ows aptures the worst ase and
average long term performane. However, our tehnique still applies for other types
of tra suh as Pareto and Exponential ON/OFF soures.
We have disussed in Setion 4.4.2 that the MAC mehanisms and varying topol-
ogy in the network is aptured in our model through the onept of the topology state
proess that evolves as an irreduible aperiodi nite-state Markov hain. It should
also be noted that there have been a number of works in MANETs under the Markov
hain theory [32, 33℄. Our approah is dierent beause we use the ontrolled Markov







average long term 
QoS violations
Figure 4.3: Eah RL agent performs WFRLP independently
For WFRLP, the onstants of the Darken-Chang-Moody sheme for the learning
and exploration rates are hosen as β0 = α0 = 0.5, p0 = 0.1, and βr = αr = pr = 10
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(see Setion 4.2). Eah CMAC has 4 tiles with 3 resolution elements in eah dimension
of the 6-dimensional state vetor, giving a storage of 2916. We also use 10 wires or
interpolation vetors. Hene, in one mobile node, the neural network approximator
for WFRLP (see Figure 4.2) has 70 CMAC networks.
Figure 4.3 shows eah node ating as an RL agent that performs the WFRLP
algorithm with the orresponding state and ation desriptor in (4.10) and (4.11),
respetively. The WFRLP update equation is desribed in (4.15). Note that the
agent forms its state desriptor from loal available information in (4.10) and does
not require tra arrival, topology, or hannel statistis.
WFRLP is ompared with the JoBS algorithm found in the latest version of NS2.
The NS2 implementation of JoBS (JoBS-NS2) uses a feedbak-ontrol based heuristi
as desribed in [52℄. The simulations were performed with varying pause times. It
should be noted that JoBS-NS2 performs joint buer management and sheduling
(JoBS) optimization and was initially designed for wired networks.
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However, as we have disussed earlier in Setion 4.4.2, the servie proess is rate
onvergent under a time-varying hannel and topology proess. We believe JoBS-
NS2 an be used for wireless networks, due to the rate onvergene property and
an irreduible aperiodi Markov hain assumption for the topology. For its average
































Figure 4.4: Normalized Average Reward for WFRLP and JoBS-NS2 for varying pause
times
Figure 4.4 shows the normalized average network reward for both algorithms.
It shows that WFRLP maximizes the average long term reward. This result also
supports our laim that the dierent MAC, time-varying hannel and topology issues
are aptured in our model as disussed in Setion 4.4.2, as the normalized average
reward onverges under dierent senarios and pause times.
Figure 4.5 ompares the buer loss perentage for the tra lasses using WFRLP
and JoBS-NS2 under the 5 seonds pause time senario when the nodes are highly
mobile. Both algorithms appear to inur similar buer loss performane for all lasses.




























































































(b) Under JoBS-NS2 (ses)
Figure 4.6: Queueing Delay for WFRLP and JoBS-NS2 under 5 ses pause time
Figure 4.6 shows the queueing delay measurements. The delay onstraints are well
satised under WFRLP. For JoBS-NS2, the delay onstraints are not satised at all.
In JoBS-NS2, tra is dropped from lasses up to the maximum allowable paket
loss when there's buer overow or delay and rate violations. One the maximum
level is reahed, the delay and rate onstraints are relaxed [30, 52℄. Hene, it is























































Figure 4.7: Congestion Level for WFRLP and JoBS-NS2 under 5 ses pause time
WFRLP inurs signiantly lower delay by not allowing too many pakets in the
queue, due to its adaptive buer management mehanism. JoBS-NS2 inurs larger
queueing delay and thus higher ongestion level. This result is also shown in Figure
4.7, even though JoBS-NS2 ahieves similar buer loss performane with WFRLP, as
shown earlier in Figure 4.5.
In Setion 4.5.1, we disuss the advantages of WFRLP over JoBS-NS2, ompare
the JoBS-NS2 mehanism with the proposed algorithm, and main reason for the
results in Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.
Table 4.2 summarizes the delay and buer loss measurements, averaged over the
entire simulation period and from all mobile nodes. Table 4.3 summarizes the average
end-to-end delay and paket delivery ratio as measured from the eight marked CBR
ows. Sine the WFRLP ahieves signiantly smaller queueing delay, it is expeted
that the end-to-end delay is smaller than in JoBS-NS2.
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Table 4.2: Average Queueing Delay and Buer Loss (%) for WFRLP and JoBS-NS2
Sheme - Pause Time (ses) I II III
Delay Loss Delay Loss Delay Loss
WFRLP - 0 1.69ms 15.39 4.50ms 10.59 48.74ms 18.44
JoBS-NS2 - 0 1.87s 17.06 0.56s 5.67 1.96s 9.55
WFRLP - 25 2.45ms 14.41 3.02ms 12.11 47.61ms 20.02
JoBS-NS2 - 25 1.77s 13.63 1.53s 6.92 2.23s 10.14
WFRLP - 50 5.19ms 14.80 6.85ms 11.70 45.89ms 20.65
JoBS-NS2 - 50 2.03s 15.59 1.38s 5.74 2.81s 16.43
WFRLP - 100 2.16ms 16.21 3.50ms 11.18 41.25ms 21.85
JoBS-NS2 - 100 2.93s 14.65 1.41s 5.93 4.67s 15.20
Table 4.3: End-to-End Delay (mse) and Paket Delivery Ratio (PDR %) for WFRLP
and JoBS-NS2
Sheme - Pause Time (ses) I II III
Delay PDR Delay PDR Delay PDR
WFRLP - 0 49.81 21.15 70.63 42.78 168.14 51.10
JoBS-NS2 - 0 2766.01 17.81 2577.34 37.97 1642.35 49.62
WFRLP - 25 49.38 23.54 63.45 31.82 168.39 52.03
JoBS-NS2 - 25 2345.22 28.86 2465.38 29.04 2010.47 45.78
WFRLP - 50 48.08 30.13 61.59 38.61 178.44 47.07
JoBS-NS2 - 50 2896.42 28.68 2529.94 35.71 2558.74 38.63
WFRLP - 100 42.55 28.93 56.84 41.97 164.54 41.40
JoBS-NS2 - 100 2160.31 25.94 2211.74 37.77 2352.21 33.75
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4.5.1 Advantages of WFRLP over JoBS-NS2
In this subsetion, we rst summarize the ideas behind JoBS-NS2. It was proposed
in [52℄ as a quantitative Assured Forwarding servie under the Dierentiated Servie
arhiteture for providing absolute and proportional dierentiation of loss, servie
rates, and paket delays.
JoBS-NS2 performs simultaneous sheduling and buer management by enforing
per-lass QoS guarantees on loss, delay, and throughput by adjusting the servie
rate alloation and seletively dropping tra. The authors of JoBS-NS2 in [30, 52℄
proposed delay and loss feedbak loops.
For the delay feedbak loop, they proposed a linear ontrol model for expressing
the relationship between the rate adjustment and desired queueing delay. The servie
rates are translated into paket sheduling deisions resembling Deit Round Robin
[30, Setion 7.5.1℄. That is, the sheduler tries to ahieve desired servie rates by
keeping trak of the dierene between the atual transmission rate for eah lass
and desired rates for eah lass.
The ontrol model onsists of the delay feedbak loop and is designed to be linear
and time-invariant. They then derive a stability ondition on the linearized approxi-
mate model by bounding the gain of the ontroller to satisfy the rate onstraint for
eah lass. The authors admitted that these assumptions may not hold in general.
They also stated ertain inequality onditions on the ontroller where the system an-
not satisfy absolute delay and rate guarantees and proportional delay dierentiation
at the same time [52℄. In this ase, the JoBS-NS2 relaxes the onstraints, aording
to the given lass preedene order on the servie guarantees.
For the loss feedbak loop of JoBS-NS2, tra is dropped from a lass queue to
satisfy the proportional loss dierentiation within the limits imposed by the abso-
lute loss guarantees. If there is lass buer overow, or an absolute delay and rate
violation, tra is dropped until the onditions are satised, or until the maximum
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amount of tra has been dropped. One the maximum possible amount of loss is
met, and there is still absolute delay and rate violations, these onstraints are relaxed
[30, 52℄.
Hene, as expeted and seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, JoBS-NS2 inurs signiantly
higher delay and higher ongestion level (in bits) due to its linearized ontrol model.
This approximate model may not hold in general. WFRLP provides an advantage as
it does not require ontrol model parameters.
Another issue of JoBS-NS2 is that it only enfores servie guarantees over the
duration of a busy period. The authors of JoBS-NS2 admitted that if the busy
periods are short, enforing QoS guarantees with the information on the urrent busy
period is unreliable. For WFRLP, eah agent uses its experiene on previous busy
periods due to the sequential nature of the SMDP, and does not suer from this issue.
4.6 Possible Weaknesses of WFRLP
WFRLP faes a similar issue in Setion 3.6 sine it also uses WF 2Q for bandwidth
provisioning for eah agent. As mentioned in Setion 4.4.2, this is only possible if
the topology state evolves as an irreduible aperiodi (i.e. ergodi) Markov hain.
We have already disussed the impliations of this assumption and its appliability
in atual networks in Setion 3.6.
In this hapter, eah agent independently solves its own loally-observed SMDP,
without knowing the poliies of other agents. Although WFRLP is easier to imple-
ment as eah node does not need information about other nodes, aurate estimate
of the global optimal reward may not always be obtained. We address this issue in
Chapter 6 for the deentralized ase.
The proposed Wire-Fitted CMAC for ontinuous state and ation vetor spaes
in Figure 4.2 uses a funtion approximation tehnique to nd the near-optimal state-
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ation values. The state-ation values are then used to onstrut the optimal poliy.
As explained in Setion 4.4, this tehnique an ahieve a fast searh of the greedy
ation (i.e. argmax
a∈A
R∗(s, a) in (4.15)) by only searhing a onstant number of repre-
sentative vetors, rather than searhing the entire multi-dimensional spae.
However, in-depth onvergene analysis is needed to haraterize the error bound
as the algorithm onverges to the optimal solution. Further investigation is needed
to nd the best struture for the Wire-Fitted CMAC (i.e. number of wire vetors,
CMAC onguration, and learning and deaying rates) and this maybe spei to the
problem.
4.7 Chapter Summary
We have proposed a bandwidth alloation and buer management sheme in a time-
varying hannel and topology, with onsideration of bandwidth, queueing delay and
buer loss onstraints. Eah node ats as an agent that observes its own average
reward SMDP independently. Eah agent uses a model-free RL algorithm that allows
to learn the optimal poliy through sequential deision without knowing the transition
probabilities that enompasses the dynami nature of the network.
Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm known as Wire-Fitted Rein-
forement Learning Provisioning (WFRLP) is able to attain its objetive of provi-
sioning bandwidth and buer to meet QoS requirements in a ost eetive manner.
Due to the ontinuous and multi-dimensional nature of the states and ations of the
SMDP, we also propose a novel Wire-Fitted CMAC struture that is suitable for
fast and real-time learning and is able to attain good onvergene as shown in our
simulation results.
Figure 4.8 summarizes the main ideas of this hapter. We have formulated the
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Figure 4.8: Model-Free Approah & Implementation Issues
SMDP for eah independent agent. We then use a model-free RL tehnique known
as SMART with state-ation values. Due to the nature of having ontinuous state
and ation vetor spaes, implementing the RL algorithm requires innite storage.
Thus, we propose a state-ation value approximation struture known as Wire-Fitted
CMAC, whih is a ombination of the CMAC linear approximator and wire-tting




Hierarhial Semi-MDP Approah for
QoS Provisioning
This hapter presents the third variant of MDP formulation in this thesis. This type
extends the independent agent SMDP formulation in Chapter 4, espeially in the QoS
provisioning problem with large and ontinuous state and ation vetor spaes.
We observe that in Setion 4.4, even though the desired ation vetor with the
highest state-ation value an be retrieved ompatly, the at RL algorithm is still
searhing from a large ontinuous vetor spae. This eetively does not prevent eah
agent from hoosing ostly ations, espeially during the initial exploration spae,
whih then ontributes to slower onvergene.
In this hapter, we present a novel solution to address this issue. Using the idea
of divide-and-onquer, the original SMDP formulation for an agent is deomposed
into smaller sub-problems. Intuitively, this mehanism aelerates the proess of
nding the optimal solution, sine the smaller problems are relatively easier to solve.
Formally, we present the Hierarhial Semi-Markov Deision Proess (HSMDP) and
Hierarhial Reinforement Learning (HRL).
It should be noted that HSMDP and HRL are still based on the single-agent
framework as desribed in Setion 1.3, where eah node ats as an agent that tries
to solve its own loally-observed HSMDP, independent of other agents. Figure 5.1
shows a general system model for independent HSMDP agents.
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Each node acts as an agent 
and  sees its own HSMDP. 
Class Queues 
Bandwidth Allocation & 
Buffer Management 
Figure 5.1: Independent HSMDP agents for resoure alloation in MANETs
The ase for the multi-agent framework is disussed in Chapter 6.
Setion 5.1 formally introdues the HSMDP theoretial framework and a model-
free HRL algorithm. Setion 5.2 then desribes our proposed HRL-based resoure
alloation sheme, where eah node ats as an agent solving its own HSMDP inde-
pendently. In Setion 5.3, we present and disuss simulation results obtained using
the NS2 network simulator. We eetively ompare the performane of the non-
hierarhial RL algorithm from Chapter 4 and the new proposed HRL-based method
in this hapter.
5.1 Hierarhial SMDP and Hierarhial RL
Hierarhial Semi-Markov Deision Proess (HSMDP) is a framework for large do-
mains by using a task or ation struture to restrit the searh of poliies. A large
MDP problem is deomposed into a set of tasks, and eah task an be further de-
omposed into a olletion of subtasks and so on, up to a desired level of hierarhy.
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The key priniple behind HSMDP is to reuse learned poliies by the subtasks in the
task hierarhy. The orresponding model-free tehnique for HSMDP is Hierarhial
Reinforement Learning (HRL).
We emphasize that well-known at or non-hierarhial RL algorithms, suh as
Q-Learning [17℄ and the SMART algorithm used in [13, 18℄ and Setion 4.2, do not
apply here anymore due to the hierarhial task struture of HSMDP.
At the lowest level of the task hierarhy are primitive ations that immediately
terminate after exeution. In a non-hierarhial setting, primitive ations orrespond
to the atual ation obtained from the at RL algorithm as in Setion 4.2. In the
hierarhial setting, the higher level tasks above the primitive ations are subtasks
known as non-primitive or temporally-abstrat ations. This type of ations an take
a variable amount of time to nish. HRL determines how lower-level poliies over
subtasks or primitive ations an themselves be omposed into higher level poliies.
Poliies over primitive ations or tasks are onsidered Semi-Markov when omposed
at the next level up due to the variable exeution times.
The SMDP model desribed in Setion 4.1 has been the mathematial framework
for analyzing this onept of temporal abstration [16℄ used in HSMDP, where at a
given task level in the task hierarhy, deisions are not required at eah step, but
invoke a sequene of temporally-extended ativities whih follow their own subtask
poliies until termination.
Several approahes to HSMDP and HRL have been proposed, inluding the op-
tions formalism [53℄, hierarhies of abstrat mahines (HAMs) [54℄ and the MAXQ
framework [55℄. The dierene among these three well-known approahes lies in how
to speify the subtasks in the hierarhy. In this hapter, we leverage on the MAXQ
framework and its value funtion deomposition, due to its ability to represent the
state and ation values in a more ompat and reusable manner. However, as the
original MAXQ framework is formulated for disounted reward riterion, we use its
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extension for average reward riterion found in [42℄.
5.1.1 Hierarhial Task Deomposition in HSMDP
HSMDP deomposes the overall task MDP M into a nite set of subtasks
{M0,M1, ...,Mn}
where M0 is the root task and solving it solves the original MDP M .
Eah non-primitive subtask i onsists of a tuple (Ti, Ai, Ri) [42℄ where:
Ti(si) is a termination prediate that partitions the MDP state spae S into a set
of ative states Si, and a set of terminal states Ti. The poliy of subtask Mi an be
exeuted only if s ∈ Si. Subtask i terminates when it reahes a state in Ti.
Ai is a set of ations that an be exeuted to perform subtask Mi. These ations
an be the primitive ations from the MDP ation spae A or an be other subtasks.
Ri is the reward struture inside subtask i. Besides the reward of the overall task
(MDP M), eah subtask an use additional rewards to guide its learning of poliies.
A hierarhial poliy w is dened as the set of poliy for eah of the subtasks in the
hierarhy: w = {w0, w1, ..., wn}. Under a hierarhial poliy w, a multi-step transition
probability funtion is dened for eah subtask i: Pwi : Si × ℵ × Si → [0, 1] , where
Pwi (s
′, K | s) is the probability that ation µi(s) will ause the system transition from
state s to s′ in K primitive steps. Eah subtask i an then be modeled by a SMDP
with the omponents (Si, Ai, P
w
i , Ri) .
An example of a task graph struture is shown in Figure 5.2. The Root task is
found at the highest level, while the RedueDelay, RedueLoss, and InreaseThrough-
put are the non-primitive ations or subtasks for Root. The PerformBA and Per-
formBM tasks are the possible ations or subtasks for the next lower level. The
AtionBA for PerformBA (i.e. perform bandwidth alloation) is a primitive ation
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Figure 5.2: Example Task Graph
or task whih orresponds to the atual ation vetor taken by the agent from the
ontinuous ation spae. Similarly, AtionBM is a primitive ation for PerformBM,
the subtask for buer management.
The onept of temporal abstration an be explained as follows: the Root initially
hooses among its non-primitive subtasks aording to its poliy, and these subtasks in
turn follow their own poliies until they themselves terminate. The primitive ations
terminate immediately after exeution.
5.1.2 Optimality
The hierarhial task graph struture is generally speied by the designer using
prior knowledge about the problem. This essentially redues the size of the spae for
searhing a good poliy. However, the hierarhy itself onstrains the possible poliies
that it may not be able to represent the optimal poliy or its value funtion. Two
types of optimality have been dened to takle this issue:
1. Hierarhial optimal poliy is a hierarhial poliy whih has the best perfor-
mane among all poliies onsistent with the hierarhy. The poliy for eah
subtask may not be optimal, but the poliy for the task hierarhy is optimal.
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2. Reursive optimal poliy is a hierarhial poliy suh that for eah subtask Mi,
the orresponding poliy µi is optimal for the SMDP dened by (Si, Ai, P
w
i , Ri) .
In this work, we onsider a hierarhial optimal poliy for the QoS provisioning prob-
lem. Following Setion 4.3, our objetive is to maximize average long term network
reward whih eetively translates into minimizing average long term QoS violations.
Hene, the goal is to nd a hierarhial optimal poliy that maximizes the average
long term reward of the overall task.
5.1.3 Hierarhially Optimal Value Funtion Deomposition
In omposing poliies for tasks from lower level subtasks, the need for ompatly
storing the value of the state-ation pairs at dierent task levels is ruial in order
for poliy reuse. This idea is exploited in the MAXQ framework [55℄ that allows the
storing and deomposing of the value funtion in a distributed manner in the nodes of
the task graph. However, MAXQ value deomposition is only proven to be reursively
optimal and for disounted reward riterion. The separation of the value funtion for
a hierarhial optimal poliy is disussed in greater details in [42℄. We summarize the
hierarhial optimal value deomposition for average reward riterion as follows:
We assume the root task in the task hierarhy is a ontinuing task (i.e. the overall
root task goes on without termination). In addition, we assume that for every possible
stationary poliy onsistent with the overall hierarhy, the embedded Markov hain
has uni-hain transition probability distribution and as a result, the whole task is
uni-hain SMDP [56℄. This assumption also implies that the average reward for the
root (i.e. overall problem) is well dened for every hierarhial poliy and does not
vary with initial state. We dene the overall gain to the hierarhial poliy w as ρw ,
also dened as the gain of the root task.
The hierarhial value funtion of a subtask ontains the reward reeived during
subtask exeution and the reward after it terminates. This is ruial in order to nd
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the hierarhial optimal poliy. This also implies that the expeted reward depends on
the subtask and all its alling anestors up to the root of the hierarhy. Similar to (4.5)
in the at uni-hain SMDP model, we dene the hierarhial average adjusted value
funtion Hw(i, s) for hierarhial poliy w and subtask Mi as the average adjusted
sum of rewards earned until Mi terminates plus the average adjusted reward outside
Mi:










where τt is the length of deision period.
Deomposing (5.1) an be stated as follows [42℄: Suppose the rst ation hosen
by poliy w is exeuted and terminates after N1 primitive steps in s1 aording to
Pwi (s1, N1 | s, wi(s)), where wi(s)= ation taken by poliy wi for subtask Mi. After-
wards, subtask Mi itself exeutes for N2 steps at the level of subtask Mi (i.e. N2 is
the number of ations taken by subtask Mi, not the number of primitive ations) and
terminates in s2 aording to F
w
i (s2, N2 | s1), also known as the abstrat transition
probability at the level of subtask Mi. A Bellman equation an then be written as:









Fwi (s1 | s,wi(s))M
w
i (s1, i) (5.2)
where:
Mwi (s1, i) =
∑
N2,s2∈Si
Fwi (s2,N2 | s1)H
w(pt(i), s2)
Fwi (s1 | s,wi(s)) =
∞∑
N=1
Pwi (s1,N | s,wi(s))
pt(i) is the alling parent task of subtask Mi
yi (s, wi(s)) is the expeted length of time until the next deision period after invoking
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ation wi(s)
Fwi (s1 | s, wi(s)) is the single-step transition probability funtion for subtask Mi,
dened by marginalizing the multi-step probability funtion Pwi .
Hˆw(i, si) denote the projeted average adjusted value funtion of hierarhial poliy
w and subtask Mi, dened as the average adjusted sum of rewards of exeuting the
poliy wi and the poliies of all the desendants of Mi starting in si, until Mi termi-
nates
Sine r (s, wi(s)) is the expeted total reward between two deision epohs of
subtask Mi given that the system was at state s and exeuted ation wi(s), we have:
r (s, wi(s)) = Hˆ
w(wi(s), s)+ρ
wyi (s, wi(s)) . The Bellman equation an then be written
as:









Fwi (s1 | s,wi(s))M
w
i (s1, i) (5.3)
The orresponding hierarhial average adjusted ation-value funtion for (5.3),
similar to the ation-value representation in (4.7) for at uni-hain SMDP, an be
expressed as:
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w
i (s1, i) (5.4)
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where:
Kwi (s1, i) =
∑
N2,s2∈Si
Fwi (s2,N2 | s1) Lˆ
w(pt(i), s2, wpt(i)(s2))
Lˆw(i, s, a) denote the projeted average adjusted ation-value funtion of hierarhial
poliy w and subtask Mi, dened as the average adjusted sum of rewards of doing a
in state s one, and exeuting the poliy wi and the poliies of all the desendants of
Mi thereafter, until Mi terminates
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A primitive task i is synonymous to a primitive ation whih terminates immedi-
ately after exeution and is found at the lowest level of the task hierarhy. In the task
graph struture, the primitive task i stores its own Hˆw(i, s). A non-primitive task i,
also known as a omposite task or ation, is a higher level task that takes a variable
amount of time to nish. It stores the value funtions Lˆw(i, s, a) and Lw(i, s, a) for
eah possible ation a under non-primitive task i.
5.1.4 Hierarhially Optimal Average Reward RL Algorithm
As RL methods do not require the probability distribution funtions, as dened in the
previous subsetion, the optimal poliy is learned or approximated using the Bellman
equations in (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) for estimating the optimal values of the dierent
value funtions: Hˆw(i, s), Lw(i, s, a), and Lˆw(i, s, a) [42, 56℄.
One the optimal value funtions are obtained, the optimal poliy for subtaskMi is
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(i, s, a).We term the algorithm as the Continuous-time
Hierarhially Optimal Average Reward (CHO-AR) RL algorithm and its pseudo-ode
is shown in Algorithm 1. The exploration poliy mentioned in the pseudo-ode is sim-
ilar to the exploration sheme desribed in Setion 4.2 in the at RL algorithm. This
algorithm is similar to the ideas used in [42, 56℄, but applied in a ontinuous-time,
hierarhially optimal ontext.
Algorithm 1 Continuous-time Hierarhially Optimal Average Reward RL algorithm
Funtion CHO-AR(Task i, State s)
Let Seq be the sequene of states visited while exeuting i
If i is a primitive ation then
Exeute ation i in state s, observe s′ and
reward (k(s, i) + r(s′, s, i)τ), Update Hˆwt (i, s):
Hˆwt+1(i, s) = (1− αt)Hˆ
w
t (i, s) + αt (k(s, i) + r(s
′, s, i)τ − ρtτ),
where τ= time interval between the deision epohs
If i and all its alling anestors are non-random ations then








Push state s into the beginning of Seq
Else
While i has not terminated do
Choose ation a aording to urrent exploration poliy wi(s)
Let ChildSeq = CHO-AR(a, s), where ChildSeq is the
sequene of visited states while exeuting ation a
Observe the resulting state s′




For eah s in ChildSeq from the beginning do
Let target = Hˆwt (a, s) + Lˆ
w
t (i, s, a
∗)
Lˆwt+1(i, s, a) = (1− αt)Lˆ
w
t (i, s, a) + αttarget
Lwt+1(i, s, a) = (1− αt)L
w
t (i, s, a) + αttarget
End for







5.2 HRL for QoS Provisioning
Using the HSMDP framework requires the designer to deompose the problem into a
task struture using available prior knowledge. As mentioned in Setion 5.1, we use
this framework to eiently searh for ations in the ontinuous ation spae in order
to handle the QoS onstraints and to prevent the agent from invoking ations that
are ostly and unfavorable.
In inorporating prior knowledge, we use a similar approah in [52℄ to searh for
the desired ations (i.e. how muh bandwidth to alloate and what is the paket
drop rate for eah lass). We dene the target bandwidth rj,min for network lass j









where Bj is the total buer size of lass j (in bits)
The target bandwidth rj,min eetively aptures the required bandwidth to lear
the buer, without any buer loss, within the maximum allowed delay. If dj,max ≤ dj,
the target bandwidth is set to the observed link apaity Ch, so as to quikly lear
the buer [52℄.
We use the same state and ation desriptors in (4.10) and (4.11) for the HSMDP
formulation. However, we redene the reward struture by replaing bj,min with rj,min
as follows:



















As dened in (4.10), the state desriptor ontains the atual queueing delay and
buer loss measurements in a node. The state eetively aptures the ahieved QoS
information. Given a state s, the target bandwidth for the network lasses an be
easily omputed from (5.6). As an be dedued, the state s an be found in one of













The three regions above help us to dene the proposed task graph hierarhy for
QoS provisioning. Region A1 is onsidered as the best region sine the required
bandwidth is satised to lear the lass queue without any buer loss and delay
violations.
In the network, as the atual delay and loss measurements vary, the position of
state s also varies among the three regions. The QoS provisioning problem an thus
be stated as follows: Given the urrent varying state s, the agent needs to perform
BA and BM to bring or maneuver the state into the best region, where the average
long term reward is maximized. By intuition, the ideal solution is when the agent
an bring the state into Region A1 and stay in this region. However, due to network
dynamis and interation or ommuniation among the nodes, this ase may not be
always possible as the ahieved QoS vary. The goal is still for the agent to perform
BA and BM to navigate the state into a region where it an maximize its long term
reward, whih eetively translates into minimizing long term QoS violations. The
problem an thus be easily translated into a navigation problem for the agent.
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Figure 5.3: Task Graph for QoS provisioning
Using the idea of navigation for QoS provisioning, we use a simple task graph
struture for the HRL formulation in Figure 5.3. We dene the following tasks:
• Root. This is the overall task. We assume that the root is a ontinuing task
that does not terminate as mentioned in Setion 5.1.3, with the objetive of
maximizing average long term reward.
• RedueDelay. This omposite task is used to redue the queueing delay.
• RedueLoss. This omposite task is used to redue the buer loss.
• InreaseThroughput. This omposite task is used to inrease throughput.
• PerformBA. This omposite task is used for performing bandwidth alloation.
AtionBA is a primitive ontinuous ation.
• PerformBM. This omposite task is used for buer management. AtionBM is
a primitive ontinuous ation.
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The PerformBA and PerformBM tasks are the omposite ations for RedueDe-
lay, RedueLoss and InreaseThroughput. The PerformBA obtains the atual ation
vetor from the primitive ation AtionBA for bandwidth alloation, while primitive
ation AtionBM gives the ation vetor for buer management in the PerformBM
task. This level of abstration is needed sine the omposite tasks PerformBA and
PerformBM are searhing the ontinuous ation spae.
The sequene of ation seletion for the dierent subtasks is obtained from the
task poliy itself that is being learned. PerformBA and PerformBM terminates
immediately after the orresponding ation vetor (i.e. AtionBA or AtionBM ) has
been taken. For the RedueDelay subtask, it terminates one the queueing delay of
at least one lass has been redued. The termination prediates of RedueLoss and
InreaseThroughput are dened in a similar manner. The agent is using the dierent
tasks in the task hierarhy for navigation in the dierent regions.
Figure 5.4 shows the MAXQ graph for the task graph dened in Figure 5.3. The
MAXQ graph is a graphial representation of the value funtion deomposition and
is used for the design and implementation of the RL algorithm itself [55℄. The graph
ontains two types of nodes: Max nodes and Q nodes. The Max nodes orrespond to
the subtasks in the task deomposition as shown in Figure 5.3, where eah primitive
ation is represented by a Max node, while eah subtask, inluding the Root, is also
represented by a Max node. The Q nodes orrespond to the ations that are available
for eah subtask.
For the CHO-AR pseudo-ode in Algorithm 1, eah primitive Max node i stores
the value of Hˆw(i, s). Eah Q node for parent task i, state s, and subtask a stores
the values of Lw(i, s, a) and Lˆw(i, s, a).
As mentioned earlier, the subtasks PerformBA and PerformBM are searhing the
ontinuous ation spae and hene, there are innitely many possible primitive ation
vetors. To represent this in the MAXQ graph, we dene a ontinuous Q node to
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Figure 5.4: MAXQ graph for QoS Provisioning
handle a ontinuous ation spae. The node QAtionBA is a ontinuous Q node whih
stores the value funtions Lw(i, s, a) and Lˆw(i, s, a) for the possible ation vetors a
for BA. The node AtionBA is also dened as a ontinuous primitive Max node and
stores Hˆw(a, s) for the possible ation vetors a for BA. Similarly, nodes QAtionBM
and AtionBM are ontinuous Q node and ontinuous primitive Max node for BM,
respetively. These value funtions in the respetive ontinuous Q nodes and Max
nodes are stored ompatly using the Wire-Fitted CMAC struture in Figure 4.2.
Note that this state-ation representation for ontinuous vetor spae with ontin-
uous Q nodes and Max nodes is our proposed extension to the usual MAXQ graph for
disrete vetor spaes. In addition, the proposed CHO-AR tehnique in Algorithm 1
uses this ompat representation whih diers from [42, 56℄.
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We term the proposed HRL-based solution for QoS provisioning as the Hierarhial
Optimal Reinforement Learning Provisioning (HORLP) algorithm.
Similar to the at RL-based algorithm in Setion 4.4, we use the work-onserving
sheduler known as worst-ase fair weighted fair queueing (WF 2Q). The HORLP
algorithm learns the WF 2Q weights for bandwidth alloation and the paket drop
rate for buer management.
We observe that the buer management omponent of HORLP an be used in
a wired or wireless senario. However, for bandwidth alloation, fair queueing teh-
niques suh as WF 2Q are generally known to be only appliable in a wired network
[36℄. To justify the use ofWF 2Q under a time-varying hannel medium and topology,
we use the same idea as in Setion 4.4.2 and Theorem 3.1.
Essentially, by assuming that eah agent observes a time-varying hannel proess
that evolves as an embedded irreduible aperiodi nite-state Markov hain, we have
the same ase as in Setion 3.1. Again, the dierene is we onsider the deision
instants or periods as the single time slot boundaries of the queueing law in (4.16).
For a time-varying topology proess, the same result applies, where the servie proess
or the amount of bits oming out of a loal lass queue is rate onvergent. From
Theorem 3.1, fair queueing tehniques suh as WF 2Q an thus be applied due to
the rate onvergene property of the servie proess for eah lass j. Therefore, the




among the lass queues. This total eetive rate eetively represents the observed
apaity Ch in the HSMDP formulation in (5.7).
5.3 Simulation Results for HRL-based provisioning
In this setion, we simulate the same senario desribed in Setion 4.5, with a network
of 20 mobile nodes in a 1,000m by 1,000m as shown in Figure 3.3. The maximum
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hannel apaity is 2 Mbps, while both the queue size of the interfae queue and
routing protool have a depth of 50 pakets.
We use the same tra lass denitions and ow harateristis from Tables 4.1
and 3.1, respetively. Speially, we simulate eight long-lived CBR ows. We have
used CBR onnetions sine this type of ows aptures the worst ase and average
long term performane.
We have disussed in Setion 4.4.2 that the MAC mehanisms and varying topol-
ogy in the network is aptured in our model through the onept of a topology state
proess that evolves as an irreduible aperiodi Markov hain. It should also be noted
that there have been a number of works that uses DCF in MANETs with varying se-
narios under the Markov hain theory [32, 33℄. Our approah is dierent beause we
use the ontrolled Markov hain under the HSMDP framework.
We ompare the performane of the HRL-based HORLP algorithm with the Flat
RL algorithm disussed in Setion 4.4 with respet to the normalized average reward.
It should be noted that the average reward is a measure of how well the algorithm

























Flat RL 5secs pause
HORLP 25secs pause
Flat RL 25secs pause
























Flat RL 50secs pause
HORLP 100secs pause
Flat RL 100secs pause
(b) With 50 and 100 ses pause times
Figure 5.5: Normalized Average Reward for HORLP and Flat RL with dierent pause
times
Figure 5.5 shows the average reward for HORLP and Flat RL algorithms under
varying pause times. It shows that HORLP ahieves faster and more robust onver-
gene as ompared with the Flat RL algorithm. This an be attributed to the task
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struture in HRL that allows the agent to reuse subtask poliies whenever the agent
is in any region in the QoS provisioning state spae as desribed in Setion 5.2. The
gure also shows that HORLP attains a onvergene limit lose to 0.6513 for dier-
ent senarios and pause times. This result supports our laim in Setion 4.4.2 that
dierent MAC mehanisms and varying topology issues are aptured in our model























5 secs pause time
HORLP Class I
























5 secs pause time
HORLP Class II
























5 secs pause time
HORLP Class III
Flat RL Class III
() Class III
Figure 5.6: Queueing delay for HORLP and Flat RL under 5 ses pause time
Figure 5.6 shows the queueing delay measurements in milliseonds. Due to the dy-
nami network senario, the absolute delay bound is not satised for both algorithms.
However, our objetive is to minimize the average long term QoS violations, whih
is eetively reeted by the average long term reward. This objetive is satised
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where HORLP ahieves more robust and faster onvergene in Figure 5.5. It should
also be noted that HORLP appears to inur higher queueing delay than Flat RL. The
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5 secs pause time
HORLP Class III
Flat RL Class III
() Class III (in kbits)
Figure 5.7: Buer drop measurements for HORLP and Flat RL under 5 ses pause
time
Figure 5.7 shows the paket buer drop measurements in bits using HORLP and
Flat RL for the three dierent lasses. The gure shows that Flat RL inurs relatively
higher paket drops than HORLP for all lasses. As we have disussed in Setion 5.1,
Flat RL does not prevent the agent from hoosing ostly and ineetive ations as it
searhes in the ontinuous ation spae, and thus suer slower onvergene as shown
in Figure 5.5.
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As expeted, sine Flat RL inurs higher paket drops, the amount of pakets in
the lass queues is less than that of HORLP. This explains the reason why HORLP
appears to inur higher queueing delay as mentioned earlier and shown in Figure
5.6, sine HORLP has more pakets in the queue. There is a lear trade-o between
paket drops and queueing delay.
Table 5.1: Average Queueing Delay (ses), Buer Drops (bits) and Congestion Level






Delay Drops Congestion Delay Drops Congestion Delay Drops Congestion
HORLP
- 5
0.042 2418.83 2097.98 0.013 995.31 111.437 0.041 2602.79 323.56
Flat RL
- 5
0.023 4100.53 1962.53 0.005 1726.42 96.45 0.017 4567.77 257.64
HORLP
- 25
0.048 2573.98 2389.15 0.023 1662.62 1526.89 0.036 2211.61 2071.05
Flat RL-
25
0.024 4302.86 2003.05 0.010 2844.56 1300.64 0.015 4173.46 1849.02
HORLP
- 50
0.067 2215.70 1884.02 0.029 1462.85 1841.70 0.039 2740.90 2778.60
Flat RL
- 50
0.022 3618.06 1701.36 0.012 3301.91 1601.86 0.018 4712.36 2301.83
HORLP
- 100
0.032 2242.44 1682.60 0.023 1429.61 1647.22 0.031 2394.85 2108.9
Flat RL
- 100
0.019 3607.47 1618.55 0.010 2784.06 1325.96 0.015 3869.59 1779.53
Table 5.1 shows the measured average queueing delay, average paket drops in
bits, and average ongestion level (i.e. average paket buer ontent in bits). The
measurements are obtained from the QoS statistis from all nodes and averaged over
the simulation period. The table supports our earlier results in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 as
it also shows that Flat RL has fewer pakets in the queue (i.e. less ongestion) and
slightly smaller queueing delay than HORLP. However, Flat RL inurs higher paket
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drops. HORLP is advantageous sine a task struture permits eient searhing of
ations to avoid ineetive drop rates, thus improving the overall performane in
terms of average long term reward.
5.4 Possible Weaknesses of HORLP algorithm and
HRL
HORLP faes a similar issue with WFRLP and the FLP algorithm in Setion 3.6
sine it also uses WF 2Q for bandwidth provisioning for eah agent. As mentioned
in Setion 4.4.2, this is only possible if the topology state evolves as an irreduible
aperiodi (i.e. ergodi) Markov hain. We have already disussed the impliations of
this assumption and its appliability in atual networks in Setion 3.6.
HORLP also faes the same issue as the WFRLP in Setion 4.6 sine eah agent
independently solves its own loally-observed HSMDP, without knowing the poliies
of other agents. Although this is easier to implement as eah node does not need
information about other nodes, aurate estimate of the optimal network reward may
not always be obtained. We address this issue in Chapter 6 for the deentralized ase.
HORLP also uses the Wire-Fitted CMAC in its task graph representation in
Setion 5.2, and thus suers similar issue with WFRLP in Setion 4.6 with regards
to storage implementation of ontinuous state-ation multidimensional spae.
In addition, HORLP uses a task graph struture in deomposing the original
SMDP problem, as disussed in Setion 5.2. In our provisioning problem, we have
only used a simple task graph in Figure 5.3. Finding the best task graph is the
next issue. Aside from this, one requires problem-spei onditions to speify the
termination onditions in the task graph. Further investigation is needed to address
this problem. There are also some reent work on automating the searh for building
the task graph [57℄.
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5.5 Chapter Summary
Simulation results show that HORLP is able to attain its objetive of network pro-
visioning to meet QoS requirements in a ost eetive manner. By deomposing
the network-level QoS provisioning problem into a simple task hierarhy under a
stohasti ontrol HSMDP framework, and using the orresponding model-free HRL
algorithm, we are able to ahieve better average long term performane, in terms of
network reward and redution in QoS onstraint violations.
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Chapter 6
Deentralized Optimal Control for
Resoure Alloation
This hapter presents the fourth variant of MDP formulation in this thesis. In the
previous hapters, we have used a single-agent framework, where eah agent sees its
own ontrolled Markov hain independently, and nds its optimal poliy. In this
hapter, we formulate the queue sheduling problem as a deentralized ontrol prob-
lem. Speially, we use the framework known as Deentralized Partially Observable
Markov Deision Proess (DEC-POMDP) [19℄ where the performane of the network
is aeted by the joint ations or poliies of the agents. DEC-POMDP is an extension
of the theory of MDP for deentralized ontrol where eah agent observes a dierent
partial view of the urrent network ondition. The observation of an agent may only
inlude the loal queue information and poliies of neighboring agents.
In nding the optimal joint ations, the DEC-POMDP formulation is essentially a
multi-agent system that allows the agents to ollaborate, ooperate and ontrol a sin-
gle MDP without omplete observability of the global network state. This framework
is thus more appliable and realisti in atual network deployment.
In Chapters 4 and 5, due to the known omplexity of model-based DP tehniques,
suh as value iteration and poliy iteration, we have also introdued the model-free
approah known as Neuro-Dynami Programming or Reinforement Learning. In
this hapter, we also employ a model-free solution as it does not require the transi-
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tion probability distribution of the underlying Markov hain in nding the optimal
solution. RL eetively solves a single MDP formulation with independent agents,
however, we extend standard RL algorithms to solve a multi-agent ollaborative DEC-
POMDP.
It is also known that exat solutions to a DEC-POMDP are omplete for the
omplexity lass non-deterministi exponential time (NEXP-omplete) [19℄. In other
words, a general DEC-POMDP do not admit polynomial-time algorithms sine P 6=
NEXP. Hene, using online RL-based algorithms to approximate the optimal solution
is not only more appliable in a dynami network, but also pratial and less in
omplexity.
We also note that in prior researh work, the performane analysis of ommunia-
tion networks is usually done using a separate mathematial framework. For instane,
the work in [58℄ uses a general G/G/1 queue for MANETs to establish the probability
distributions and performane bounds on ongestion level and queueing delay with-
out an expliit use of a ontrol algorithm. In this thesis, we also derive performane
bounds diretly from the ontrolled Markov hain itself, as the model-free algorithm
onverges in nding the best sheduling poliy. This approah is also more realisti
sine the nodes ating as agents an ontrol the atual performane ahieved.
We also use the ψ-irreduibility framework disussed in Chapters 2 and 3 for study-
ing the stability and performane analysis of our DEC-POMDP sheduling problem.
Note that ψ-irreduibility is more appliable than the standard denition of irre-
duibility where the latter refers to the ase when there is only a single ommuniat-
ing lass and any state of the Markov hain an be visited from any initial ondition
[4℄.
Consequently, our analysis uses a stability ondition known as V-uniform ergod-
iity [22℄ for ψ-irreduible ontrolled Markov hains. This stability property provides
an inequality ondition that enables us to derive performane bounds from the ontrol
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algorithm. We emphasize that V-uniform ergodiity diers from the Foster-Lyapunov
drift ondition in Theorem 2.3 as it is more appliable in a model-free approah for
a deentralized multi-agent framework.
We believe that the DEC-POMDP formulation aptures a multi-agent system for
ommuniation networks more appropriately than any other deision-theoreti, game-
theoreti or MDP-based framework. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this novel
approah is the rst method of ahieving optimization ooperatively in a deentralized
manner, and for deriving stability onditions and performane bounds simultaneously
in a general wireless Markov queueing network diretly from the ontrol algorithm, as
the algorithm onverges to the optimal solution. Furthermore, our proposed solution
does not require the omplete knowledge of the topology, tra and hannel statistis.
This hapter is organized as follows. Setion 6.1 emphasizes the importane of a
deentralized ontrol framework for ollaborative sheduling and resoure alloation,
whih diers from earlier researh. We then introdue the DEC-POMDP framework
and apply it for the multi-lass queue sheduling problem in MANETs under the
average ost riterion. The main objetive is to nd the optimal joint poliy that
minimizes the average ongestion level of the network. We also explain how a time-
varying hannel medium and topology an be easily aptured in our system model.
Setion 6.2 then disusses non-trivial omplexity issues of exat and optimal algo-
rithms for DEC-POMDP. In order to nd and approximate the optimal poliies e-
iently and in a deentralized manner, we propose a model-free ontrol algorithm in
Setion 6.3. We introdue the onept of amulti-agent nite state ontroller (MFSC).
Our approah is based on the RL tehnique known as poliy gradient that parame-
terizes and updates the poliies of agents during exeution. We also exploit the idea
of nding a poliy struture to apture the loality of interation among neighboring
agents.
In Setion 6.4, we use the ψ-irreduibility property for Markov hains from Chap-
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ter 2 to study the performane and stability of our system model. Speially, we
derive performane bounds on average queueing delay and ongestion level from the
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Figure 6.1: Summary of DEC-POMDP methodology
Figure 6.1 summarizes the key ideas of this hapter. A general queue sheduling
problem under a time-varying hannel and topology is rst formulated as a DEC-
POMDP. Due to the omplexity issues of model-based algorithms [19℄, we use the
multi-agent nite state ontroller and propose the Loally Interating Distributed Re-
inforement Learning Poliy Searh (LID-RLPS) in Algorithm 4 with neighborhood
loality of interation. We use the ψ-irreduibility property and V-uniform ergodi-
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ity in studying the performane and stability of our model. By using a distributed
poliy gradient mehanism in LID-RLPS, we an ahieve optimization and stability
simultaneously. LID-RLPS also uses funtion approximation tehniques (i.e. CMAC
linear neural network) in storing neighborhood poliy parameters.
6.1 Deentralized Control for Resoure Alloation
6.1.1 Importane of Deentralized Control
Markov Deision Proess have been widely used as a mathematial framework for se-
quential deision-making in stohasti domains. In partiular, a single deision maker
ontrols the system to optimize a global objetive. The agent ompletely observes the
state of the ontrolled Markov hain and ats based on its poliy [4℄.
For resoure alloation in ommuniation networks, the authors in [18, 59℄ have
used the MDP framework where eah node, ating as an agent, treats relevant loal
information as the state of the MDP. For instane, in [59℄ and Chapter 3, the loal
queue length represented the state of the ontrolled Markov hain, while the imme-
diate ost depended only on the loally-observed state. The goal was to nd the best
sheduling poliy that minimizes the average ost or ongestion level of the network.
The solution was obtained using a model-free RL tehnique that approximates the
optimal poliy without the transition probability distribution of the MDP. While this
approah is novel, the model in [59℄ and Chapter 3 is only a single agent framework,
where eah agent solves its own loally-observed MDP independently, without diretly
onsidering the poliies of other agents. Sine the agents do not exhange informa-
tion about the loal states and poliies of other neighboring agents in the resoure
alloation problem, attaining the global optimum may not be possible.
The idea of using a ollaborative framework among the agents is not new and has
already been studied in game theory. For instane, the theory of stohasti games
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provides the foundation for reent researh work on multi-agent planning and learning
[60℄. A stohasti game an be onsidered as an extension of single-agent MDP where
there are multiple agents with possible oniting goals, and the joint ations of agents
determine the global state transition and rewards. Muh of the literature on stohasti
games assume that eah agent has omplete information (i.e. omplete observability)
about the global state of the system. However, this assumption is obviously not
satised espeially in a large and dynami network. For MANETs, suh assumption
is impratial sine eah agent requires the instantaneous loal information from all
other agents to at optimally.
In this hapter, we are interested in a single MDP that is ollaboratively ontrolled
by multiple agents. However, eah agent does not have aess to the global state of the
network whih evolves as a Markov hain and is aeted by the joint ations of agents.
Speially, an agent only observes its loal information, suh as the queue lengths in
its lass queues, and possibly the loal information and poliies of neighboring agents.
This type of model is known as a Deentralized Partially Observable Markov Deision
Proess (DEC-POMDP).
We highlight that the spatial extent of the neighboring loality is disussed in
Setion 6.3.2.
6.1.2 DEC-POMDP










S is a nite set of states.
−→
A = {Ai} is a nite set of joint ations, where Ai is the set of ations available to
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agent i.
P (S ′|−→a , S) denote the probability that the next state is S ′ given that the agents
exeute the joint ation
−→a = {a1, ..., aN} when the urrent state is S.
−→
Ω = {Ωi} is a nite set of joint observations, where Ωi is the set of observations by
agent i.
O(−→o |S,−→a , S ′) is the probability of observing −→o = {o1, ..., oN} when the agents take
ations
−→a in state S, resulting to state S ′.
C(S,−→a , S ′) denote the immediate ost funtion,
p0 is the initial state distribution of the system.
In a DEC-POMDP, the joint ation of the agents and the urrent state determine
the next state. However, eah agent only observes its own loal observation oi and
none of the agents know the omplete state of the system. Note that this formulation
is similar to the entralized single-agent Partially Observable Markov Deision Proess
(POMDP) framework [61, 62℄ where the agent only has observations.
We dene a loal poliy wi for agent i to be a mapping from loal history of
observations
−→
ohi (t) = {oi(1), ..., oi(t)} to loal ations ai(t). A joint poliy
−→w =
{w1, ..., wN} is dened to be a tuple of loal poliies. Solving a DEC-POMDP an
be seen as nding a set of N poliies, one for eah agent. Here, we only onsider the
average ost riterion. The average ost of a partiular joint poliy
−→w for a given
initial state S(0) = s0 is dened as:









{C(S(t),−→a (t), S(t+ 1))} (6.2)
A poliy
−→
w∗ is optimal if J(
−→
w∗, s0) ≤ J(
−→w , s0) for all poliies
−→w and any initial
state s0.
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6.1.3 Queue Sheduling as DEC-POMDP
Consider a wireless network with N nodes ating as agents and J network lasses.
Eah node is assumed to at as an agent that atively performs sheduling on its own
J loal queues, where pakets are enqueued in their respetive lass queues.
In formulating the queue sheduling problem as a DEC-POMDP, we study the
queue length dynamis of the agents in a time-varying hannel and topology. Spei-
ally, we shall show that for eah lass, the queue length dynamis an be onatenated
from all agents to form the state vetor whih evolves as a Markov hain. This idea
is similar to the entralized model in [5℄, but we extend it to the deentralized ase.
Following [5℄, we represent the network as a direted graph G(V,E), where V is
the set of nodes and E is the set of links. We assume slotted time and there are L
maximum possible links, where L := N(N − 1) and N is the number of nodes. To
represent the dynami network topology, we dene the N × L topology matrix Rj
for lass j as follows. We dene the element of Rj in its ith row and lth olumn for







if h(l) = i




h(l) represents the destination node of link l.
q(l) represents the origin node of link l.
We let {Ni} be the set of neighboring nodes of node i, whih is dened as the set
of nodes that share an ative link with node i (i.e. rji,l 6= 0). The set of neighbors
determines the loality of interation among nodes or agents. We shall elaborate on
this onept in Setion 6.3.2.
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Let M jl (t) be a binary variable suh that M
j
l (t) = 1 if a paket of lass j from q(l)
is suessfully transmitted to h(l) during slot t; otherwise M jl (t) = 0 as the paket
remains at node q(l). Let xji (t) denote the number of bits in node i at its j
th
lass
queue during time slot t. The queue dynamis an be generally expressed for ∀j:
−→
xj (t+ 1) =
−→











is a vetor of the queue lengths in bits by the end of time
slot t.
Rj(t) is the topology matrix with elements rji,l(t) dened in (6.3).
M j(t) is a L× L diagonal matrix where the lth diagonal element is M jl (t).
−→




, where µjl (t) denote the share of bandwidth (in bits) that
was alloated for link l by the agent or node q(l) for lass j.
−→




, where dji (t) denote the number of bits arriving at the j
th
lass queue, as generated by the soure appliation at node i, if there's any.










t=1 are i.i.d. sequenes of
random variables for all i = 1, ...N , l = 1, ..., L, and j = 1, ..., J . In addition,
we assume that these proesses are independent among themselves and the seond
moments of the arrival proesses are nite.
Due to the broadast nature of the wireless medium and by assuming that eah
node has only one network interfae devie, performing rate alloation on eah out-
going link l from node q(l) is eetively the same as eah agent i managing its own
single outgoing link (i.e. single network interfae). For notational onveniene, we
writeµji (t) as the rate alloated by agent i for eah lass j for its single network
interfae.
In ontrast with the model in [5℄ where there exists a entralized entity that has
omplete knowledge of the vetor queue length
−→




, in our ase,
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no agent has omplete knowledge of
−→
xj (t). Agent i must deide based on its own
loally observed history of information.
Under the statistial assumptions above and for any joint poliy by the agents,
the queue length proess {
−→
xj (t)}∞t=1 is a ontrolled Markov hain for eah lass j and
is independent among the lasses. Generally speaking, eah agent is ating similar
to a single POMDP agent, where the latter uses its history of loal observations and
ations to nd its optimal poliy [61, 63℄.
For the DEC-POMDP formulation, we dene the state vetor as:













from all network lasses.
Thus,
−→x (t) also evolves as a ontrolled Markov hain. The set of joint ations of










. The rate alloation ation vetor an also be rewritten
as





−→ai (t) = [µ
1





vetor for agent i. Eah agent i only observes the queue length vetor −→oi (t) :=
−→xi (t) = [x
1
i (t), ..., x
J
i (t)] from its loal lass queues. The ost funtion for eah lass j





The atual immediate ost is Call(





xji (t). The average net-
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work ongestion level starting from an initial state
−→x (0) is dened as:









−→x (t),−→µ (t))} (6.7)
The main objetive is to nd the optimal joint poliy
−→w = {w1, ..., wN} so that
J(−→w ,−→x (0)) is minimized starting from any initial state −→x (0). Figure 6.2 summarizes
the ideas of queue sheduling as a DEC-POMDP problem.
Each node acts as an agent 
and coordinates with other agents 
DEC-POMDP: 





to minimize average 
global congestion level
Figure 6.2: Queue Sheduling as multi-agent DEC-POMDP
6.1.4 Time-Varying Channel and Topology
In modeling the time-varying wireless medium, researhers have used the onept of
the hannel state proess. The hannel state inludes harateristis of the network
that aet transmission. It an be obtained either through diret measurement or
through a ombination of measurement and hannel predition. The authors in [12,
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6, 26, 27℄ have assumed that the hannel state, denoted as {Ch(t)}
∞
t=1, evolves as an
irreduible aperiodi nite state-spae Markov hain.
In this subsetion, we laim that this important onept an be easily aptured
in the general queue dynamis in (6.4). Speially, the hannel state proess is
aptured in the diagonal element M jl (t) of the diagonal matrix M
j(t), sine M jl (t) is
from {0, 1} that eetively represents a suess or failed transmission from node q(l)
to h(l).
In addition, we also laim that other important MANET related harateristis,
suh as varying topology, routing protools and MAC mehanisms, an be easily
inluded in the queueing model in (6.4). We know that the suess of transmission
depends on other nodes' attempts as well as the topology state of the network. The
topology state inludes all the harateristis of the network that aet transmission
and may vary with time. It may inlude the hanging onnetivity among nodes
as they move, and transmission rates in eah link with hanging quality. Other
harateristis that may not be diretly related to transmission an be also inluded
in the topology state. Eetively, the topology state also aptures the hannel state
proess above. By onsidering slotted time, the authors in [27, 59℄ have assumed that
the topology state forms a stohasti proess that evolves as an irreduible aperiodi
nite state-spae Markov hain.
In the queueing model above, the topology state proess an be expressed in
the topology matrix Rj(t) and in onjuntion with the earlier assumption that the
elements of Rj(t) = {−1, 0, 1} are i.i.d random variables.
Hene, from these onepts, we onlude that the time-varying hannel and topol-
ogy state proesses are aptured in our general queueing model. We observe that,
one a Markov hain is identied for the entire network, the DEC-POMDP formu-
lation seems straightforward. Although the DEC-POMDP formulation is novel and
handles a deentralized multi-agent system for ommuniation networks more appro-
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priately than any other MDP-based framework, we highlight some non-trivial issues
for exat optimal DEC-POMDP algorithms in the next setion.
6.2 Complexity Issues of DEC-POMDP
As mentioned in the Setion 6.1.3, DEC-POMDP appears to be a POMDP, where
eah agent only has loal observation and the joint ations of the agents determine the
next state transition, without observing the atual state of the system. In this sense,
one an intuitively onvert it to a POMDP and use established tehniques [64, 65℄.
However, the authors in [19℄ have shown that, on the ontrary, a DEC-POMDP
requires a fundamentally dierent algorithmi struture. By reduing the ontrol
problem to a tiling problem, they have shown that if the underlying transition proba-
bility funtion is known, the DEC-POMDP in a nite-horizon with a onstant number
of agents (i.e. N ≥ 2) is omplete for the omplexity lass non-deterministi expo-
nential time (NEXP). This implies that problems modeled as DEC-POMDP provably
do not admit polynomial-time algorithms. This trait is not shared by nite-horizon
MDP or POMDP problems and thus, has diret impliations when solving problems
involving distributed agents. It should be noted that, even if one an onvert a DEC-
POMDP into a single-agent POMDP, one for eah agent, exat POMDP methods are
PSPACE-hard [63, 64℄ and so approximate tratable solutions are preferable.
Even for innite-horizon POMDPs, it has been shown that exat algorithms based
on Dynami Programming suer from an innite number of belief states. This on-
dition implies that the problem of determining onvergene is undeidable [63, 66℄.
Sine a POMDP is a speial ase of a DEC-POMDP (i.e. N = 1), the orresponding
DEC-POMDP problems are also undeidable [19℄.
Reently, an exat Dynami Programming algorithm was proposed for a general
DEC-POMDP [67℄. Though the algorithm was used in a nite-horizon ontext, the
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authors mentioned ways to extend it to the innite-horizon ase. Their model-based
algorithm uses poliy trees that enumerate the possible poliies at eah state and every
possible next state transitions up to a given depth in the tree, and performs pruning
of tree branhes. The algorithm obviously suers from large memory requirements
with eah iteration as the tree grows and in pratie, has only been used to solve very
small problems. It is likely that any exat optimal algorithm would suer this urse
of dimensionality and exponential-time omplexity, due to the NEXP-omplete result
in [19℄.
6.3 Model-Free Algorithm for Queue Sheduling as
a DEC-POMDP
6.3.1 Finite-State Controller Model
Due to the omplexity issues of exat model-based algorithms for DEC-POMDP as
disussed in the previous setion, we use model-free tehniques to approximate the
optimal joint poliy of agents.
When an agent does not ompletely observe the state of the system and that the
underlying transition probability distribution is unknown, the agent needs memory
of the past observations and ations to at optimally, as in the ase of single-agent
POMDP [63℄.
Following [63℄ for POMDP, we use the onept of a nite-state ontroller (FSC) to
apture relevant past information to at optimally. Eah agent i ontains a nite-state
ontroller whih is represented as the tuple:
〈Ii, φi, fi(·), θi, µi(·)〉 (6.8)
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where:
Ii is the set of internal states (I-states) of the FSC.




and θi ∈ R
nθi
are vetor parameters.
FSC uses φi ∈ R
nφi
as a nφi-dimensional vetor to parameterise the I-state transi-
tion probabilities based on the urrent I-state and loal observation. In other words,
the next I-state is hosen stohastially from the distribution fi(· | φi, g, y), where
g ∈ Ii and y is the urrent loal observation. Similarly, θi ∈ R
nθi
is a nθi-dimensional
vetor to parameterise the ation probabilities µi(· | θi, h, y) > 0 for eah I-state h
and loal observation y.
Eah agent learns to use the I-states to remember only what is needed to at
optimally. Speially, the I-state transitions and poliies are learned by searhing the
spae of parameters φi and θi. The ation seletion or mapping based on µi(· | θi, h, y)
is also known as a randomized poliy.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the FSC for a single-agent framework. In Step 5, the
gradient mehanism used mostly depends on the I-state and poliy distributions
fi(· | φi, g, y) and µi(· | θi, h, y), respetively. We shall elaborate this poliy gra-
dient mehanism spei to our proposed solution in Setion 6.3.3.
In single-agent POMDP literature, the FSC is used to apture the unertainty of
the system using the onept of belief states. In a single-agent ase, a belief state
is dened as: Bsingle(t) = Pr(S(t) |
−→
oh(t)) where S(t) is the unobserved state and
−→
oh(t) represents a vetor of the history of loal observations up to time t. It is known
that Bsingle(t) is a suient statisti beause the agent an ompute an optimal poliy




Algorithm 2 Finite-State Controller (FSC) for Partially-Observable Environment
(i.e. Single-Agent POMDP)
Let St= unobserved state of the environment at time t
gt= I-state of the agent i.
〈φi, θi〉 = FSC parameters
1. Agent i observes yt whih depends on St.
2. Agent i then hooses its next I-state gt+1 from the distribution fi(· | φi, gt, yt)
3. Agent i then hooses its ation at from µi(· | θi, gt+1, yt)
4. The environment transits to the next state St+1 and the immediate ost Ct+1 is
obtained by the agent i
5. The agent updates its FSC parameters 〈φi, θi〉 using a gradient estimate mehanism.
6. t = t+ 1. Go to step 1.
As the agent uses the I-states in the FSC above, this proess an be viewed as
an automati quantization of the belief state spae to provide the optimal poliy
representable by ‖Ii‖ internal states. As ‖Ii‖ → ∞, we an represent the optimal
poliy aurately, without knowing the exat model of the system [69℄.
In a multi-agent DEC-POMDP ase, an agent faes a omplex but normal single-
agent POMDP if the poliies of all other agents are xed at a given deision instant.
However, Bsingle(t) is not suient sine the agent must also reason about the ation
seletion and observation histories of other agents.



















is the joint observation histories
of all agents exept i. By treating the vetor −→ei (t) as the state of the agent i at time
t, we an dene the transition funtion and observation for the single-agent POMDP













−→ei (t+ 1)) = Oi(oi(t+ 1)|
−→a (t), S(t+ 1)) (6.10)
where:




−→a (t), S(t+1)) is the probability that all other agents exept i observes
vetor
−→o 6=i(t + 1) (i.e. not part of history
−→
oh6=i(t)) given previous joint ation
−→a (t),
resulting to S(t+ 1).
Oi(oi(t + 1)|
−→a (t), S(t + 1)) is the probability that agent i observes oi(t + 1) given
previous ation
−→a (t), resulting S(t+ 1).
The multi-agent belief state for an agent i given the distribution over the initial






ahi (t− 1), p0(s)) (6.11)
where:
−→
ahi (t−1) is the history vetor of ations up to time (t−1), while
−→
ohi (t) is the observation
history for agent i up to time t.
In other words, when reasoning about the agent's poliy in the ontext of other
agents (i.e. other agents' poliies are xed at the urrent ontext), we maintain a
distribution over
−→ei (t), rather than simply the urrent state S(t) as in Bsingle(t).
We thus extend of the FSC in (6.8) to apture the multi-agent belief state Bi(t).
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Speially, we use the same tuple 〈Ii, φi, fi(·), θi, µi(·)〉, with the parameters φi and
θi, and set of internal states Ii. We redene the internal state transition distribution
as fi(· | φi, g, y, ai(t − 1)), where g ∈ Ii and y is the urrent loal observation, and
ai(t − 1) is the previous loal ation. Similar to (6.8), the ation seletion poliy
is based on the ation probabilities µi(· | θi, h, y) > 0 for eah I-state h and loal
observation y. The I-state transitions and poliies are learned by searhing the spae
of parameters φi and θi.
This searh proess eetively performs an automati quantization of the multi-
agent belief state Bi,mul(t) in (6.11), similar to the single-agent POMDP ase earlier.
We refer to this onept as the multi-agent nite state ontroller (MFSC).
In summary, the agent searhes the spae of parameter vetors φi and θi to at
optimally, with onsideration of other agents' observation history statistis, without
knowing the state transition and observation probabilities of the DEC-POMDP in
(6.1).
6.3.2 Loality of Interation among Neighboring Agents
While deentralized or distributed POMDP aptures real-world unertainty in multi-
agent domains, suh as time-varying topology and hannel in MANETs, it fails to
exploit the fat that eah agent has limited interations with a small number of
neighboring agents. In other words, eah agent only aets the loal observation and
poliies of those agents lose to it. A general DEC-POMDP does not exploit the
loality of interation struture of a ommuniation network.
In [71℄, the authors introdued this important onept for distributed POMDPs for
nite horizon problems. In this setion, we apply this idea under the innite-horizon
riterion for our DEC-POMDP sheduling problem.
We have earlier shown in Setion 6.1.3 that the queue length proess {
−→
xj (t)}∞t=1







Figure 6.3: Loality of interation among neighboring nodes
drop the lass index j and we perform our analysis for a single lass queue only.
Due to the interation among neighbors, we observe that the immediate ost fun-
tion C(xj , µj) in (6.6) for lass j an be expressed as a summation of the orresponding
ost funtions of a sub-group of agents. For example, onsider the network senario
with six nodes in Figure 6.3. We know that in a single time slot t, the queue length
of a node is only aeted by neighboring nodes. The immediate ost or ongestion
funtion for N nodes an be simply expressed as:
C(−→x ,−→a ) =
N∑
i=1
C(xi, xNi , ai, aNi) (6.12)
where:
xNi is a vetor representing the loal observations or queue lengths of the neighboring
agents (i.e. xN1 = [x2, x3, x4, x6]
T
in Figure 6.3).
ai is the hosen ation of agent i.




C(xi, xNi , ai, aNi) is the immediate ost inurred by agent i whih depends on its






C(xk, xNk , ak, aNk), ∀k ∈ {i ∪Ni} is the immediate loalized
ost. This eetively represents the sum of the individual ost funtions in (6.12)
where xi and ai omponents are inluded at the urrent time slot t. We use this
quantity to separate the immediate ost funtion into two independent omponents:
one is aeted by agent i, while the other is independent of i. For instane, in Figure
6.3, the immediate ost funtion in (6.12) an be expressed in the following ways,
depending on the index i in Cloc,i:
C(−→x ,−→a ) = Cloc,1 + C(x3, x4, x5, a3, a4, a5)
= Cloc,2 + C(x1, x3, x4, x5, a1, a3, a4, a5) +
C(x3, x4, x5, a3, a4, a5) + C(x1, x6, a1, a6)
= Cloc,3 + C(x1, x6, a1, a6)
= Cloc,4 + C(x1, x2, x3, a1, a2, a3) + C(x1, x6, a1, a6)
We dene the loal neighborhood utility of agent i as B−→w (Ni, s) to represent the
expeted average long term ost for exeuting joint poliy
−→w = {w1, ..., wN} due to
the links ontaining agent i, starting with state s0:










Lemma 6.1: To nd the best poliy for agent i given its neighbors' poliies in op-
timizing its loal neighborhood utility, agent i does not need to onsider the non-
neighbors' poliies.
Proof: We observe from (6.13) that the loal neighborhood utilities of agent i for
two joint poliies
−→wa = [wa,1, ..., wa,N ] and
−→wb = [wb,1, ..., wb,N ] are equal, if the orre-
sponding poliy vetor omponents are equal: B−→wa(Ni, s0) = B−→wb(Ni, s0) if wa,k = wb,k
for all k ∈ {i ∪ Ni}. Thus, any poliy vetor
−→wb that has dierent poliies for only
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non-neighborhood agents as ompared to poliy
−→wa has equal value as B−→wa(Ni, s).
Furthermore, given the neighbors' poliies, optimizing the loal neighborhood utility
of agent i does not aet the loal neighborhood utility of agent k if k /∈ {Ni}. 
Lemma 6.1 is known as the property of loality of interation whih we shall use in
the algorithm in the next subsetion. We also emphasize that the loal neighborhood
utility for agent i also aptures varying network topology espeially in MANETs, sine
B−→wa(Ni, s) is independent of time and is the time average of the immediate loalized
ost Cloc,i(t) inurred from the topology at every time slot t.
6.3.3 Model-Free Poliy Generation algorithm
The idea of exploiting loality of interation in distributed agents to optimize a global
objetive funtion has already been addressed in the formalism known as Distributed
Constraint Optimization (DCOP) [20, 21℄.
A DCOP problem inludes a set of variables, eah variable is assigned to an agent
who an ontrol its value, and agents must oordinate their hoie of values. DCOPs
have suessfully exploited limited agent interations in multi-agent systems, with
over a deade of algorithm development. However, DCOPs do not apture planning
under unertainty as ompared to DEC-POMDP.
In an attempt to synthesize DCOPs and DEC-POMDP in order to handle loality
of interation and deentralized stohasti planning, the authors in [71℄ proposed a
novel model known as Networked Distributed-POMDP (ND-POMDP). They have
proposed a novel algorithm alled Loally Interating Distributed Joint Equilibrium
Searh for Poliies (LID-JESP), whih ombines the ideas of Dynami Programming
in poliy searh, and the Distributed Breakout Algorithm (DBA) for DCOPs [20℄.
ND-POMDP an be thought of as an N-ary DCOP where N is the number of
agents and the DCOP variable at eah node is the individual agent's poliy. The
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model-based LID-JESP algorithm in [71℄ an be summarized as follows: Eah agent
i starts with a random loal poliy and exhanges its poliies with its neighbors. It
then omputes its loal neighborhood utility (see (6.13)) with respet to its urrent
poliy and its neighbors' poliies (i.e. urrent ontext). Agent i then uses a value-
based Dynami Programming tehnique to get the loal neighborhood utility of agent
i's best poliy given the poliies of its neighbors. The dierene between the two loal
neighborhood utilities is represented as the gain message. Eah agent broadasts its
gain message among its neighbors for the urrent ontext. Agent i is allowed to at if
its gain message is larger than all the gain messages it reeives from all its neighbors.
Essentially, agent i hanges its poliy to the omputed best loal poliy if it is the
winner at the urrent ontext or yle of the algorithm. This proess is then repeated.
The idea of exhanging poliies and gain messages in the LID-JESP algorithm to
improve agent i's poliy with respet to its neighbors' poliies in a distributed manner
is based on the DBA for DCOPs [20℄. However, LID-JESP inludes planning under
unertainty, where the value of the loal neighborhood utility depends on the expeted
long term value, whereas DBA does not handle unertainty in the variables of the
DCOP.
In this sub-setion, we extend the idea of ND-POMDP to our deentralized queue-
ing problem. Speially, we extend the model-based LID-JESP algorithm to use the
MFSC learning framework in Setion 6.3.1, and apply model-free tehniques to searh
for the poliy parameters in representing and estimating the loal neighborhood util-
ity in (6.13).
As mentioned earlier in Setion 6.2, a model-based Dynami Programming algo-
rithm suers from the urse of dimensionality espeially for DEC-POMDP, even with
small number of states, observations, and ations. Hene, we propose that the poliy
generation of LID-JESP should be represented using the MSFC and without using
the state and observation transition probabilities.
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For our DEC-POMDP formulation on queue sheduling in Setion 6.1.3, the state




xJ(t)] in (6.5) is a fatored representation or onate-
nation of the loal observations
−→




of agents for eah lass j.
Following Setion 6.3.2 and for notational onveniene, our analysis here is based on a
single lass only, sine the queue length proesses among the lasses are independent.
As shown in Lemma 6.1, given the neighbors' poliies, agent i does not need to
onsider non-neighboring agents to nd its best poliy. The loal neighborhood utility
B−→w (Ni, s0) has eetively loalized the eet of agent i's poliy to the global ost
funtion in (6.12). In other words, agent i has to only optimize its B−→w (Ni, s0), given
the poliies of the neighboring agents. The exhange of gain messages determines
who among the agents an update its loal poliy at every yle of the algorithm.
From this onept, we reformulate the MFSC for agent i to apture the loality
of interation. Following [71℄, instead of onsidering all other agents exept i in the
tuple
−→ei (t) in (6.9) and (6.10), we only onsider the neighboring agents. In order to










Si,Ni(t) is a vetor ontaining the loal observations of neighboring agents and agent
i at the urrent time slot t.
−→
ohNi(t) represents the joint observation histories of neighbors up to time t.
Given the poliy of neighboring agents, treating
−→ei (t) as state of agent i results




















−−→ai,Ni(t), Si,Ni(t+1)) is the probability that neighboring agents observe
−→oNi(t+1) (i.e. not part of history
−→




−−→ai,Ni(t), Si,Ni(t+1)) is the probability that agent i observes oi(t+1) given
previous ation vetor
−−→ai,Ni(t), resulting to Si,Ni(t+ 1).
The multi-agent belief state in (6.11) is dened similarly with respet only to the





ahi (t − 1), p0(s)). We emphasize that
−→ei (t) is a single-agent POMDP only for a given set of poliies of neighbors at the
urrent ontext where their poliies are xed. In other words, to apture the multi-
agent belief state under the MFSC with unknown transition probabilities, the MFSC
must also depend on the poliy parameters of neighboring agents, and not just φi and
θi for agent i.
We thus redene the internal state transition distribution in Setion 6.3.1 as fi(· |
φi, g, y, ai(t− 1), δNi), where g ∈ Ii and y is the urrent loal observation, ai(t− 1) is
the previous loal ation, and δNi ∈ R
nδi
is a nδi-dimensional vetor that aptures the
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Algorithm 3 Multi-agent Finite-State Controller (MFSC) with Loality of Intera-
tion for DEC-POMDP
Let St= unobserved state of the environment at time t
gt= I-state of the agent i.
〈φi, θi〉 = FSC parameters
1. Agent i observes yt whih depends on St.
2. Agent i then hooses its next I-state gt+1 from the distribution fi(· | φi, gt, yt, ai(t −
1), δNi), where ai(t− 1) is its previous ation, δNi represents a urrent feature vetor
from the FSC parameters of its neighbors Ni
3. Agent i then hooses its ation at from µi(· | θi, gt+1, yt, δNi)
4. The immediate loalized ost Cloc,i(t) is obtained by the agent i
5. The agent updates its FSC parameters 〈φi, θi〉 using a gradient estimate mehanism.
(see Algorithm 4 for the omplete desription)
6. t = t+ 1. Go to step 1.
eet of the neighbors' poliy parameters 〈θk, φk〉 for all k ∈ Ni. Similarly, the ation
seletion poliy is based on the ation probabilities µi(· | θi, h, y, δNi) > 0 for eah
I-state h, loal observation y, and parameters θi and δNi . It should be noted that δNi
is xed in a given yle of the algorithm sine the neighbors' poliies are xed during
a yle. Algorithm 3 gives a short summary of the MFSC with loality of interation.
The MFSC extends the ideas of Algorithm 2 with the addition of the feature vetor
δNi for agent i from its neighbors.
It is known from [62℄ that if
−→ei (t) is the state of the single-agent POMDP and
g(t) ∈ Ii is an internal state of the MSFC, then the tuple 〈
−→ei (t), g(t)〉 forms a Markov
hain. Let P (φi, θi) be the probability matrix of the Markov hain. Interation
begins at an initial state
−→ei (0) and agent i ompletely observes its own initial I-state
g(0) ∈ Ii.
Given the neighbors' poliies
−−→wNi, the goal of agent i is to nd φi and θi that
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where the expetation Eφi,θi denote the expetation over all trajetories:
〈−→ei (0), g(0)〉 , 〈
−→ei (1), g(1)〉 , ...
with transitions generated using P (φi, θi). We emphasize that the model-free searh-
ing of poliy parameters 〈θi, φi〉 in the MFSC performs an automati quantization of
the belief state Bi(t) for a given set of internal states, as explained in Setion 6.3.1.
We all our proposed model-free algorithm as: Loally Interating Distributed Re-
inforement Learning Poliy Searh (LID-RLPS) that uses the MFSC to generate the
poliies while onsidering loality of interation, and without the state and observa-
tion transition model of DEC-POMDP. The pseudo-ode of LID-RLPS is shown in
Algorithm 4. Note that the poliy wi of agent i is represented by the poliy vetor
〈θi, φi〉. Hene, during exhange of poliies in LID-RLPS, the atual poliy vetor is
ommuniated among the neighbors.
It is assumed that there is no error in the ommuniation of the poliy vetor
〈θi, φi〉 among neighbors. The ase when there is error an be translated into the
problem of minimizing the error of funtion approximation in representing the poliy
parameters. This issue is disussed in the next subsetions.
6.3.4 Algorithm Implementation Issues
The funtion LoalBestPoliy(wi, δNi, yt, Cloc,i(t)) in Algorithm 4 returns the best re-
sponse poliy: w∗i = argmin
wi
B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi). This funtion is implemented as a
poliy gradient algorithm similar to the model-free IState-GPOMDP algorithm pro-
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Algorithm 4 Loally Interating Distributed Reinforement Learning Poliy Searh
(LID-RLPS)
Let t = 0 and T = required number of iterations.
Eah agent i starts with a random poliy wi represented as 〈θi, φi〉.
Let wNi be the poliies of agent i's neighbors Ni, and are represented as the set of poliy
parameters {θk, φk} ∀k ∈ Ni .
Let gt be the I-state of the agent at time t.
While t < T
Obtain yt as loal observation
Agent i exhanges poliies wi with neighbors Ni
Form δNi as a feature vetor from 〈θk, φk〉 ∀k ∈ Ni
Choose gt+1 from fi(· | φi, gt, yt, ai(t− 1), δNi)
Choose and exeute ation ai(t) from µi(· | θi, gt+1, yt, δNi)





i 〉 = LoalBestPoliy(wi, δNi , yt, Cloc,i(t))
cV alue = GetEstimate(wi, δNi)
mV alue = GetEstimate(w∗i , δNi)
gaini = ‖cV alue−mV alue‖




winner = arg max
k∈{i∪Ni}
gaink
If maxGain > 0
If i = winner then
Update poliy: wi = w
∗





Broadast w∗i to Ni
Else






t = t+ 1
End While
posed in [63℄. The pseudo-ode for LoalBestPoliy(wi, δNi) is shown in Algorithm
5.
The funtion GetEstimate(wi, δNi) in Algorithm 4 omputes the estimated loal
neighborhood utility B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi) given the neighbors' poliies. If we simply
follow the IState-GPOMDP algorithm in [63℄, this estimate is obtained from the
immediate loalized ost Cloc,i(t) as follows: Let ηBi(t) be the urrent estimate of
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Algorithm 5 Finding the Best Loal Poliy Response




Set zθi0 = z
θi












φi,new = [0], θi,new = [0];

















new, φi,new ∈ R
nφi
.





































φi,new = φi − αt+1△
φi
new
θi,new = θi − αt+1△
θi
new
Return w∗i = 〈φi,new, θi,new〉
End Funtion
B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi) given the urrent neighbor poliies
−−→wNi. It is then updated as follows:
ηBi(t+ 1) = ηBi(t) +
1
t+ 1
[Cloc,i(t+ 1)− ηBi(t)] (6.18)
However, this update struture may not be suitable in storing the estimates of
every possible poliies of neighbors
−−→wNi. This is due to the fat that δNi is obtained
from the set of neighbor parameters 〈θk, φk〉 ∀k ∈ Ni, whih are from ontinuous
vetor spaes. We then propose that the estimated utility ηBi(t) is approximated
using a form of neural network, known as Cerebellar Model Artiulation Controller
(CMAC).
A CMAC is a tile-oding struture that performs linear funtion approximation,
where the output (i.e. ηBi(t)) is a weighted linear sum of the features of the input
vetor parameters. The input vetor for the CMAC is represented as [gt+1, yt]. The
CMAC internal neural network weights are represented by the vetor parameters
〈δNi, θi, φi〉.
Figure 6.4 shows the CMAC neural network for representing the estimate utility
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ηBi(t). This representation is required sine the vetor δNi is ontinuous and we
require to retrieve ηBi(t) for every possible set of neighbor poliy vetors.
Figure 6.4: Linear Funtion Approximation for estimate utility ηBi(t)
The CMAC displays loal generalization for approximating the estimated utility.
With this struture, dierent poliies of neighbors are represented ompatly and
the estimate ηBi(t) is retrieved easily. The CMAC neural network weights are then
updated with the immediate loalized ost Cloc,i(t) as the target value. More details
on CMAC networks an be found in [14℄.
In Algorithm 4, the vetor parameter δNi is obtained from the poliy vetors of
the neighbors Ni. In our experiments, δNi is omputed where its vetor elements are
the average of the orresponding elements in the poliy vetors: 〈θk, φk〉 ∀k ∈ Ni.
Other possible feature representation for δNi an also be investigated.
In representing the MFSC distribution funtions fi(gt+1 | φi, gt, yt, ai(t − 1), δNi)
and µi(ai(t) | θi, gt+1, yt, δNi), we fae the same issue for storing the funtion values
for every possible neighbor poliies, sine the vetor parameter δNi is a ontinuous
real-valued vetor. Hene, we use neural networks to represent the these distribution
funtions. Following [63℄, we use the soft-max funtion to generate the distributions.
Speially, for fi(· | φi, gt, yt, ai(t − 1), δNi), a neural network is used where the
input vetor is represented as [gt, yt, ai(t−1)], whih is a onatenation of the urrent
I-state gt, urrent observation yt, and previous ation ai(t − 1). The weights of the
neural network are represented by the parameter vetors 〈δNi , φi〉. The output is a
‖Ii‖-dimensional vetor [m1, ..., m‖Ii‖], where ‖Ii‖ is a onstant total number of I-
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states. The soft-max distribution for eah possible next I-state h ∈ Ii is obtained as
follows:






Figure 6.5 shows the neural network representation for the soft-max distribution
fi(h | φi, gt, yt, ai(t − 1), δNi). This is required to apture the ontinuous vetor pa-
rameter δNi . The next I-state gt+1 is hosen from the soft-max distribution in (6.19).
Figure 6.5: Neural Network for the Soft-Max Distribution: fi(h | φi, gt, yt, ai(t−1), δNi )
For notational onveniene, let fi(h|φi, li) = fi(h | φi, gt, yt, ai(t − 1), δNi). As
required in Algorithm 5, the log gradient of the distribution with respet to the om-
ponents of the poliy vetor φi = [φi,k], for k = 1, ..., nφi, is represented as
∇fi(h|φi,li)
fi(h|φi,li)



























where χh′ (h) = 1 if h
′ = h else 0.







is the gradient of the neural network output with respet to eah
weight parameter φi,k. The whole expression is implemented similarly to error bak
propagation, whih is a standard proedure for training neural networks [14℄. How-
ever, instead of propagating the gradient of an error measure, we bak propagate the




in Algorithm 5 in the same way by having another
neural network with input as [gt+1, yt] and evaluating the soft-max distribution for
eah possible ation at(t) by using the real-valued outputs of the neural network.
6.3.5 Eet on Overall Network Congestion Level
Theorem 6.1: When applying the LID-RLPS algorithm, the estimate of the global
average network ongestion level J(−→w ,−→x (t)) in (6.7) is stritly dereasing.
Proof: We know from Setions 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 that the loal neighborhood utility
B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi) has eetively loalized the eet of agent i's poliy to the global
immediate ost funtion in (6.12). B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi) is estimated in the urrent ontext
or yle where the neighbors' poliies are xed. From the LID-RLPS algorithm, only
non-neighboring agents an modify their poliies in the same yle. If agent i has
the largest gain or improvement among its neighbors, it sets its poliy to the best
loal poliy response. From (6.12) and (6.13), dereasing B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi) results in
dereasing the global average ost funtion. By loality of interation, if an agent
k /∈ {i ∪ Ni} hanges its poliy to improve its loal neighborhood utility, it will not
aet B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi), but will derease the global average ost. Thus, at eah yle,
the estimate of the global average network ost or ongestion is stritly dereasing.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is similar to the ase of the model-based LID-JESP
algorithm [71℄, sine both are using the onept of loality of interation, loal neigh-
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borhood utility, and exhange of gain messages. The main dierene lies in the om-
putation of the loal neighborhood utility, whih is approximated by the model-free
LID-RLPS algorithm using a poliy-gradient tehnique in Algorithm 5. In Setion
6.4, we shall show the onvergene proof of LID-RLPS, espeially in optimizing the
loal neighborhood utility.
6.3.6 LID-RLPS under Time-Varying Channel & Topology
In this subsetion, we explain some issues onerning the proposed LID-RLPS algo-
rithm for resoure alloation under a time-varying hannel and topology. From (6.4),
















l (t) + d
j
i (t) (6.21)
where {q(l) = i} is the set of neighboring nodes with links reeiving from i, while
{h(l) = i} is the set of neighboring nodes with links transmitting to i.
We have disussed earlier in Setion 6.1.4, that both time-varying hannel and
topology proesses an be inorporated in our general queueing model in (6.4). We
now have the following result:
Theorem 6.2: Given a time-varying topology proess evolving as an irreduible ape-
riodi Markov hain, let µji,out(t) =
∑
{∀l:q(l)=i}
µjl (t) be the total alloated rate for all
outgoing links from node i for lass j. Then, µji,out(t) is rate onvergent to some
onstant rate µji,av (see Denition 3.1).




µji,av among its J loal lass queues as follows: let wsched,j be
the loal lass weight of the WF 2Q sheduling mehanism for lass queue j, ∀j =
1, ..., J . Agent i obtains wsched,j from the learned ation seletion probability µi(aj |
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θi, gt+1, yt, δNi) of the LID-RLPS algorithm, where disrete ation aj represents the
lass queue j itself.
Proof: The rst part of the Lemma follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. By
having a topology state proess evolving as an irreduible aperiodi Markov hain and
following the proof of Theorem 3.1, we an say that the servie proess µji,out(t) is
rate onvergent to some onstant rate µji,av (see Denition 3.1) for eah lass j.
Following the reasoning in Setion 3.5 and Setion 4.4.2, we an thus use weighted
fair queueing tehniques for sheduling. Speially,WF 2Q is used by eah sheduling
agent i to adaptively provision
J∑
j=1
µji,av among its J loal lass queues, sine the servie
proesses of the lass queues are rate onvergent.
This is similar to the single-agent framework in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. However, in
this hapter, the sheduling mehanism is performed in onjuntion with the deen-
tralized LID-RLPS algorithm. We elaborate this onept as follows:
By denition, the WF 2Q weight wsched,j for lass j represents the alloated share
Bwj (in bits per seonds) of bandwidth from the total share
J∑
j=1








. Sine the proess µji,out(t) is rate onvergent, wj also represents
the probability of alloating Bwj bits over time to lass j.
In other words, if agent i alloates the ratio wsched,j to lass j, then ratio wsched,j
of the time, agent i selets queue j to empty out its ontents. This is the same as
the agent hoosing a lass queue among its J lass queues over time from its ation
seletion distribution µi(aj | θi, gt+1, yt, δNi), where ation aj is the lass queue j
itself. 
The ation seletion distribution µi(aj | θi, gt+1, yt, δNi) is learned using the poliy
gradient mehanism in Algorithm 5 of LID-RLPS with loality of interation, and
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not simply by blindly searhing of parameters, nor independently among neighbors.
We also emphasize that in our multi-lass queue network, the rate onvergent
result for the servie proess for eah lass queue j is always true, no matter what the
loal lass queue ondition is (i.e. even baklogged or not). This holds true provided
the topology and hannel state proesses as disussed in Setion 6.1.4 evolve as an
irreduible aperiodi Markov hain.
6.3.7 Advantage over a Cluster-Based Approah
We observe that the loality of interation under the DEC-POMDP framework in
Setion 6.3.2 an be ompared with an hierarhial luster-based arhiteture for
MANETs [72, 73℄. Some issues in a luster-based arhiteture inlude mobility and
formation of lusters (i.e. seletion of luster-heads).
A luster-based approah is similar to the loality of interation in the LID-RLPS
algorithm and redues the number of messages to get the required agent poliy pa-
rameters. However, eah luster (i.e. luster-head) has to oordinate among other
neighboring lusters (i.e. luster-heads) in order to optimize a given performane
metri (i.e. average ongestion level).
We observe that in this manner, the luster-heads themselves form a higher-level
DEC-POMDP with loality of interation. Furthermore, depending on the number
of levels in the hierarhial luster-based arhiteture, we an nd a orresponding
DEC-POMDP among nodes on the same level.
In other words, our proposed DEC-POMDP (i.e. non-hierarhial) framework
with loality of interation is less omplex than a luster-based arhiteture, sine it
has already onsidered the oordination among nodes, without the need for luster
formation. The size of loality to share information is handled during the automati




In this setion, we analyze the proposed model-free algorithm in terms of optimality
and stability for the queue sheduling problem. As explained in Setion 6.1.3, the
queueing law in (6.4) evolves as a Markov hain, jointly ontrolled by multiple agents
in a deentralized manner.
The stability and optimality of Markov hains are usually studied by analyzing
how the state of the Markov hain evolves, what properties the hain must satisfy,
and how to ontrol the Markov hain to preserve suh properties. For instane, the
irreduibility property has been ommonly used in model-free algorithms [10℄. How-
ever, as explained in [5, 59℄ and Chapter 3, this irreduibility property may not hold,
sine in a dynami network, the Markov hain may not have a single ommuniating
lass of states.
Thus, we use the ψ-irreduibility framework disussed in Chapter 3 to study the
stability and performane analysis in our DEC-POMDP formulation for the queue
sheduling problem. It should be noted that this ψ-irreduibility onept diers
from [5℄ where the authors only onsidered a Markov hain, without any ontrol
algorithm for the MDP. The main reason for us to apply ψ-irreduibility is to obtain
stability onditions under the model-free ontrol algorithm, whih an be used to
derive performane bounds in Setion 6.4.4 as the algorithm onverges.
Figure 6.6 summarizes the key ideas in this setion:
1. For the DEC-POMDP model for queue sheduling, we shall rst show the ψ-
irreduibility framework in Setion 6.4.1. Speially, we prove ψ-irreduibility
in Lemma 6.2 under some stability assumptions and harateristis of the joint
poliy.
2. We then introdue the stability property known as geometri drift in Denition
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Figure 6.6: Summary of tehniques used in performane analysis for DEC-POMDP
3. Finally, we use the geometri drift ondition or V -uniform ergodiity to derive
bounds in Setion 6.4.4.
6.4.1 ψ-irreduibility for DEC-POMDP queueing problem
In [74℄, the authors proposed a multi-agent ross-produt MDP from the DEC-
POMDP itself together with the nite state ontrollers of all nodes. In this hapter,
we apply this idea but with the loality of interation among neighbors, as disussed
in the previous setion.
Formally, we only onsider the DEC-POMDP omponents in the neighborhood of
agent i and dene the tuple:
〈Si,Ni, Ai,Ni, P, Cloc,i,Ωi,Ni, O, po〉 (6.22)
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where:
Si,Ni is the set of fatored state vetor ontaining the loal queue lengths of agent i
and its neighboring agents Ni. Note that eah agent does not ompletely observe this
state (i.e. eah agent only observes its own loal queue lengths).






−−→ai,Ni) is the state transition probability.
Cloc,i is the immediate loalized ost in (6.13) whih depends only on 〈Si,Ni,
−−→ai,Ni〉.





) is the observation funtion probability.
p0 is the initial state probability distribution for Si,Ni.
We also use the MFSC with neighbor loality for eah agent k: 〈Ik, φk, fk, θk, µk〉
∀k ∈ {i∪Ni}. Speially, let
−→gi (t) = [gk ∈ Ik] be a vetor of I-states at time t from
agents i and its neighbors Ni. We dene η(
−−→oi,Ni|
−→gi (t)) be a mapping from the set of
observations
−−→oi,Ni to the set of next I-states vetor
−→gi (t+1), given the urrent I-states
vetor
−→gi (t).
Following [74℄, the ross produt MDP from the DEC-POMDP in (6.22) and
MFSC for agent k, ∀k ∈ {i ∪Ni} is dened as the tuple:
〈


















is the ross produt spae of the ation spae Ak and the set of
I-states Ik with respet to the set of observations Ωk.
Cˆ(Sˆ(t), Aˆ(t)) is the immediate ost funtion, whih is also equal to Cloc,i(t).
Pˆ (Sˆ(t+ 1)|Aˆ(t), Sˆ(t)) is the state transition probability that an be written as:
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−−→ai,Ni(t), Si,Ni(t), Si,Ni(t+ 1))
where:
O(−−→oi,Ni(t)|
−−→ai,Ni(t), Si,Ni(t), Si,Ni(t + 1)) is the probability of observing
−−→oi,Ni(t) when
agents in Si,Ni(t) take
−−→ai,Ni(t) resulting to Si,Ni(t+ 1).
η(−−→oi,Ni(t)|
−→gi (t)) =
−→gi (t+1) is the mapping from
−−→oi,Ni(t) to
−→gi (t+1), as obtained from
the agents' poliies.
Sˆ(t) = 〈−→gi (t), Si,Ni(t)〉
Aˆ(t) = 〈−−→ai,Ni(t)〉, whih depends on
−−→ai,Ni(t) itself and η(
−−→oi,Ni(t)|
−→gi (t)).
Note that the DEC-POMDP omponents in (6.22) is similar to the single-agent







−→ei (t) is not used expliitly in LID-RLPS, in this subsetion, we use Sˆ(t) = 〈
−→gi (t), Si,Ni(t)〉
as the state of the ross produt MDP. Sˆ(t) does not ontain
−→
ohNi(t) that represents
the omplete history of observations of other agents up to time t. This is not only for
ease of representation, but also for analysis in verifying ψ-irreduibility.
We emphasize that in the ross produt MDP, no agent an eetively know the
global state Sˆ(t) espeially when eah agent i exeutes LID-RLPS. In spite of this,
the main idea here is to show that the ontrolled Markov hain
〈
Sˆ, Aˆ, Pˆ , Cˆ
〉
is ψ-
irreduible under the joint poliy
−−→wi,Ni = [wi,
−−→wNi], where the joint poliies are xed
at the urrent ontext of LID-RLPS.
The state Sˆ(t) = 〈−→gi (t), Si,Ni(t)〉 onsists of the I-states vetor and the fatored
queue lengths of agents. Sine the queue length proesses among lass queues are
independent as disussed in Setions 6.1.3 and 6.3.3, our analysis is based on a single
lass queue. From the queueing law in (6.4) and by onsidering loality of interation,















This queueing law is similar to (6.4), but is only onerned among agent i and




xJi,Ni(t)] for J network lasses. On the
other hand,
−→gi (t) evolves from observation mapping: η(
−−→oi,Ni|
−→gi (t− 1)) =
−→gi (t). The
ation vetor Aˆ(t) from the joint poliy −−→wi,Ni = [wi,





−−→oi,Ni, and internal state
−→gi (t). Thus, we
an write:
Sˆ(t+ 1) = Sˆ(t) +H(Sˆ(t)) +M(Sˆ(t), Wˆ (t)) (6.24)
where {Wˆ (t)} is i.i.d. and independent of Sˆ(0). We assume that Wˆ (t) is taken from
the spae Sˆ, but independent of Sˆ(t) itself. We assume that the funtions H and M





is a measurable spae with β(Sˆ) as the σ-eld. The state
spae Sˆ onsists of two omponents: subsets of multidimensional Eulidean spae for
Si,Ni(t); and subsets of multidimensional ountable and disrete spae for the I-states
−→gi (t). Thus, the spae Sˆ is ompat and a separable metri spae.
We also assume that Sˆ evolves as an aperiodi Markov hain. We refer the reader
to [23℄ for further terminology and notation. In addition, we have the following
assumptions:
Assumption A(1): Let Sˆ(t) = Sˆ∗ for t → ∞. There exist Wˆ (t) = Wˆ ∗ suh
that M(Sˆ∗, Wˆ ∗) = 0, and for a ontinuous funtion ξ : Rd → [0, 1] with ξ(Wˆ ∗) > 0
and for B ∈ β(Rd): Pr(Wˆ (0) ∈ B) ≥
∫
B
ξ(z)dz. This assumption is mainly for
haraterizing the density of Wˆ (t).






M(Sˆ∗, Wˆ ∗) andG = d
dWˆ
M(Sˆ∗, Wˆ ∗). The onept of ontrollable
pair (F,G) is used in linear ontrol models if the ontrol matries (F,G) satisfy
ertain matrix struture properties so that eah pair of states
〈
Sˆ(0), Sˆ(t) = Sˆ∗
〉
an
be reahed. For more details on ontrollable matries, see [23, Chapter 4℄.
Denition 6.1: We term a joint poliy
−−→wi,Ni = [wi,
−−→wNi] that satises Assumptions
A(1) and A(2) as a dominating poliy.
Lemma 6.2: Under a dominating joint poliy
−−→wi,Ni = [wi,
−−→wNi], the ross produt
MDP
〈
Sˆ, Aˆ, Pˆ , Cˆ
〉
in (6.23) is a ψ-irreduible ontrolled Markov hain.
Proof: We follow some notations from Chapter 2. From Assumptions A(1) and
A(2) and using the Impliit Funtion Theorem [22℄, the state spae an be written
as the union of open sets [23, Proposition 7.1.5℄. Furthermore, if O is an open set
ontaining Sˆ∗ and sˆ ∈ O, then under poliy −→w , the t-step transition probability from
state sˆ satises:
P t−→w (sˆ, R) = P (Sˆ(t) ∈ R|Sˆ(0) = sˆ) ≥ ǫv(R) (6.25)
where ǫ > 0 is a onstant, R ∈ β(Sˆ), and v(·) is the uniform distribution on set O.
The set O is also known as a small and petite set from the inequality ondition in
(6.25).
From (2.1), the resolvent kernel for set O, under xed poliy −→w = −−→wi,Ni, an be
written as: K−→w (s, O) :=
∞∑
t=0
2−(t+1)P t−→w (s, O) for any s ∈ Sˆ. From Assumption A(1),
M(Sˆ∗, Wˆ ∗) = 0 and thus, by using (6.24), we have Sˆ(t) ∈ O for all suiently large t.
In other words, P tw(s, O) > 0 for large t. Sine Wˆ
∗
is also the support of the marginal
distribution of {Wˆ (t)} from Assumption A(1), it then follows that K−→w (s, O) > 0
from the resolvent kernel denition.
From the inequality in (6.25), we an write the following for some m ∈ Z+ and
any s ∈ Sˆ, R ∈ β(Sˆ) (see [22℄):
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≥ 2−mK−→w (s, O)ǫv(R)
Sine the right-hand side expression of the last inequality above is always positive,
the Markov hain in (6.24) is a T-hain [24℄. Finally, from the result in [23, Proposition
6.2.1℄ with one reahable set O ontaining Sˆ∗ and from Denition 2.1, the ontrolled
Markov hain is thus ψ-irreduible. 
6.4.2 Markov Stability and Convergene of LID-RLPS
In analyzing the onvergene of the proposed model-free LID-RLPS algorithm, we
rst introdue the following stability ondition [23, Chapter 16℄.
Denition 6.2: Consider a ψ-irreduible Markov hain Φ with measurable spae
β(Sˆ) and probability transition P . If there exists an extended-value funtion V :
Sˆ → [1,∞] bounded in Sˆ, a measurable set C, and onstants γ > 0, b <∞, suh that
for s ∈ Sˆ:
△V (s) :=
∫
P (s, dy)V (y)− V (s) ≤ −γV (s) + bδC(s) (6.26)
then Φ exhibits geometri drift towards set C, where δC(s) is the indiator funtion:
δC(s) = 1 if s ∈ C else 0.
In this subsetion, we shall use the geometri drift ondition to show that the ψ-
irreduible hain Φ =
〈
Sˆ, Aˆ, Pˆ , Cˆ
〉
has a unique stationary distribution. One this is
established, we shall prove the onvergene of the LID-RLPS algorithm, speially
Algorithm 5.
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Formally, sine the state spae Sˆ is ompat, and that the hain Φ is a ψ-irreduible
and aperiodi T-hain from Lemma 6.2, then Φ is known as uniformly ergodi [23,
Theorem 16.2.5℄.
Some properties of uniformly ergodi hains are:
1. Existene of a unique invariant probability measure π suh that:
sup
s∈Sˆ
∥∥P t(s, B)− π(B)∥∥→ 0, t→∞.
where B ∈ β(Sˆ), π(B) is the steady state probability distribution, and the norm
‖ν(·)‖, for some signed measure v(·) on β(Sˆ), is known as the total variation





2. The geometri drift ondition in (6.26) is satised for a petite set C, and a
bounded funtion V .
Hene, the hain has a unique stationary distribution π for a given dominating
poliy
−→w = −−→wi,Ni in the MDP. This also implies under poliy
−→w , the Markov hain is
dened to be stable (i.e. uniformly ergodi).
Let c(−→w ) ∈ R‖Sˆ‖ be a
∥∥∥Sˆ∥∥∥-dimensional vetor, where ∥∥∥Sˆ∥∥∥ is the total number of
states in the ountable state spae Sˆ, suh that the s-th omponent is:
c(−→w , s) := E−→w {Cˆ(s,
−→a )|s} (6.27)
for all s ∈ Sˆ and −→a ∈ Aˆ. By using the fat that Cˆ(Sˆ(t), Aˆ(t)) = Cloc,i(t), we an
write the loal neighborhood utility B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi) in (6.17) to be equal to:
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π(s)c(−→w , s) (6.28)
This expression is thus independent of the initial state. LID-RLPS tries to nd
〈φi, θi〉 that minimizes η−→w given the poliies of neighbors. Hene, it is intuitive to
look at the gradient of η−→w with respet to the parameters 〈φi, θi〉. Speially, the
gradient an be expressed as: ∇η−→w = (∇π)
T c(−→w ) + (∇c(−→w ))
T
π, where π is written
as a
∥∥∥Sˆ∥∥∥-dimensional vetor.













is a unit vetor where the s-th omponent is equal to 1.
P (−→w )t = (P (−→w ))t is t-th power of the probability matrix P (−→w ) of the Markov hain
Φ under poliy −→w and P (−→w )0 = I is the identity matrix.
From [61℄, lim
β→1
πT∇P (−→w )ζ−→w,β = (∇π)
T c(−→w ). This implies that:
∇η−→w ,β = π




where ∇η−→w,β is a good estimate of ∇η−→w when β is lose to 1.
Theorem 6.3: During the update of the poliy for agent i in Algorithm 5 when it is




T ] be the gradient estimate
after T yles. Under the ψ-irreduible aperiodi T-hain Φ and assumptions in
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Lemma 6.2 with a dominating poliy
−→w , lim
T→∞







Proof: Sine the hain Φ is uniformly ergodi and satises (6.26), then from [23,
Lemma 15.2.2℄, the funtion V is known as unbounded o petite sets that satisfy the
following denition: For any n < ∞, the sublevel set CV (n) = {s : V (s) ≤ n} is
petite. A set is petite if it satises the ondition in (6.25).
The geometri drift ondition in (6.26) an be easily written as:
△V (s) ≤ 0, s /∈ C (6.31)
From this inequality ondition and the result in [23, Theorem 9.1.8℄, and using
the fat that C is a petite set from the uniform ergodiity property, then the hain
Φ is known as Harris reurrent hain that satises the following: L(s, C) = 1, whih
is the return time probability starting with any state s ∈ Sˆ to the petite set C, as
desribed in (2.2) and Setion 2.1.
By denition in [23, Chapter 10℄, if Φ is ψ-irreduible, admits an invariant prob-
ability measure π, and is Harris reurrent, then Φ is alled a positive Harris hain.
From Algorithm 5, let µi(ai(t) | θi, gt+1, yt, δNi) = µi(ai(t)|li(t)) for ease of nota-
tion. Sine the poliy is xed at
























We shall show that the rst and seond terms of (6.32) onverge to (∇c(−→w ))
T
π
and πT∇P (−→w )ζ−→w,β, respetively. The proof for the ase of △
φi
T is similar.
Using a similar idea in [75, Theorem 4℄, for positive Harris hain with the ost
funtion Cˆ(s(t),−→a (t)) = Cloc,i(t) as a Borel-measurable funtion, the rst term in
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To simplify this relation, we rewrite the ost vetor omponent c(−→w , s) in (6.27)
for s ∈ Sˆ as follows:









Cˆ(s,−→a )µi(ai | li) (6.34)
where:
−→a = [ai,
−→aNi ] represents all possible ation vetors with ai ∈ Ai from agent i and
−→aNi
from its neighbors.
−−→wNi is the poliies of the neighbors Ni, represented as δNi .
µi(ai | θi, g, y, δNi) := µi(ai | li) is the ation seletion distribution from the MFSC
for an internal state g and observation y obtained from the state s ∈ Sˆ, and li =
[θi, g, y, δNi].
The representation in (6.34) is possible, sine only the winner agent i at the
urrent algorithm yle an hange its parameters, given the xed poliies
−−→wNi of its
neighbors. By dierentiating (6.34) with respet to 〈φi, θi〉, we have:
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∇c(−→w , s) =
∑
ai∈Ai








= c(−→w , s)∇µi(ai|li)
µi(ai|li)











Consequently, sine the expression in (6.33) holds for every possible initial values















We then simplify the seond term in (6.32) as follows. Using a similar argument
































P (−→w )kc(−→w ) (6.37)
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For any k ≥ 0, by following [75, Theorem 4℄ and using the fat that only winner





























|s, ai) is the state transition probability.[




) is the orresponding s
′
-th vetor element.
Using (6.36), (6.37), and (6.38), we have the desired limit for the seond term of




T∇P (−→w )ζ−→w,β + (∇c(
−→w ))
T
π = ∇η−→w ,β.

Theorem 6.3 implies that, for eah agent i, the gradient estimates △T approahes
the atual gradient of the loal neighborhood utility ∇η−→w ,β for a given xed domi-
nating poliy
−→w = 〈φk, θk〉 for k ∈ {i, Ni}.
LID-RLPS updates the parameters of the winning agent i simply by: θi,new :=
θi − αt+1△
θi
t+1 and φi,new := φi − αt+1△
φi
t+1. We note that one the parameters are
hanged, the joint poliy also hanges. Our next goal is to show that, despite this
poliy hange, the new sueeding joint poliy is still a dominating poliy. As explain
earlier, a dominating poliy is a stable poliy that makes the hain to be uniformly
ergodi.
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From Algorithm 4 and (6.18), the estimate ηBi(t) of the loal neighborhood utility
η−→w in (6.28) is required to obtain the gain messages. The key idea is to initialize this
estimate to a ertain value that satisfy stability properties. Using similar arguments
in [8, 59℄, we rst initialize the estimate ηBi(t) to a Lyapunov funtion V that satises
the geometri drift in (6.26). Speially, sine the geometri drift inequality an be
redued to the Foster-Lyapunov inequality in [8, 59℄ and Theorem 2.3, it an be shown
that every sueeding poliy in the iteration is also uniformly ergodi.
The parameters 〈θi,t, φi〉 of the winning agent are said to evolve on a slower time-
sale than the gradient estimator △T . The onvergene of two-time sale stohasti
approximation theory is studied in [76℄. Following [76℄ under suitable stability on-
ditions, it an be shown that 〈θi,t, φi〉 onverges to the parameter values that satisfy:
∇η−→w ,β = 0.
In summary, by starting with a dominating poliy
−→w and initializing the estimate
of the loal neighborhood utility ηBi(t) to a Lyapunov funtion V in (6.26), we an
guarantee onvergene (i.e. ∇η−→w ,β = 0) and stability (i.e. uniform ergodiity) of the
sueeding joint poliies in the LID-RLPS iteration.
We observe that this gradient-based mehanism may onverge to a loally optimal
solution. To handle this situation, we an use the idea of ator-riti algorithms that
use a value funtion approximator (i.e. riti) in omputing the value of the poliy.
This extends the ideas in [77℄ in expressing the gradient estimate △T .
6.4.3 Deentralized Queue Stability
The previous subsetion disusses the stability and onvergene of the LID-RLPS
algorithm using the geometri drift ondition in Denition 6.2. In applying this
onept for our deentralized queueing model, we dene deentralized queue stability
as follows:
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Lemma 6.3: A network of N queues is stable if and only if eah queue is stable from
Denition 3.2.














If the network is stable, then by using the fat that the lim sup of a sum is less
than or equal to the sum of the lim sups [29℄, then eah queue is stable from Denition
3.2. 
6.4.4 Performane Bounds using V-uniform ergodiity
From Setion 6.4.2, we see that a bounded value funtion V exists that satises the
geometri drift inequality. In this subsetion, we show how to nd V using the general
queueing law in (6.4).





satises the geometri drift inequality in Denition 6.2, where s ∈ Sˆ in (6.23) and xji
is the queue length in bits at node i.
Proof: From the queueing law in (6.4) and for eah lass queue j, suppose the
arrival proesses {dji (t)} have a rate E{d
j
i (t)} = λ
j
i for i = 1, ..., N .
















































From Theorem 6.2, we know that the proess µji,out(t) :=
∑
{∀l:q(l)=i}
µjl (t) is rate
onvergent to some onstant rate µji,out > 0. By similar arguments to the proof of
Theorem 6.2, the proess dened as µji,in(t) :=
∑
{∀l:h(l)=i}
µjl (t) is also rate onvergent
to some rate µji,in > 0.
Assuming the soure arrival proess {dji (t)} is independent with {µ
j
i,out(t)} and
{µji,in(t)}, then the proess {y
j














































, and taking onditional






N (t)], we obtain the geometri drift in-
equality as:
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To identify a ertain measurable set C (see (6.26)), we onsider the indiator

































> 0. This denition is intuitive and not surprising, sine




i . This is also
in onjuntion with Lemma 6.3, implying that the measurable set C is the situation
when every stable queue leads to network stability and vie versa. The result then
follows.

We shall now use the geometri drift ondition in (6.41) for deriving performane
bounds for average queueing delay and ongestion level.
Theorem 6.4: The LID-RLPS algorithm stabilizes the queueing model aording to
Denition 6.3.







, where s ∈ Sˆ in (6.23) and xji is the lass
j queue length in bits at node i, and by summing (6.41) ∀j, we have the following
geometri drift inequality for ∀t:
△V (st) := E {V (st+1)− V (st)|





















































N (t), ..., x
J
1 (t), ..., x
J
N(t)]
Sine V (st) ≥ 0, and by taking expetations over the distribution of
−→xt and
summing inequality (6.42) over t from t = 0 to t = M − 1 for some M ∈ Z+ and
simplifying, we have:
























































































Noting the result in (6.4) that
−→




is already a Markov hain

























Following the ideas of [29, Lemma 2℄ and rewriting the geometri drift for eah






















































Note that the bound in (6.43) only holds when the LID-RLPS algorithm is initialized
with a dominating poliy
−→w and by initializing the estimate of the loal neighborhood







, so that the geometri
drift ondition in (6.42) is initially satised. This is in onjuntion with Theorem 6.3
and the onepts in Setion 6.4.2.
We also observe that the bound in (6.43) of Theorem 6.4 is an extension of the
result from Setion 3.4.3 for the single-agent ase and in onjuntion with Lemma 6.3.
However, the result in this setion is only met by following the LID-RLPS algorithm.
6.5 Simulation and Disussion
We simulate the same senario as desribed in Setion 3.5 with a network of 20
mobile nodes as shown in Figure 3.3. We set the maximum hannel apaity at 2
Mbps, while both the network interfae and routing protool queues have a limit of
50 and 100 pakets, respetively. The simulation is done with varying pause times for
3,000 seonds.
We have used eight long-lived CBR onnetions with the harateristis similar to
Table 3.1. We hoose CBR ows sine this type of ows aptures the worst ase and
average long term performane. However, our tehnique still applies for other types
of tra suh as Pareto and Exponential ON/OFF soures. The ontrol pakets from
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the routing protool are marked as Class I and the data paket size is 64 bytes.
We have disussed in Setion 6.1.4 that dierent MAC mehanisms and vary-
ing mobility and topology issues are aptured in our general deentralized queueing
model. It should also be noted that there have been a number of works that ana-
lyze the performane of DCF in MANETs using the Markov hain theory [32, 33℄.
Our approah is dierent beause we formulate the problem using the DEC-POMDP
framework for a deentralized ontrolled Markov hain.
We ompare the performane of LID-RLPS with a single-agent based RL algo-
rithm similar to [37, 59℄ and Setion 4.2. We refer to the latter as Independent RL
Provisioning (IRLP), where eah node only onsiders its own loally-observed MDP
independently and does not ommuniate its poliies with any other agent.
As explained in (6.7) of Setion 6.1.3, the main objetive is to minimize the average
ongestion level of the network, whih onerns all nodes and all network lasses.
Similar to Setion 3.5 earlier in Chapter 3, we summarize the eetive arrival rate
and servie lass rate measurements, averaged over the simulation period and over all
nodes in Table 6.1.



















I 14671.40 14700.68 2892.53 3005.72 0.1174
II 5657.82 5741.80 991.30 1166.93 0.0455
III 15396.20 15407.39 2862.89 3200.15 0.1250
Total Congestion among Classes 6746.72 7372.80 0.2879
Furthermore, we ompare the average ongestion level measurements and the the-













) from (6.43), where mji is
the seond moment of the the proess {yji (t)} dened in (6.40), and is obtained






, where AveBitsj is shown in the 5
th
olumn of Table 6.1 andMaxBitsj is
the maximum possible amount of bits in queue j (i.e. 50 ∗ 64 ∗ 8 bits). The tabulated
simulation results show that the measured average ongestion level (i.e. 4th olumn)










































Figure 6.7: Normalized average ongestion for LID-RLPS and IRLP under varying
pause times
Figure 6.7 shows the average long term ost or ongestion over time, under dierent
senarios and pause times. As expeted, IRLP inurs higher ongestion level even
though eah agent learns and adapts its poliy. LID-RLPS ahieves signiantly lower
sine eah agent oordinates among its neighbors before the winner agent hanges its
poliy, as explained in Algorithm 4.
Table 6.1 shows a normalized bound value of 0.2879, summed for all J lasses, for
LID-RLPS under the 5 seonds pause time senario. We observe that this is indeed
a tight bound as shown in Figure 6.7. The gure also shows that the bound was not
initially met due to the LID-RLPS learning algorithm that uses the multi-agent nite
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state ontroller (MFSC) for eah node. LID-RLPS is ontinually updating the MFSC
parameters in eah agent, and has not onverged yet to the optimal solution.
We also observe that LID-RLPS satises the limiting bound value of 0.2879 for
varying senarios and pause times. This result supports our laim that the varying
MAC mehanisms and topology are aptured in our model as disussed in Setion
6.1.4. We also emphasize that the theoretial bound value an only be met by the
optimal poliy from the result in Theorem 6.4.
6.6 Possible Weaknesses of LID-RLPS
As explained in Theorem 6.2 and similar to FLP, WFRLP and HORLP in the previous
hapters, LID-RLPS uses WF 2Q provisioning if the topology state (i.e. also aptures
the hannel state proess in Setion 6.1.4) evolves as an irreduible aperiodi Markov
hain, as seen by eah agent. This assumption has been ommonly used in literature
[6, 12, 26, 27℄.
Following the ideas in Setion 3.6, we highlight again that this assumption an
be met as follows: In a multi-node ommuniation network, suppose the Signal-to-
Interferene (SIR) ratio or hannel gain between eah node an be measured. The
SIR of a link i an be expressed as [37, 78℄:














where W and R are the system bandwidth and transmission rate, pit is the transmis-
sion power employed at node i, Ait is the path loss orresponding to link i, and σ
2
is
the variane of the thermal noise. The path loss Ait depends on the distane between
the transmitter i and reeiver.
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The SIR is essentially the main omponent aeting the transmission in the general
deentralized queueing law in (6.4). Suppose that the SIR values are partitioned into
L intervals: 0 < Γ1 < ... < ΓL. The hannel gain is said to be in state l if it is
between interval Γl−1 and Γl. This mapping an then be redued into an ergodi
Markov hain, and the state transition probability ompletely speies the dynamis
of the hannel. Under the NS2 simulation [30℄, setting the transition probabilities
an be easily done as NS2 already provides a nite-state Markov hannel model.
Even though this assumption of an ergodi Markov hain for the hannel proess is
ommonly used in theory and is veried in simulations, suh assumption still remains
to be seen in atual network implementation.
As mentioned in Setion 6.3.4 and shown in Figure 6.4, a linear funtion approxi-
mation struture known as the CMAC is used to store the estimate ηBi(t) of the loal
neighborhood utility B(Ni, φi, θi|
−−→wNi) given the neighbors' poliies. This struture
also faes an issue of how lose is the atual estimate to the required value, espeially
during learning. Similar to the usage of the CMAC neural network in Setion 4.6,
further investigation is required to study the error bound between these two values. In
relation to this storage issue, one an fae similar problem when representing the soft-
max distribution fi(h | φi, gt, yt, ai(t−1), δNi) in Figure 6.5, due to the approximation
error of the artiial neural network struture.
We observe that even though LID-RLPS an solve the DEC-POMDP queue
sheduling problem in a deentralized model-free manner, with loality of intera-
tion, the prie to pay is that it an only give a near-optimal poliy and an inrease
of storage for storing and representing the dierent required quantities of LID-RLPS
suh as ηBi(t) and fi(h | φi, gt, yt, ai(t− 1), δNi).
We emphasize that the proposed tehnique is independent on the size of loality
or neighboring nodes ‖Ni‖. In the exhange of poliy vetors in the loality, eah
agent performs feature extration on the poliy vetors: 〈θk, φk〉 ∀k ∈ Ni, so that the
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stored vetor parameter δNi for eah agent has a onstant dimension. As explained
in Setion 6.3.4, δNi is omputed as the average of the poliy vetors. Other feature
extration mehanism an be investigated in the future.
The main idea is that, the poliy learned with the urrent set of neighbors an be
used when the set of neighbors hanges. The vetor spae for δNi is the same, while
the values of the vetor parameter δNi vary, when the set of neighbors hanges. This
vetor parameter δNi is used during the LID-RLPS learning proedure to obtain the
required poliy, independent on the size or set of neighbors.
6.7 Chapter Summary
We have onsidered a stohasti optimal ontrol approah to solve the problem of
multi-lass sheduling or bandwidth alloation and provisioning under a time-varying
hannel and topology in MANETs. Our proposed sheme is based on a novel frame-
work known as Deentralized Partially Observable Markov Deision Proess (DEC-
POMDP), where the performane is aeted by the joint ations of the agents. In
addition eah agent only observes a partial view of the urrent network state, whih
may only inlude its loal queue lengths and poliies of neighboring agents. In solving
the DEC-POMDP, we propose a model-free algorithm known as LID-RLPS that per-
forms ooperative deentralized optimization for a general Markov wireless queueing
network, without requiring the topology, tra, and wireless hannel statistis. We
also exploit the idea of nding a poliy struture to apture the loality of intera-
tion among neighbors. Simulation results have shown that the proposed sheme in
resoure alloation is able to attain its objetive of minimizing the average ongestion




In this thesis, we have onsidered a stohasti optimal ontrol approah for network-
level resoure alloation and provisioning under a time-varying hannel in a multi-
lass ad ho network. Speially, we study the problem of queue sheduling and
buer management, under the inherently lossy wireless medium and varying topology.
Our model aptures the situation of having dierent soure-destination pairs, varying
hannel data and error rates, and general tra arrival statistis and arbitrary number
of nodes.
We have formulated the resoure alloation problem using the deision theoreti
framework known as Markov Deision Proess (MDP). In this thesis, we have pre-
sented four variants of MDP formulations to highlight important results and ontri-
butions.
The rst variant uses the theory of ψ-irreduibility to formulate an average ost
MDP for eah node ating as an agent, with the objetive of minimizing the average
ongestion level. Using the stability onditions of ψ-irreduible Markov hains, we
have presented the rst tehnique of ahieving optimal ontrol, network optimization,
and stability simultaneously for a general Markov queueing network, without the
knowledge of tra, topology, and hannel statistis. From this theory, we have
also derived performane bounds on the average ongestion level and queueing delay
diretly from the value iteration algorithm initialized with a Lyapunov funtion, as
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the algorithm onverges to the optimal poliy.
The seond variant onsiders an event-based Semi-Markov Deision Proess (SMDP)
for eah node that adaptively performs network-level bandwidth alloation and buer
management. The main objetive is to maximize average long term network reward,
and at the same time, minimize QoS violations with respet to bandwidth, queueing
delay, and buer loss. In solving the SMDP without knowing the underlying statistis
of the hannel, topology, and tra proesses, we have used a novel model-free ap-
proah known as Neuro-Dynami Programming (NDP), also known as Reinforement
Learning, that uses simulation-based tehniques to nd near-optimal poliies.
We have also onsidered the third variant of MDP formulation that extends the
SMDP model earlier, espeially for ontinuous state and ation vetor spaes in the
QoS provisioning problem. By dividing the original SMDP formulation into dif-
ferent tasks or smaller problems, and omposing poliies from these tasks for the
optimal poliy of the original problem, we have shown that suh mehanism ael-
erates the onvergene of nding the optimal solution. Formally, we have used the
framework known as Hierarhial Semi-Markov Deision Proess (HSMDP) and use
the orresponding model-free Hierarhial Reinforement Learning (HRL) algorithm
for provisioning. HRL provides the advantage of faster onvergene and better per-
formane in terms of long term average reward by reusing subtasks solutions in the
task hierarhy of the HSMDP formulation. In the seond and third variants, we have
emphasized that the algorithm does not need to onsider the tra, topology, and
hannel statistis.
Finally, we disussed the importane of deentralized ontrol for resoure alloation
and provisioning. We have used a novel multi-agent framework known as Deentral-
ized Partially Observable Markov Deision Proess (DEC-POMDP). In the earlier
MDP formulations, eah agent independently solves its own loally-observed Markov
hain. On the ontrary, under a DEC-POMDP, the joint poliies of the nodes at-
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ing as agents aet the overall performane. This framework is similar to stohasti
game theory, where agents have to ollaborate among themselves to nd the optimal
poliy. However, in ontrast to game theory where eah agent ompletely observes
the global state of the network, for DEC-POMDP, eah agent only observes its loal
queue information and possibly poliies of neighboring agents.
To the best of our knowledge, we believe that the DEC-POMDP formulation
aptures a multi-agent system for ommuniation networks more appropriately than
any other deision-theoreti, game-theoreti, or MDP-based framework. In this thesis,
we present the rst DEC-POMDP formulation for queue sheduling under a time-
varying hannel and topology. The solution to the DEC-POMDP gives the optimal
joint poliy for the agents. However, it is known that solving a DEC-POMDP is
NEXP-omplete and memory requirements grow exponentially even for nite-horizon
problems. We address these issues by exploiting the loality of interation among the
agents and using online model-free tehniques to approximate the optimal solution.
We have proposed a model-free algorithm for ahieving optimization and stability
ooperatively and simultaneously in a deentralized manner, without knowing the
statistis of the topology, tra, and hannel in a general Markov queueing network.
7.1 Possible Diretions for Future Researh
As we have presented in Chapter 3, under the ψ-irreduibility framework, one an
ahieve simultaneous optimization and stability for the queue sheduling problem.
We observe that this theory for ontrolled Markov hains an be used to address
optimization and stability for other types of networks. As mentioned earlier in Setion
3.7, this tehnique outperforms reent state-of-the-art works by Neely. Generally
speaking, using ψ-irreduibility allows us to derive similar bounds to Neely's work.
This novel theory of ψ-irreduibility has a rih mathematial framework [23℄, and
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an be used to analyze system metris in a ommuniation network. Possible future
areas inlude works similar to [6, 9, 26, 39, 40, 41℄ for power alloation, routing,
ongestion ontrol, for analyzing energy expenditure, and study delay and rate trade-
os. We an also use this theory for ross-layer design and optimization, and derive
performane bounds, similar to a reent Lyapunov-based work in [79℄, as long as
one an nd a ontrolled Markov hain. The main added advantage is that, we an
analyze and ahieve stability and optimization simultaneously.
As for the theory on Neuro-Dynami Programming or Reinforement Learning,
possible future researh inludes adding the theory of ψ-irreduibility using themodel-
free algorithm to diretly derive performane bounds. This is similar to the work in
[22℄, but applied in an atual network. With this idea, one an theoretially derive
performane bounds from the SMDP formulation desribed in Chapter 4.
For possible extension on the theory on HSMDP and HRL, one an also look at
the inlusion of stability using ψ-irreduibility. We note that in Chapter 5, the HRL-
based algorithm only takles optimization, and no stability onditions were disussed.
This an be further investigated in the future.
For the DEC-POMDP formulation, in this thesis, we have only proposed one
model-free algorithm, with loality of interation. As the DEC-POMDP theory is
quite new, other types POMDP-based algorithms an also be investigated. Other
areas of researh an be done by extending the ideas in reent works by [80, 81℄ that
use the onept of graphial games to study the loality of interation among nodes,
ahieving Nash equilibrium, and in ahieving performane optimization simultane-
ously.
Finally, for using the ψ-irreduibility stability framework on general Markov hains,
showing this property of ψ-irreduibility may not be straightforward, espeially when
the state spae is ontinuous and multi-dimensional. In our formulation in Setion
3.3.1, ψ-irreduibility was easily veried due to the fat that the queue length proess
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for eah lass j evolves as a random walk on the half line and is already a Markov
hain. However, for a general state desriptor suh as in non-linear state spae mod-
els, showing ψ-irreduibility may be diult [23℄. In this ase, one may need to look
at other types of stability formulations, suh as how to guarantee reurrene and
ergodiity of multi-dimensional Markov hains, and existene of Lyapunov funtions
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